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9 Massively Parallel Systems
Up to now, using the systems theory approach, we have dealt with systems where the number of parallel channels is very small. Most systems possess one or two parallel channels. This highest value, i. e., four, occurred in an example illustrated above (Fig. 8.14), if the feedback channels running in the opposite direction are included. Many systems, especially nervous systems, are endowed with structures containing an abundance of parallel channels. This is particularly clear for the above example where typically each muscle is excited by a large number of a- and of g-motorneurones on the efferent side and by many sensory neurons (e. g., muscle spindles), on the afferent side. In previous considerations, models were constructed on the assumption that it is useful to simplify the systems by condensing a great number of channels to just a few. However, some characteristics of these systems become apparent only when the highly parallel or, as they are often called, massively parallel structure is actually considered. More recently such systems have been called neuronal nets or connectionist systems, but they had already been investigated in the early days of cybernetics (Reichardt and Mac Ginitie 1962, Rosenblatt 1958, Steinbuch 1961, Varju 1962,1965).
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Fig. 9.1 Two schematic presentations of a neuroid. In this example the neuroid receives three input values x1, x2, x3. Each input is multiplied by its weight w1, w2, and w3, respectively. The linear sum of these products, u, is given to an, often nonlinear, activation function f(u) which provides the output value y. (a) resembles more the morphology of an biological neuron, (b) permits an clearer illustration of the connections and the weights
In order to make it possible to deal with a large number of parallel connections, we introduce a new basic element which, in the present context, we will call a neuroid, to show its difference from real neurons. The neuroid is a purely static element. Effects such as dynamic effects, for example low-pass properties (Chapter 6.4, 8.10) as well as more complicated properties such as spatial summation, or spatial or temporal potentiation, are not considered in this simple form of a neuroid nor are spiking neurons considered (see however Chapter 8.10). Artificial neuronal nets consist of a combination of many of these basic elements. The neuroid displays the following basic structures (Fig. 9.1 a, b). It has an input section which receives signals from an unspecified number of input channels and summates them linearly. In principle, this input section may correspond to the dendritic section of a classic neuron, though it should be noted that there are important differences, as mentioned above. The input section of a neuroid acts as a simple summation element. It is represented in Figure 9.1 in two different ways. In Figure 9.1 a it corresponds to the usual symbol for the summation. In Figure 9.1 b the input section is represented by a broad "column." This has advantages for subsequent figures, but should not encourage the (unintended) interpretation that this represents a real dendritic tree with the dynamic properties mentioned above.The inputs impact on the neuroid via "synapses." At these synapses the incoming signals may be subject to different amplification factors or weights which are referred to by the letter w. Generally, these weights may adopt arbitrary real values. Positive weights may formally correspond to an excitatory synapse, a negative weight to an inhibitory synapse. After multiplication with their corresponding weights w1, w2, and w3, the incoming signals x1, x2, and x3 are summated as follows:
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This value is eventually transformed by a static characteristic of a linear or, in most cases, nonlinear form which is often called the activation function. Two kinds of nonlinear characteristics are normally used in this context, namely the Heaviside (all-or-nothing) characteristic (Fig. 5.12) and the sigmoid characteristic. The logistic function already mentioned 1/(1 + e-ax) is frequently used as a sigmoid characteristic (Fig. 5.11). If the activation function is referred to by f(u), the resultant output value of the neuroid is y = f(S xiwi).
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Fig. 9.2 A two-layer feedforward network with n (= 3) units in the input layer and m (= 4) output units in the output layer. xi represent the input values, yi the output values. The weights wij have two indices, the first corresponds to the output unit, the second to the input unit. As in Fig. 9.1, (a) more resembles the arrangement of a net of biological neurons, whereas the matrix arrangement of (b) permits a clearer illustration of the connections and the weights (only some weights are shown in (a)). The boxes represent unspecified activation functions
The neuroids can be linked together in different ways. The so-called feedforward connection is the one that can be most easily understood. The neuroids are grouped on two levels or layers, the input layer and the output layer (Fig. 9.2a). Each of the n neuroids of the input layer has only one input channel xi which receives signals from the exterior world. The outputs of the neuroids of the first layer may be connected with the inputs of all m neuroids of the second layer. In this way, one obtains mn connections. Although the arrangement of Figure 9.2a does correspond more to biological structure, the matrix arrangement (Fig. 9.2b) is useful in providing an easily understood representation. Here the individual weights can be written as a matrix in a corresponding way. The connection between the j-th neuroid of the first layer and the i-th neuroid of the second is assigned the weight wij. The output of the i-th neuroid of layer two can thus be calculated as yi = fi(jS wij xj). Using the feedforward connection, an unlimited number of additional layers may be added. Figure 9.3 a, b shows a case with three layers. Since the state of those neuroids which belong neither to the top nor the bottom layers is, in principle, not known to the observer, these layers are called hidden layers. It is also possible, of course, that direct links exist between nonadjacent layers.
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Fig. 9.3 A three-layer feedforward network with three input units, two units in the intermediate, "hidden" layer, and three output units. The boxes represent unspecified activation functions. Again, the illustration in (a) more resembles the biological situation, and the matrix arrangement provides an easier overview, particularly, if in addition direct connections between input and output layer are used (not shown)
Another form of connection occurs in the form of so-called recurrent nets. These contain feedback channels as described earlier for the special case of the feedback controller. In its simplest form, such a net consists of one layer. Each neuroid is provided with an input xi from the exterior world and also emits an output signal yi. At the same time, however, these output signals are relayed back to the input level, as shown in Figure 9.4a. Here, too, the matrix arrangement is helpful in illustrating this more clearly (Fig. 9.4b). The output of the j-th neuroid can, in principle, be calculated in the same way, namely as yi = fi(jSwij yj), with neuroids i and j belonging the same layer, of course. From studies of the stability of feedback systems (Chapter 8.6) it follows that the behavior of recurrent nets is generally much more complicated than that of feedforward nets. It should, however, be emphasized that both these types of nets are not alternatives in a logical sense. In fact, the recurrent net represents the general form since, by an elimination of specific links (i. e. introducing zero values for the corresponding weights), it can immediately be transformed into a feedforward net including feedforward nets of several layers (Fig. 9.5). For this purpose most of the weights (Fig. 9.4) have to become zero.
The properties of a net are determined by the types of existing connections as well as by the values taken by the individual weights. To begin with, the properties of nets with given weights will be discussed. Only later will we deal with the aspect to how to find weights, by searching for a net with desired transfer properties. These procedures are often called "learning."
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Fig. 9.4 A recurrent network with four units. In the case of the recurrent network the arrangement resembling biological morphology (a) is even less comfortable to read compared to the matrix arrangement (b). xi represent the input values, yi the output values. The boxes represent unspecified activation functions
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Fig. 9.5 When some selected weights of the network shown in Fig. 9.4 are set to zero, a feedforward net, in this example with two layers, can be obtained. To show this more clearly, the connections with zero weights are omitted in this figure. xi represent the input values, yi the output values
The designation of elements of these nets as neuroids suggests their interpretations as neurons. It should be mentioned, however, that other interpretations are conceivable as well, for example, in terms of cells which, during the development of an animal, mutually influence each other, e. g., by way of chemical messenger substances (see Chapter 11.1), and form specific patterns in the process. In a similar way, growing plants might influence each other and thus the whole plant might be represented by one "neuroid:" Another example are genes of a genom which may influence each other's activity by means of regulatory proteins.
Artificial neuroids have a number of inputs xi and one output y. The input values are multiplied by weights wi. The linear sum u might be subject to a (nonlinear) characteristic f(u). Dynamic properties like temporal low-pass filtering, or temporal and spatial summation are ignored. The neuroids might be arranged in different layers, an input layer, an output layer and several hidden layers. The neuroids might be connected in a pure feedforward manner or via recurrent connections.
10 Feedforward Networks
In the first four sections of this chapter, networks will be considered that are repetitively organized. This means that all neuroids have the same connections with their neighbors. In the subsequent three sections feedforward nets with irregular weight distribution, will be dealt with.
10.1 Spatial Low-Pass Filter
A simple structure, realized in many neuronal systems, is the so-called divergence or fan-out connection. Figure 10.1 shows a simplified version. In this case, the two-layer feedforward net contains the same number of neuroids in each layer. Each neuroid of the second layer is assigned an input from the neuroid directly above it as well as inputs with smaller weights from the two neighboring neuroids. In a more elaborate version of this system, a second layer neuroid would be connected not only with its direct first layer neighbor but also with neuroids that are further removed; in this case, the value of the weights, i. e., the local amplification factors, are usually reduced as the distance increases. (By maintaining the sum of all the weights of a neuroid equal to one, the amplification of the total system also retains the factor one.) 
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Fig. 10.1 A two-layer feedforward net with the same number of input and output units. Only a section of the net is illustrated. Directly corresponding neuroids in the two layers are connected by a weight of 0.5, the two next neighbors by weights of 0.25. This is indicated by large and small arrowheads, respectively. (b) shows the weights of the neuroids arranged in the matrix form described earlier
Figure 10.2a shows the response of such a system when one neuroid at the input is given the input value 1, while all others are given the value 0. For this input function, the output shows an excitation that corresponds directly to the distribution of individual weights. Since the input function can be considered an impulse function in spatial rather than in temporal domain, this response of the system can accordingly be defined as weighting function. This function directly reflects the spatial distribution of the weights. Figure 10.2b shows the response of the same system to a spatial step function. Here the neuroids 1 to i of the input layer are given the excitation 0, and the subsequent neuroids i + 1 to n, the excitation 1. In the step response the edges of the input function are rounded off. Qualitatively, then, the system acts like a (spatial) low-pass filter. In contrast to the step response of a low-pass filter in the temporal domain, both edges of the step are rounded off in a symmetrical way. This property is already reflected in the symmetrical form of the weighting function (see difference to Figure 4.1). This property also affects the phase frequency plot, not shown here, which shows a phase shift of zero for all (spatial) frequencies. In a qualitatively similar way as described for the temporal low-pass filter, the corner frequency of the spatial low-pass filter is the lower the broader is the form of the weighting function. It should be mentioned that the Fourier analysis can, of course, also be applied to spatial functions. In Figure 3.1 this could be done by interpreting the abscissa as a spatial axis instead of a temporal one. The rectangular function therefore corresponds to a regularly striped pattern. Examples of spatial sine functions will be shown in Box 4.
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Fig. 10.2 Impulse response (a) and step response (b) of a two-layer feedforward network (spatial low-pass filter) as shown in Fig. 10.1, but with lateral connections including three neighbors instead of only one. The network is shown as a box. The central weight is 0.3. The weight values decrease symmetrically to right and left, showing values of 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05, respectively. These values can be directly read off the output, when a "spatial impulse" (a) is given as input, i. e., only one unit is stimulated by a unity excitation. The step response (b) is symmetrically, too, and represents the superposition of the direct and lateral influences. Input (x) and output (y) functions are shown graphically above and below the net, respectively
A spatial low-pass filter could be interpreted as a system with the property of "coarse coding." At first sight, the discrete nature of the neuronal arrangement might lead to the assumption that spatial resolution of information transfer is determined by the grid distance of the neurons. This seems to be even more the case when the neurons have broad and overlapping input fields. This overlap is particularly obvious for sensory neurons. For example, a single sensory cell in the cochlea is not only stimulated by a tone for a single frequency, but by a very broad range of neighboring frequencies. However, the sensitivity of the cell decreases with the distance between stimulating frequency and best frequency. In turn, this means, that a single frequency stimulates a considerable number of neighboring sensory cells. A corresponding situation occurs, if we consider several layers of neurons with fan-in fan-out connections as shown in Figure 9.3. The units in the second layer receive input also from neighboring units. In this way, as already mentioned, the exactness of the input signal degrades, and one might conclude that capability to determine the spatial position of a stimulus might grow worse as the grid size of the units increases. However, it could be shown (Baldi and Heiligenberg 1988, Rumelhart and McClelland 1986) that determination of the position of a single stimulus is better, the more the input ranges between neighboring units overlap. If, for instance, a single stimulus is positioned between two sensory units, the ratio of excitation of these two sensory units depends on the exact position of the stimulus relative to the two units. Thus, the information on the exact position is still contained in the system. An obvious example is represented by the human color recognition system. We have only three types of sensory units, but can distinguish a high number of different colors. These are represented by the ratios of excitation of these three units. Thus, although the system morphologically permits only "coarse coding," the information can be transmitted with a much finer grain by means of parallel distributed computation. Furthermore, such a spatial low-pass filter is more tolerant of failure of an individual unit, the more the input fields on the neighboring units in the net overlap.
Networks with excitatory fan-out connections show low-pass properties in the spatial domain. Symmetrical connections provide low-pass filters with zero phase shifts. In spite of coarse coding, in such a distributed network information can be transmitted with a much finer grain than that given by the spatial resolution of the grid.
10.2 Spatial High-Pass Filter
Figure 10.3 shows a simple net with the same connection pattern as Figure 10.1, but a different distribution of weights. Each neuroid of the second layer receives an excitation, which has been given the weight 1, from the neuroid located directly above. From the neighboring neuroids of the first layer it additionally receives inputs of negative weights. As above, the figure shows only the linkages with the nearest neighbors; but linkages with neuroids further away, whose weights decrease correspondingly, are possible. In this case, the sum of all weights of a neuroid should be zero. Figure 10.4a shows the impulse response, i. e., the weighting function of the system when the connections with non-zero weights reach up to three neuroids in either direction. Correspondingly, Figure 10.4b shows the response to the step function. A comparison with the time filters shows that this system is endowed with high-pass properties. Here, too, the response, in contrast to the response of the time filter, exhibits symmetrical properties. These are reflected in the form of the step response and of the impulse response (compare to Figure 4.3). 
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Fig. 10.3 A section of a two-layer feedforward network as shown in Fig. 10.1, but with a different weight distribution. Now, two directly corresponding neuroids in the two layers are connected by a weight of 1. The weights of the connections to the two neighboring units (thin arrows) are -0.5, forming the so-called lateral inhibition. (b) shows the corresponding matrix arrangement of the weights (see Fig. 9.2b)
The fact that in this net the lateral neighbors exhibit negative weights is called lateral inhibition in biological terms. This is a type of connection which can be found in many sensory areas. By means of such a network, a low contrast in the input pattern can be increased. For example in the visual system such a low level contrast could result from using a low quality optical lens. An appropriate lateral inhibition could cancel this effect. A pure high-pass filter transmits only changes in the input pattern and thus produces an output which is independent of an absolute value of the input intensity. Thus, the output pattern is independent of the mean value of the input signals. There are also other forms of lateral inhibition which use recurrent connections (see Varju 1962, 1965).
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Fig. 10.4 Impulse response (a) and step response (b) of a two-layer feedforward network as shown in Fig. 10.3, but with lateral connections including three neighbors instead of only one (spatial high-pass filter). The network is shown as a box. The central weight is 1. The weight values decrease symmetrically to right and left, showing values of -0.35, -0.1, and -0.05, respectively. These values can be directly read off the output, when a "spatial impulse" (a) is given as input, i. e., only one unit is stimulated by a unity excitation. Input (x) and output (y) functions are shown graphically above and below the net, respectively
Networks showing connections with lateral inhibition can be described as a spatial high-pass filter.
10.3 Spatial Band-Pass Filter
In contrast to the time filters, a spatial band-pass filter can be obtained by connecting a spatial low-pass filter and a spatial high-pass filter in parallel. This occurs in many sensory areas, such as for example in the retina of mammals. As long as there are no nonlinearities, the weighting functions can be added up such that still only two layers are necessary. Figure 10.5a shows the weighting functions of a low-pass filter (E), a high-pass filter (I), and the sum of both (RF), plotted as a continuous function for the sake of simplicity. For the pure band-pass filter the sum of all weights acting on one neuron should accordingly be of value 1 (if this sum is larger than 1, we obtain a spatial lead-lag system, see Fig. 4.10). In this case the positive connection described for the high-pass filter is not more necessary, because this effect is provided by the positive low-pass connection. If we extend the one-dimensional arrangement of neuroids to a two-dimensional arrangement, making the corresponding connections in all directions, Figure 10.5a can be considered as the cross section of a rotation-symmetrical weighting function (Fig. 10.5b). When, as is the case in Figure 10.5, the weighting function of the high-pass filter is wider, but has smaller weights than that of the low-pass filter, the result will be a weighting function with an excitatory center and inhibitory surrounding neighborhood. This connectivity arrangement is also known as "Mexican hat." This constitutes a representation of simple receptive fields as found in the visual system. When the weighting function of the low-pass filter is wider, but has smaller weights than the high-pass filter, we obtain a receptive field with a negative "inhibitory" center and a positive, excitatory surrounding.
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Fig. 10.5 Distribution of the weights on a twodimensional, two-layer feedforward network. (a) shows a cross section similar to those presented in Figs. 10.2a (E) and 10.4a (I), but for convenience the weighting functions are shown in a continuous form rather than in discrete steps. An excitatory center (dark shading) and an inhibitory surrounding is produced when both weighting functions are superimposed, forming a receptive field (RF). (b) shows this receptive field in a top view
It should be mentioned that in an actual neurophysiological experiment one usually investigates the weighting function, not by presenting an impulse-like input and measuring all the outputs values of the neurons in the second layer, but by recording from only one neuron of the second layer and moving the position of the impulse along the input layer.
Circular receptive fields with excitatory centers and inhibitory surroundings form the elements of a spatial band-pass filter.
Box 4
Spatial Filters in the Mammalian Visual System
A simple, qualitative experiment can illustrate that the human visual system shows band-pass properties. In Figure B4.1 the abscissa shows spatial sinusoidal waves of increasing frequency. Along the ordinate the amplitude of these sine waves decreases. In this way, the figure can be considered as illustrating the amplitude frequency plot. The sensitivity of the system, which in the usual amplitude frequency plot is shown by the gain of the system, is demonstrated here in an indirect way. Instead of using the gain, the sensitivity is shown by regarding the threshold at which the different sine waves can be resolved by the human eye. The line connecting these thresholds is illustrated in Figure B4.1 b. It qualitatively follows the course of the amplitude frequency plot of a band-pass filter.
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Fig. B 4.1 Qualitative demonstration of the low-pass properties of the human visual system. As in the amplitude frequency plot, on the abscissa, sine waves with logarithmically increasing spatial frequency are plotted. The contrast intensity of each sine wave decreases along the ordinate. The subjective threshold, which is approximately delineated in (b), follows the form of the amplitude frequency plot of a low-pass filter (Ratliff 1965)
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Fig. B 4.2 A Gabor wavelet is constructed by first multiplying two cosine functions, one for each axis, which in general have different frequencies. This product is then multiplied by a two-dimensional Gaussian function
Electrophysiological recording in the cortex of the cat indicate that the "Mexican hat" is only a first approximation for the weighting function of the spatial filter (Daugman 1980, 1988). The results could be better described by so-called Gabor wavelets. These are sine (or cosine) functions multiplied by a Gaussian function. In a two-dimensional case, the frequency of the sine wave might be different in the two directions. An example is shown in Figure B4.2. The application of Gabor wavelets to transmission of spatially distributed information could be interpreted as a combination of a strictly pixel-based system and a system which performs a Fourier decomposition and transmits only the Fourier coefficients. The former system corresponds to a feedforward system with no lateral connections. It provides information about the exact position of a stimulus but no information concerning the global coherence between spatially distributed stimuli. Conversely, a Fourier decomposition provides only information describing the coherence within the complete stimulus pattern but no direct information about the exact position of the individual stimulus pixels. When a superposition of Gabor wavelets with different sine frequencies is used (for example a sum of wavelets, the frequency of which is doubled for each element added), they represent a kind of local Fourier decomposition, i. e., provide information on the coherence in a small neighborhood, but also contain spatial information. Thus, there is a trade-off between spatial information, i. e., local exactness, and information on global coherence.
A Gabor wavelet could be constructed by several ring-like zones of excitatory and inhibitory lateral connections. Thus, the "Mexican hat" can be considered as an approximation to a Gabor wavelet the sine frequency of which is chosen such that the second maximum of the sine wave, i. e., the first excitatory ring, is far enough distant from the center of the Gaussian function that its contribution can be neglected.
10.4 A Winner-Take-All Network
The following network has a similar structure to the inhibitory net described above. Each neuroid of the second layer obtains a positive input from the neuroid directly above it, which has been assigned the weight 1. All other neuroids obtain a negative, i. e., inhibitory, influence which, in this case however, does not depend on the positions of the neuroids in relation to each other. Rather, all negative weights have the same value. Since the sum of the weights at one neuroid will again be zero, in the case of n neuroids in each layer, the inhibitory synapses have to be assigned the value -1/(n - 1). This system, consisting of n parallel channels, has the following properties: if the inputs of the individual neuroids of the first layer are given excitations of different amplitude, these differences are amplified at the output, while the total excitation remains unchanged. This means that the difference between the channel with the highest amplitude at the input and all others at the output increases. Using a simple nonlinearity in the form of a Heaviside characteristic with appropriately chosen threshold value, the output values of all channels with a nonmaximum input signal become zero. A maximum detection is thus undertaken, or, in other words, the signal with the highest excitation chosen. For this reason, this system is also called a winner-take-all (WTA) net. One example, of its functioning is shown in Figure 10.6. For the purpose of clarity, the excitation values are given both before and after the nonlinear characteristics. The system is critical however with respect to the threshold position of the Heaviside characteristic. With an appropriately chosen threshold, the WTA effect could be obtained without using the net. The only advantage of the network lies in the fact that the difference is made larger and the position of the threshold is thus is less critical. The problem can be solved much better by winner-take-all systems based on recurrent nets which will be treated later (Chapter 11.2).
The winner-take-all network detects the maximally stimulated unit. This means that the unit with the highest input excitation obtains an output of 1 whereas all other units show a zero output.
10.5 Learning Matrix
The systems dealt with so far are characterized by the fact that the weights are prespecified and repeated for each neuroid in the same way. Below, the properties of those feedforward nets will be addressed in which the weights are distributed in an arbitrary way. This will be demonstrated using the simple example of a structure called "learning matrix" by Steinbuch (1961), but without actually dealing with the learning itself at this stage. A simple example is shown in Figure 10.7. The net contains six neuroids at the input and four neuroids at the output. Subsequently, these output signals are fed into a
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Fig. 10.6 A feedforward winner-take-all network (a). The weights at the diagonal are 1. Because the net consists of four neuroids in each layer, all other weights have a value of -1/3. (b) and (c) show two examples of input values (upper line), the corresponding summed excitations ui (middle line) and the output values after having passed the Heaviside activation function (lower line). In the example of (b) the threshold of the activation function could be any value between -2/3 and 2. For (c) this threshold value has to lie between 1/3 and 5/3
The interesting property is that the net retains this ability even if, for some reason, one of the neuroids at the input ceases functioning. For instance, should the lowest input channel in Figure 10.7a fail, pattern 1 would, at the four outputs, exhibit the following values: 5, -1, 1, -1 and thus still be able to detect the right answer (Fig. 10.7 c). This property is sometimes referred to as graceful degradation. Moreover, the system responds tolerantly to inaccuracies in the input patterns. For example, if pattern 1 is changed in such a way that the sixth position shows +1 instead of -1, the outputs exhibit the following values: 4, - 2, 2, 0, and these still give the proper answer (Fig. 10.7d). Thus, the system does not only tolerate internal, but also external errors, i. e., "errors" in the input pattern. The latter may be also described as a capacity for "generalization," since different patterns, provided they are not too different, are treated in the same way. For this reason, such systems are also called classifiers. They attribute a number of input patterns to the same class. The properties of error tolerance and generalization become even more obvious when the system is endowed with not just a few (as in our example for reasons of illustration) but many parallel channels. While the example chosen here, showing six input channels, will break down if three channels are destroyed, such an event will naturally have much less effect on a net with, say, a hundred parallel channels.
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Fig. 10.7 The "learning matrix," a two-layer feedforward net. Input values and weights consist of either 1 or -1, but only the signs are shown. Four different input patterns are considered, numbered from 1 to 4 (left). (b) The summed values u; obtained for each input pattern. After passing the winner-take-all net, (Fig. 10.6, threshold between 0 and 6), only the unit with the highest excitation shows an output value different from zero. For each pattern, this is a different unit. (c) As (b), but the lowest input unit is assumed not to work. The winner-take-all net shows the same output as in (b), if the thresholds of the winner-take-all net units lie between 1 and 5. (d) The u; values obtained when a pattern 1' similar to pattern 1 (the sign of the lowest unit is changed) is used as input pattern. The output is the same as for pattern 1, if the thresholds lie between 2 and 4.
This system can also be regarded as information storage or memory. In a learning process, information on specific patterns, four in our example, has been stored in the form of a particular distribution of weights. This learning process will be described in Chapter 12 in detail, but it will not have escaped the reader that the weights correspond exactly to the patterns involved. These patterns are "recognized" after being put into the net. Here, the storage or input of data is not, as in a classical computer, realized via a storage address, which then requires the checking of all addresses in turn to locate the required data. Rather, it is the content of the pattern itself which constitutes the address. This type of memory is therefore known as content addressable storage. In addition to the properties already mentioned of error tolerance, this kind of storage has the advantage that, due to the parallel structure, access is much faster than in classical (serial) storage.
A distributed network can store information by appropriate choice of the weight values. In contrast to the traditional von Neumann computer, it is called a content addressable storage. The system can be considered to classify different input vectors and in this way shows the property of error tolerance with respect to exterior errors ("generalisation") and interior errors ("graceful degradation").
10.6 Perceptron
A network very similar to the learning matrix is the so-called perceptron (Rosenblatt 1958), which was developed independently at about the same time. The main difference is that in perceptron not only weights of the two values -1 and +1 are admissible, but also arbitrary real figures. This necessarily applies to the output values as well, which subsequently, however, at least in the classical form of the perceptron, are transformed by the Heaviside characteristic, thus eventually taking value 0 or 1. The threshold value of the Heaviside function is arbitrary but fixed.
The properties of such a network can be easily understood when some simple form of vector calculation is used. The values of the input signals x1 ... xn can be conceived of as components of an input vector x, and similarly the weight values of the j-th neuron of the output layer w1j ... wnj, can be conceived of as components of a weight vector wj. The output value of the i-th neuron before entering the Heaviside function is calculated according to ui =jS wij xj. ui would then be the inner product (= scalar product, dot product) of the two vectors. The value of the scalar product is higher, the more similar the two vectors are. (It corresponds to the cosine of the angle between both vectors if both vectors have the same unit length.) The highest possible value is thus reached when both vectors agree in their directions. ui can thus also be understood as a measure of the strength of the correlation between the components of both vectors. Such a feedforward net would thus "select," i. e., maximally stimulate, that neuroid of the output layer whose weight vector is the most similar to the vector used as input pattern. The numerical examples given in the table of Figure 10.7 illustrate this. The function of the Heaviside characteristic is to ensure that only 0 or 1 values appear at the output. However, as mentioned earlier, the appropriate amount of the threshold value is critically dependent on the range of the input values. A better solution is given by using a recurrent winner-take-all net as described later.
A simple perceptron with only one single neuroid in the output layer would constitute a classifier that assigns all input patterns to one of two classes. Minsky and Papert (1969) were able to show that the capacity of this system for assigning a set of given patterns to two classes is limited. For example, it is not possible to assign all those patterns in which the number of input units showing +1 is even to one class, and all other patterns in which the number of input units showing +1 is odd to the other class (the so-called parity problem). On the other hand, many of the problems associated with the perceptron can be solved, if the net is endowed with a further layer, i. e., has a minimum of three layers. This will be explained in more detail in Chapter 10.7.
Looking at a net endowed with m inputs and n outputs, the inputs, as mentioned above, can be interpreted as representations of different sensory signals, and the outputs as motor signals. The systems thus associates stimulus combinations to specific behavior responses. Since the output pattern and the input pattern, which are associated here, are usually different, we speak of a heteroassociator.
The output of a unit of a two-layered feedforward network can be determined by the scalar product between the input vector and the weight vector of this unit. This product is greater the stronger the components of both vectors correlate. Different input vectors produce different output vectors. This is sometimes described as heteroassociation.
10.7 Multilayered Feedforward Nets
As already mentioned, multilayer nets, i. e., nets endowed with at least one "hidden" layer, exhibit some properties that are qualitatively new compared to two-layer nets. Two-layer nets can solve only problems which can be linearly separated. To show this we will use a simple example that is not linearly separable, namely the XOR problem. Solving this task requires a system with two input channels and one output channel, which should behave in the way shown in the table of Figure 10.8a2. The problem will be explained by representing the four input stimuli, i. e., the four two-dimensional vectors, in geometric form. According to the XOR task, these four vectors, which are shown in Figure 10.8a3 geometrically in terms of their end points, are to be divided into two groups. This cannot be done linearly, i. e., by a line in this plane, since the two points which belong to the same class are located diagonally from each other. Other problems, e. g., the AND problem, are linearly separable and, for this reason, can be solved by way of a two-layer net, here consisting of a total of three neuroids (see Figure 10.8b). In this example, both weights are 1 and the threshold of the Heaviside characteristic is 1.5. The XOR problem can be solved only if a hidden layer is introduced, which, in this simple case, need only contain a single neuroid (Fig. 10.8c). The neuroid of the hidden layer is connected in such a way with the input units that it solves the AND problem. The output neuroid is then given three inputs which are shown in the table of Figure 10.8c2. The vector influencing the output neuroid is now three-dimensional, necessitating a spatial representation of the situation. As shown in Figure 10.8c3, the problem is now a linear one, i. e., separable by an oblique plane, and can be solved. By using the weights and threshold values shown in the network of Figure 10.8c1, the required associations can be obtained.
Thus, in some cases, hidden neuroids have to be introduced for logical reasons. It is also conceivable, though, that hidden neuroids are not required for the solution of a given problem, but that a net may become less complex, need fewer channels, and that individual neuroids could be interpreted as to have a symbolic significance. Figure 10.9 provides a good, although somewhat artificial, example, namely a simulation of Grimm's Little Red Riding Hood (Jones and Hoskins 1987). In Figure 10.9a Riding Hood is simulated using a two-layer net. As we know, Riding Hood has to solve the problem of how to recognize the wolf, the grandmother, and the woodcutter and respond appropriately. To this end, she possesses six detectors which register the presence or absence (values of 0 or 1) of the following signals of a presented object: big ears, big eyes, big teeth, kindliness, wrinkles, handsomeness. If Riding Hood detects an object that is kindly, wrinkled, and has big eyes, which are supposed to be the features of grandmother, she responds by behaving in the following ways: approaching, kissing her cheeks, offering her food. With an object that has big ears, big eyes, and big teeth, and is probably the wolf, Riding Hood is supposed to run away, scream, and look for the woodcutter. Finally, if the object is kindly, handsome, and has big ears, like the woodcutter, Riding Hood is supposed to approach, offer food, and flirt. The net shown in Figure 10.9a can do all this, if the existence or nonexistence of an input signal is symbolized by 1 or 0 and, correspondingly, the execution of an activity by 1 instead of 0 at the output.
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Fig. 10.8 The XOR problem. (a1 ) A system with two input units and one output unit should solve the four tasks presented in the Table (a2). These tasks are illustrated in geometrical form (a3) such that the four input vectors are plotted in a plane and the required output values are attached to their input vectors. The two input vectors which should produce an output value of one are circled. (b1 ) A two-layer system solving the AND problem. As in (a), the tasks to be solved are shown in Table (b2) and in geometric form in (b3). The network (b1) can solve the AND problem using the weights shown and a Heaviside activation function with a threshold of 1.5. (c) A three-layer system can solve the XOR problem, when, for example, the weights and threshold values shown in (c1) are applied. The output y of the hidden unit corresponds to that of the AND network (b1) (see Table c2). The input vector of the final neuroid, representing the third layer, is three-dimensional. Therefore, geometrically the input-output situation of this unit has to be illustrated using a three-dimensional representation. As above, the four input vectors are marked together with the expected output. The oblique plane separates the two vectors producing a zero output from the two others which produce unity output. Such a linear separation is not possible in (a3)
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Fig. 10.9 Two networks simulating the behavior of Little Red Riding Hood. Input and output values are either zero or one. (a) In the two-layer net the thresholds of the Heaviside activation functions are 2.5. (b) For the three-layer network threshold values are 2.5 for the hidden units h1, h2, and h3 and 0.5 for the output units
Instead of a two-layer net, a three-layer net can also be used to simulate Riding Hood. This is shown in Figure 10.9b, with a middle (hidden) layer consisting of three neuroids. The question of how the values of the weights of both nets are obtained, i. e. the question of learning, will be discussed later. Both nets, the two-layered and the three-layered net, obey the same input-output properties but there are differences when the internal properties are considered. First, the three layered net requires fewer cross-sectional channels, i. e., number of weights per layer (a maximum of 21 in Figure 10.9b, compared to 42 in Figure 10.9a). Secondly, and this is especially interesting, a symbolic meaning can be attributed to the three hidden neuroids. Neuroid h1 obtains a high excitation, if the features of the wolf are displayed at the input. The same applies to neuroid h2 in relation to Grandmother, and to neuroid h3 regarding the woodcutter. It is thus possible that intermediate neuroids can collect different, but qualitatively interrelated data, and can in this way be interpreted as symbols or concepts for the object concerned. If, as described later, these connections are learnt, one could argue that the system has developed an abstract concept of exterior world. It should, however, be mentioned here that the idea of the "grandmother cell" is intensively disputed in neurophysiology.
If, as an activation function, one includes not only the Heaviside function, but also linear or sigmoid ("semilinear") functions, both input and output values may take arbitrary real values. Generally, such a system exhibits the following property. It maps points from an n-dimensional (input) space onto points in an m-dimensional (output) space, thus representing a function. This could be a continuous function, whereas networks with Heaviside characteristics (see earlier examples in this chapter and also some recurrent networks) form functions with discrete output values. It can be shown that a net with at least one hidden layer can represent any function, provided it is integrable. A given mapping becomes more precise the greater the number of neuroids in the hidden layer. However, increasing the number of the hidden units can also provide problems as discussed in Chapter 12.
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Fig. 10.10 (a) A three-layer net which determines the position of an insect hind leg with three joints (given by the joint angles (α2, β2, γ2), when the joint angles of the insect's middle leg (α1, β1, γ1) are given. The logistic activation functions are not shown. (b) Top view of the positions of the middle leg's foot (circles) and that of the hind leg (crosses). Corresponding values are connected by a line showing the size of the errors the network made for the different positions (after Dean 1990)
In the following, an example of such a mapping will be presented in which a two-dimensional subset of a three-dimensional space is mapped onto a two-dimensional subset of another three-dimensional space. During walking, some insects can be observed placing three legs of one side of their body in nearly the same spot. It can be shown that the reason for this is that the spatial position of the foot of one leg is signaled to the nearest posterior leg, which then makes a movement directed to this point. The foot's position is determined by three joints and hence three variables , , and . The system, which transmits the information from one leg to the next, thus, requires at least three neuroids in the input layer (Fig. 10.10a) (Dean 1990). These may correspond to the sense organs which measure the angles of the joints of the anterior leg. Furthermore, three neuroids are required in the output layer, serving to guide the three joints of the posterior leg. Since, in this model, only foot positions are considered which lie in a horizontal plane, only two dimensional subsets of the three-dimensional spaces, which are generated by a leg's three joint angles, need to be studied. Figure 10.10b shows the behavior of the system in which three neuroids are given in the hidden layer. Circles show the given targets, crosses the responses of the net. The length of the connecting lines are thus a measure of the magnitude of the errors, which still occur when using only three hidden units.
This example illustrates the case of a continuous function. But it could be shown that such a net can also approximate mappings which, rather than having to be continuous, have only to be integrable, i. e., exhibit discontinuities.
Three (or more) layered feedforward networks can solve problems which are not linearly separable. Hidden units might represent complex (input) parameter combinations. A multilayered feedforward network constitutes a mapping from an m-dimensional sensor space to an n-dimensional action space (m, n: number of input and output units, respectively).
11 Recurrent Networks
As mentioned above, nets with feedback connections constitute the most general version because, by setting specifically chosen weights to zero, they can be transformed into any form of feedforward net. If feedback connections are present, the nets may have properties which do not exist in a simple feedforward net. This will be demonstrated using a fairly simple example, namely a net consisting of two neuroids. As activation functions saturation characteristics are used. These have the effect that the output values are restricted to the interval between +1 and -1 (Fig. 11.1 a). All conceivable states (y1, y2) of this system can be represented in a two-dimensional state diagram by plotting the output values of the two neuroids along the coordinates (Fig. 11.1 b). Any point in the plane corresponds to a potential state of the system. What output values can be taken by this system? As a simple example, we use w21 = w12 = -1 and w11 = w22 = 1. Then the system is characterized by the fact that only two states, namely state (+1, -1) and state (-1, +1), are stable. All other states are unstable. This means that by an appropriate selection of the input values a specific state of the system can be brought about, but that, in the course of time, the system will by itself pass into one of the two stable states. The easiest way to understand this is to calculate this behavior by using concrete numerical examples. The state of the neuroids at time t + 1 can be determined according to the equations
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with the offset values θ1 = θ2 = 0. This input to both neuroids could be represented by an additional “bias” unit showing a constant activation of 1 and being connected by weights θ1 and θ2, respectively. The input signal is turned off (set at zero) after the first cycle.
If one starts with state (+ 1, -1), this state is maintained for each subsequent cycle. If one starts, for example, with (0.5, 1), the resulting states are (-0.5, 0.5) (-1,1) (-1,1)... This means that the stable state is reached by the second time step. For other starting points the "relaxation" to a stable solution might take longer. Starting with (-0.2, 0.2), for example, yields (-0.4, 0.4), (-0.8, 0.8), (-1,1) as illustrated in Figure 11.1 b.
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Fig. 11.1 (a) A recurrent network consisting of two neuroids. (b) The temporal behavior of the system shown in the state plane determined by the output values y1 and y2, starting with (-0.2/0.2). The dashed line separates the two attractor domains. (c) The energy function of the system. The energy (ordinate) is plotted over the state plane. (d) as (b) but using offset values q1 = 0.5 and q2 = 0. The (dashed) borderline between the two attractor domains is shifted and the system now finds another stable solution for the same input
The behavior of this system can be illustrated using an energy function introduced by Hopfield (1982). The "energy" of the total system is calculated as follows:
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or, if the neuroids contain an offset value qi,
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(This offset value is sometimes misleadingly called threshold). In our case of two neuroids, this leads to E = -1/2 (w12y1y2 + w21y2y1 + w11y1y1 + w22y2y2).
For w12 = w21 = -1 and w11 = w22 = 1 we obtain E = - ½ (y1 – y2)2. The area defined by this function is shown in Figure 11.1c. The system's behavior is characterized by the fact that it moves downward from any initial state and, in this way, reaches a state of rest at one of the two lowest points, i. e., (+1, -1) or (-1, +1). These states are therefore known as states with the lowest energy content, or as attractors. Such an attractor can be interpreted as representing a pattern stored in the net. Each attractor has a particular domain of attraction. Accordingly, the system becomes stabilized at that attractor in whose domain the initial state of the system was observed. As an attractor is defined a state that is not changed when being reached, the states y1 = y2 represent attractors, too. All states characterized by y1 = y2 (e. g., 0.4, 0.4 or 0,0, see dashed line in Figure 11.1 b) belong to a special case. These attractors are instable ones because any small disturbance would drive the system away from such an attractor. Therefore instable attractors are less interesting.
Near the borderline between the domains of two stable attractors (dashed line in Figure 11.1b) the classical rule "similar inputs produce similar outputs" no longer holds. Small changes of the input signal may produce qualitative changes in the output. States where such “decisions” are possible are eventually termed bifurcation points. Such a network may also be regarded as a kind of distributed feedback control system because it shows an inherent drive trying to push the system in its attractor state. In this case the reference signal is not explicitly given but corresponds to the attractor of the domain of the actual input vector. The disturbance corresponds to the deviation of the input vector from the attractor. It should be noted at this point that, depending on the problem involved, other energy functions can also be defined (see Chapter 11.3 for an example). Other names for these energy functions are Lyapunov  functions, Hamilton functions, cost functions or objective function.
The form of this energy plane can be altered by selecting different weight values, or by the fact that input values are not switched off, but remain permanently switched on. This corresponds to an alteration of the offset values of the neuroids. In this way, the size of the domain of attraction can be changed, and with it, of course, the behavior of the system. If, for example, q1 = 0.5 and q2 = 0, the range of the attractor 1, -1 becomes larger, and its minimum lower than those of the attractor -1, 1 (Fig. 11.1d). The borderline is shifted as indicated in Figure 11.1d. Starting at (-0.2, 0.2), the state will now change to (0.1, 0.4), (0.2, 0.3), (0.4, 0.1), (0.8, -0.3), and (1, -1), and therefore reach the other attractor.
The concept of an energy function can also be used if the system is endowed with more than two neuroids. This is generally known as a Hopfield net. In such a net, the activation function of neuroids may be linear in the middle range, or nonlinear, but has to show an upper and a lower limit. A further condition, and thus a considerable limitation of the structure of Hopfield nets, is that connections within the net must be symmetrical, i. e., wij = wji. This precondition is required so that the energy function introduced by Hopfield can be defined. Detailed rules describing the behavior of nonsymmetrically connected nets in general are as yet unknown.
On account of the symmetry condition, the number of potential weight vectors, compared to a net without this constraint, and correspondingly, the number of potential attractors or stable patterns (see Chapter 11.4), is lower than the maximum number of patterns that could be represented by a net of n neuroids. The symmetry condition follows from the application of Hebb's Rule in storing the patterns (see Chapter 12.1). Moreover, with this assumption, it is easy to define the energy function in question. Assuming that the patterns show a random distribution, i. e., that about half of the neuroids take value 1 and the other half value -1, one can store maximally n/(4 log n) patterns in a net consisting of n neuroids, if, after recalling the pattern, this pattern is to be generated without errors. If an error of 5% is tolerated, the maximum figure is 0.138 n. The reason for assuming randomness of distribution is that, in this case, no correlation is observed between the patterns. If correlation exists, cross talk is greater and the capacity of the net smaller, accordingly. (A special case of nonrandomness of distribution is present, if the patterns are orthogonal in relation to each other (see Chapter 12. At most n patterns can then be stored and recalled without error.)
If a net is endowed with n recurrently connected neurons, the energy function is defined within an n-dimensional space. It may then exhibit a higher number of minima, i. e., attractors and their domains of attraction. The depth of the minima and their domains of attraction may greatly vary. Undesirable local minima may also occur, known as spurious states. Usually, Hopfield nets are considered in which wii = 0, i.e. there are no connections of a neuroid onto itself. This is, however, not necessary. Positive values of wii reduce the number of spurious states by slowing down changes of the activation values of the neuroids because thereby the dynamic of a temporal low-pass filter is introduced (see Chapter 11.5).
An important property usually applied in the Hopfield nets is that updating of the neuroids is not performed in a synchronous manner. Although synchronous updating was used in the above example (Fig. 11.1), asynchronous updating corresponds more to the situation of biological systems. A synchronous system is easier to implement on a digital computer but requires global information, whereas in biological systems only local information is available. Asynchronous updating can be obtained, for example, by randomly selecting the neuroid to be updated. However, the following examples will use synchronous updating which can be considered as a special case of asynchronous updating.
Recurrent networks constitute the general form of networks. However, only special versions can be understood at present. For symmetrical networks (wij = wji) an energy function can be formulated which illustrates the behavior of such a net. If the neuroids are endowed with bounded characteristics, the network belongs to the class of Hopfield nets. For any input vector, the net "relaxes" to one of several stable states ("attractors") during a series of iteration cycles. This attractor corresponds to a minimum of the energy function
11.1 Pattern Generation
As an example for Hopfield nets, first a recurrent net will be studied in which the neuroids are arranged topologically (e.g. along a line in the 1D case or in a plane in the 2D case) and the weights of each neuroid are arranged in the same manner. This means that, apart from the neuroids at the margin of the net, each neuroid is connected to its neighbors in the same way. The net's structure is thus repetitive. With adequate connections, the network is then capable of forming stable excitation patterns.
In biological systems, pattern generation is a frequently encountered phenomenon, e.g., the formation of stripe patterns in skin coloring, or the arrangement of leaves along the stem of a plant. Another problem concerning an organism's ontogenesis is posed by the generation of polarity without external determining influences being present. When the body cells of Hydra are experimentally disconnected and mixed up, an intact animal will be reorganized from this cell pile such that after some time one end of the heap contains only those cells that form the head of the animal and the other contains those that form its foot. How can the chaotic pile of cells of a Hydra become an ordered state? Assuming that the individual cells spontaneously choose one of the two alternatives, namely +1 and -1(i. e., "head" or "foot" cell), the formation of the desired polarity is possible as follows. Each "head cell" emits a signal, stimulating growth of the head, to the neighboring cells and another signal, inhibiting growth of the head, to the more distant cells. The corresponding applies to each "foot cell". These mechanisms can be simply demonstrated using a recurrent network. (Of course, the connections are not formed by axons and dendrites in this case. Rather, the cells send hormone-like substances and, by means of diffusion and possibly decomposition, the concentration decreases with distance from the sender.) One assumes that each cell is represented as a neuroid which is linked to its direct neighbors via positive weights, corresponding to excitatory substances, and to its more distant neighbors via negative weights, which correspond to inhibitory substances. The neuroids summate all influences and then "decide," with the aid of a Heaviside activation function, whether they are going to take value +1(for head) or -1 (for foot) at the output. Figure 11.2 shows the behavior of the system, after an appropriate choice of distributions of inhibitory and excitatory weights. After only a few time steps, a stable pattern develops from the initially random distribution of head and foot cells such that, at one end only head cells are to be found, whereas the other end shows only foot cells. Depending on the initial state, the final arrangement may also be exactly reversed. Thus the system has two attractors. If the weight distribution is chosen in such a way that coupling width is less than that for the system shown in Figure 11.2, periodic patterns may also result. One could say, therefore, that these systems are characterized by the fact that, by self-organization (i. e., on the basis of local rules) they are capable of generating a global pattern. It should be mentioned that such neuroids with Heaviside characteristics and connected by local rules can correspond to systems often described as cellular automata.
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Fig. 11.2 Development of an ordered state. The recurrent net consists of 20 units which are arranged along a line. The units can take values of 1 or -1. Only the signs are shown. The first line shows an arbitrary starting state. During the four subsequent time steps (iteration cycles t2 - t5) the net finds a stable state. Positive output values are clustered at the left and negative values at the right. For another starting situation the final state may show the cluster of positive values on the right side
In the following we consider a similar network which represents a simple case of “neural fields” as studied by Amari (e.g. Amari 1977). Different to the net explained above as activation function a simple rectifier is used instead of the Heaviside function. Furthermore, the activation of the complete net is normalized to a given value, say 1. If a pulse-like input is given for one iteration at any neuroid, after relaxation the output looks similar to the positive part of the Mexican hat-like weighting function. The maximum of this hill-shaped activation distribution corresponds to the position of the neuroid that received the input. As the activation is stable over time, it might be considered as a memory storing the position of the input. If, instead, two pulses are given at different positions, the same hill-shaped activity distribution will appear, the maximum of which is now localized in between the positions of the two stimulated neuroids, thus forming some kind of spatial mean value. If these two input values have different amplitudes, the position of the final activation distribution is shifted to the more excited neuroid. Thus, the position corresponds to a weighted mean. Such a network could also be used to represent a “travelling wave”, if, after the hill-shaped activation has been stabilized, a small positive pulse is given at one, say the right side of the hill, which makes the hill moving in this direction (a small negative pulse being given to the left side produces the same result, if the input meets a neuroid with positive activation). Of course, these ideas can be applied not only to a linear arrangement of neuroids, but to a two-dimensional grid or to nets of higher dimensions. 
With appropriately chosen weights, a recurrent network can show the formation of spatial patterns. This can be considered as an example of self-organization.
Box 5 
Diffusion Algorithms
Diffusion is an important phenomenon because it forms the basis of many physical processes. Furthermore, the diffusion analogy can also be used to understand other processes as explained below. To describe those processes, the so-called reaction-diffusion differential equations often are used. However, diffusion can also be simulated using artificial neural nets.
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Fig. B 5.1 Top view of a small section of the two-dimensional hexagonal grid. Each unit is connected with its six direct neighboring units. (b) Cross section showing those three units and their recurrent connections which, in (a), are marked by bold lines. The weights are w = 1/6. (c) The excitation of the units after 5000 iteration cycles. The bold rectangle marks an obstacle (Kindermann et al. 1996)
As an example we will first consider the simulation of diffusion in a two-dimensional space. For this purpose, we represent this space by a two-dimensional grid of neuroids that obey recurrent connections with direct neighbors. This is shown in Figure B5.1a, b. In (a), the top view is shown, and in (b), a cross section illustrating the connections between the neuroids i -1, i, and i + 1 is shown. The neuroids are arranged in the form of a hexagonal grid. Therefore, each neuroid has six neighbors. All weights are w = 1/6 except for those neuroids that coincide with the position of an obstacle (see below). To start the simulation, one neuroid is chosen to represent the source of a, say, gaseous substance. This neuroid receives a constant unit input every iteration cycle. As a result, a spreading of excitation along the grid can be observed (Fig. B5.1 c). This excitation, in the diffusion analogy, corresponds to the concentration of the diffusing substance, forming a gradient with exponential decay along the grid. (The exponential decay could be linearized, if this is preferred, by introduction of a logarithmic characteristic f(u) to compensate the exponential decay. In our example, however, f(u) is linear). Figure B5.1 c shows the result of such a diffusion which was, in this case, produced in a nonhomogeneous space: Some parts of the grid are considered as tight walls, which hinder the diffusion of the substance, i,e., connections across these walls are set to zero. The position of these walls is shown by bold lines. After 5000 iteration cycles, the excitations of the neuroids form a surface as shown.
Such a gradient could be applied, for example, to solve the problem of path planning in a plane cluttered with obstacles. In this case, the goal of the path is represented by the diffusion source. The walls represent the obstacles. The path can start at any other point in the grid. The path-searching algorithm simply has to step up the steepest gradient in this "frozen" diffusion landscape. If paths exist, this procedure finds a path to the goal, for any arrangement of the obstacles (Kindermann et al. 1996).
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Fig. B 5.2 Spotty distribution of rabies (dots) in central Europe in the year 1983. In brackets: number of counts. The data from Poland and the former DDR are not comparable with the others because they were collected over larger spatial units (after Fenner et al. 1993; courtesy of the Center for Surveillance of Rabies, Tübingen, Germany)
As another example, the development of an epidemic disease, such as rabies, can be considered. Figure B5.2 shows the spotty spatial distribution of rabies carried by foxes in Europe. This development is assumed to have begun in Poland in about 1939. Rabies also shows a temporal cyclic pattern with a new epidemic appearing every 3-5 years at a given local position. This can be understood by representing the area using a two-dimensional grid, the excitation of the neuroids representing the intensity of infection of the corresponding local area. First of all, there is a diffusion process of spreading the infection as described above. However, a further mechanism is necessary. After infection in an area has reached a given threshold, self-infection leads to an almost complete infection of that area. This can be simulated by a recurrent excitation of the corresponding neuroid and an activation function with a saturation, describing the fully infected state. With these mechanisms, the infection would spread out over the grid like a wave front. There is, however, a third, important phenomenon. When an area is heavily infected, the foxes die from the disease and therefore the number of infected foxes in this area decreases to about zero. This "reaction" can be simulated by each neuroid being equipped with high-pass properties, or by application of an additional neuroid as shown in Figure 11.8. When the time constant of this high-pass is chosen appropriately, spatial and temporal rhythmical distributions can be found in this simulation of a reaction-diffusion system, which very much correspond to those found in nature. Exceptional cases of further examples can be found in Meinhardt (1995). 
In the following example, other local rules have been applied. The cells are arranged in an orthogonal grid and each cell is connected with its eight neighbors. Each cell can adopt three different states of excitation (shown by white, gray, and black shading). The system is started with a random distribution of these states. The local rules are as follows: if a cell is in state 1 and three or more neighboring cells are in state 2, the cell adopts state 2 in the next iteration cycle. Correspondingly, if a cell is in state 2 (3) and three or more neighbors are in state 3 (1), the cell adopts state 3(1). After some time, a picture results similar to that shown in Figure B5.3. These spirals are not static, but change their shape with time, increase their diameters, seem to rotate, and merge with other spirals. The temporal behavior of this structure reminds one of the rotating spirals that can be observed during the growth of some fungi species. For the sake of simplicity, the local rules used here a formulated by logical expressions, but could be reformulated for an neuronal architecture.
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Fig. B 5.3 A snapshot of moving spirals (Courtesy of A. Dress and P. Sirocka)
11.2 Recurrent Winner-Take-All Network
As mentioned above (Chapter 10.4) a winner-take-all network can also be constructed on the basis of a recurrent network. As shown in Figure 11.3a, this can be obtained when each neuroid influences itself by the weight 1 and all other neuroids by the weight -a. In general, if the system is linear, the output values of this net will oscillate. If, however, half wave rectifiers are used as activation functions, the system shows better properties than the feedforward winner-take-all net. Even for small differences between the input values, the net always produces a unique maximum detection. The higher the value of a, the faster the winner appears, which means that all output values except for one are zero. If the value of a becomes too great, oscillations might occur. The optimal value is a = 1/(n-1) for a net consisting of n neuroids. Figure 11.3b shows a formally identical net in which a special neuroid is introduced to sum all output values. This value is then fed back.
Compared to the feedforward system, the recurrent winner-take-all net shows the same properties but behaves as if it could adjust its threshold values appropriately for the actual input values. The behavior of the recurrent system can be made clear by imaging instead a chain of consecutive feedforward winner-take-all nets. Each such feedforward net corresponds to a new iteration cycle of the recurrent system. Using this so-called "unfolding of time," any recurrent network can be changed into an equivalent feedforward network (s. Fig. 12.4).
A recurrent winner-take-all net can be used in two ways. First, the input vector can be clamped continuously to the system during the relaxation. Alternatively, the input vector can only be given into the system for the first iteration cycle and then switched off. In the second case, relaxation is faster and the value of the winner becomes stable. However, the value of the winner is small when the difference between the input values is small. In the first case, the value of the winner increases steadily with the iteration cycle. In both cases the problems can be solved when an additional neuroid is introduced to normalize the sum of all output values to 1. The output of the extra summation unit shown in Figure 11.3b can be used for this purpose. Examples of how WTA nets could be used for decision making are given in Chapter 16.
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Fig. 11.3 A recurrent winner-take-all network consisting of three units (a). A formally identical system with four extra units (b). Rectifiers (Fig. 5.8) are used as activation functions
Using a recurrent structure, winner-take-all nets can be constructed having more convenient properties than those based on a feedforward structure.
11.3 Optimization
As we have seen, recurrent nets with a given weight distribution are endowed with the property of decreasing from an externally given initial state to a stable final state, i. e., "relaxing." This property could also be useful in solving optimization problems. This will be illustrated by the following example (Tank and Hopfield 1987). Let us assume that we have six subjects to solve six tasks. Each subject's ability differs in relation to the various tasks. To illustrate this, each line in the table of Figure 11.4a shows the qualities of one subject in relation to the six tasks, in numerical terms. The question arises as to which subject should be assigned which task to ensure that all the tasks will be optimally solved. There are 6! (= 720) possible solutions. The problem can be presented in the form of a net as follows: For each subject and each skill a neuroids is used with a bounded activation function (e.g., tanh ax, see Fig. 5.11b). The best way to arrange these 36 neuroids is in one plane as shown in Figure 11.4a, i.e., to arrange those neuroids representing the skills of one person in a line, and those representing the same skills of the various subjects in a column. Since each task is undertaken by only one subject, the neuroids in each column have to inhibit each other (this forms a recurrent winner-take-all subnet). Correspondingly, since each person can only do one task, the neuroids in each line have to inhibit each other. So far, each neuroid is linked with some but not all of the other neuroids in the net. A third type of linkage, however, has to be introduced which requires global connections. As for the final solution, exactly six units should be excited, the sum of all units is computed, and the value 6 is subtracted from this sum. This difference, which for the final solution ought to be zero, is then fed back with negative sign to all 36 units. These last connections can be interpreted as forming for each unit, a negative feedback system, the reference input of which is zero.
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Fig. 11.4 Six subjects A - F have to perform six tasks 1-6. To solve the optimization problem, 6 x 6 units are arranged in six lines, one for each subject (a). The vertical columns correspond to the tasks to be performed. The number in each unit shows a measure for the qualification of each subject and each task. These numbers represent the input values. The units are connected such that the six units of a line as well as the six units of a column form winner-take-all nets. Furthermore, an additional unit computes the sum of the activations of all these 36 units (as shown in Fig. 11.3b) including an offset value. This sum is fed back to all 36 units. (b) An almost optimal solution found by this network. The sum of the qualification measures is 40 in this case. The optimal solution is shown in (c) with a total qualification of 44 (Tank and Hopfield 1987)
Each of the 720 possible solutions represents a minimum of the energy function of the net. This energy function is defined in a 36 dimensional space. (In the example of Figure 11.1 we had an energy function defined in a two-dimensional space with two minima.) Taking into account the known qualities of each subject, the problem consists of finding the combination that ensures the highest overall quality, i.e. the largest possible sum of selected qualities. To achieve this, the individual quality values are given as an input to the 36 neuroids. This influences the energy plane of the net in such a way that the lower the minimum of individual solutions, the better is the corresponding solution. The net then selects, either the best or one of the best solutions. Figure 11.4b shows an almost optimal, and Fig. 11.4c by comparison, the best, solution to this problem.
However, it should be mentioned that the Hopfield net is not generally appropriate for the solution of optimization problems when the number of neuroids increases, because the number of local minima increases exponentially. There are methods which ensure that the net is not so easily caught in a local minimum. In principle, this is achieved by introducing noise on the excitation of the individual neuroids. In this way, the system is also capable of moving to a higher energy level and thus of eventually escaping from a local minimum. Usually, at the beginning the noise amplitude is chosen to be large, but decreasing with time, thus corresponding to a decreasing temperature. Therefore, this procedure is eventually called “simulated annealing”. Noise can be introduced by simply adding a noisy signal on the neuroid before the activation function is applied. An alternative method is to use probabilistic output units. These can take either 0 or 1 as output value, and the input value determines the probability, whether the output will be 0 or 1. This probability is usually described by the logistic function (Fig. 5.11b). Such a probabilistic system is called a Boltzmann machine. This will not be discussed here (for more details see e. g., Rumelhart and McClelland 1986). Yet another possibility to introduce noise is to use asynchronous updating with randomly selecting the unit to be updated.
At least for networks with a sufficiently small number of units and appropriately chosen cost function (represented by the proper weight distribution), recurrent nets can be used to search for optimal solutions.
11.4 Associative Storage
Apart from pattern generation and optimization, the most frequently discussed application of recurrent nets is their use in information storage. According to the distribution of weights several patterns can be stored. As with feedforward nets, autoassociation, (i, e., where the input pattern also occurs at the output) as well as heteroassociation can be performed with recurrent nets. In the latter case, a pattern occurs at the output which differs from that at the input. The net can also be used as classifier, which can be regarded as a special case of heteroassociation. We use the term classification, if only one of the neuroids of the output pattern takes value 1 and the remaining (n - 1) ones take value zero.
Generally, the storage constructed on the basis of recurrent nets is endowed with the same properties described earlier for feedforward nets. They are error-tolerant, since a stable output pattern corresponds to an energy minimum. For this reason, the attractor is also reached, if the input pattern does not correspond exactly to the correct pattern. The domain of an attractor could thus also be defined as a domain of tolerance or of generalization. Error tolerance also includes internal errors, e.g. the failure of individual weights or of a whole neuroid. This storage is also, of course, content addressable. Figure 11.5 provides an impressive representation of the properties of these nets. 20 patterns were stored in this Hopfield net, which consists of 400 neuroids with Heaviside activation functions. Figure 11.5b shows that after three time steps, one of these patterns is fully completed, even though only a relatively small part of this pattern was given as input. The same applies, when a noisy version of the original pattern is used as input pattern (Fig. 11.5c). Again, these examples demonstrate that, compared to a feedforward net, a recurrent net needs to perform a number of iterative steps, and thus a certain amount of time will elapse before it reaches its attractor. However, this apparent disadvantage can also be considered an advantage, as will be shown in the next section.
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Fig. 11.5 Pattern completion. (a) The Hopfield net consists of 20 x 20 neuroids, which can show two states, illustrated by a dot or a black square, respectively. The weights are chosen to store 20 different patterns; one is represented by the face, the other 19 by different random dot patterns. (b) After providing only a part of the face pattern as input (left), in the next iteration cycle the essential elements of the final pattern can already be recognized (center), and the pattern is completed two cycles later (right). (c) In this example, the complete pattern was used as input, but was disturbed by noise beforehand (left). Again, after one iteration cycle the errors are nearly corrected (center), and the pattern is complete after the second iteration (right) (Ritter et al. 1992)
As mentioned, Hopfield nets are usually considered autoassociators. They could, however, also be used for heteroassociation. If one uses as input only a part of the complete pattern, for examle only the upper half of Figure 11.5, after relaxation the complete pattern will appear. Thus, the lower half of the pattern could be interpreted as the reponse to the (upper) input pattern.
Like feedforward networks, recurrent nets can be considered as content addressable storage, which has the properties of error tolerance (generalization, graceful degradation).
11.5 Elman Networks and Jordan Networks
A crucial disadvantage of feedforward nets has to do with their purely static character. A particular input pattern produces a particular output pattern, which does not change over time. Apart from the examples shown in Box 5, recurrent nets, too, have so far been considered in this way. Biological systems, however, are endowed with dynamic properties. The system responds to a particular input stimulus pattern with activities that change over time. As shown above, recurrent nets are in principle endowed with such properties. A particular input pattern is immediately followed by an output pattern, which changes over time until, in the examples shown, a final, stable state is reached. This property, which at first seems to be an undesirable one, can be utilized to produce time functions at the output. In the following the two, next to the Hopfield net, most popular RNN, namely the Elman net and the Jordan net will briefly be described.
Let us begin with Elman nets as they comprise a simplified version of Jordan nets. In this case, most layers have only feedforward connections, and only one contains specified recurrent connections as proposed by Elman (1990) (Fig. 11.6a). The system has an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer all of which are connected in a feedforward manner. The hidden layer, however, is not only connected to the output layer but also, in a simple 1 : 1 connection, to a further layer called the context layer. To form recurrent connections, the output of this context layer is also inputted to the hidden layer. Except for these 1 : 1 connections from hidden to context layer, the weights of which are fixed to 1, all other layers may be fully connected and all weights may be modifiable. Therefore, all modifiable weights belong to the feedforward connections of the net. The recurrent connections of the context layer provide the system with a short-term memory; the hidden units do not only observe the actual input but, via the context layer, also obtain information on their own state at the last time step. Since, at a given time step, hidden units have already been influenced by inputs at the earlier time steps, this recurrency comprises a memory which depends on earlier states (though their influence decays with time).
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Fig. 11.6 Two networks with partial recurrent connections. (a) Elman net (b) Jordan net. Only the weights in the feedforward channels can be modified. The arrows show the direction of the information flow. These networks can be used to learn temporal sequences, i. e., to provide an output vector which depends on the temporal order of the input vectors. Conversely, for a given input vector, a series of output vectors can be produced
As an example, Elman provided such a network with a random sequence of three words of different lengths, namely two, three, or four letters. The net was trained to predict the next letter in the sequence (for explanation of the training procedures see Chapter 12.3). Of course, a high error was observed when the first letter of a new word appeared. However, all following letters were predicted with low error. As the letters included also an end-of-word symbol, the word lenght was also predicted. In a similar experiment, a net was used consisting of 31 units in the input and output layers, and 150 units in the hidden as well as in the context layer. Small sentences consisting of two, three, or four words, selected from a set of 29 words, were given to the net. The complete input series consisted of a sequence of 10000 sentences (27 534 words). The net was trained to predict the subsequent word. After training, the state of the corresponding hidden layer was scrutinized in the following way. All hidden vectors for a given word were averaged, and, for each input word, these were then compared for similarity by means of a clustering technique. It turned out that different types of words appeared in separate clusters. For example, all verbs were grouped together, as were all nouns. The latter were again found in groups like animats and inanimats, the animats also containing different words describing humans as a subgroup. This means that the internal representation developed a sensible, implicit grouping of the words. This information is not explicitly given to the system, but is learnt only from the context in which the different words appear in the input stream (it should be mentioned that a similar grouping could be obtained using the feature map approach, Ritter and Kohonen 1989). Thus, sequences of letters (words) or sequences of words (sentences) are stored in this net in a distributed manner and can be recognized. Due to this distributed representation it is however not possible to address a specific word in order to be able to form new sentences.
As described, this network can recognize stored input sequences, another example being melodies, and as output can provide a vector, for example the title of the melody. However, such networks can also be used to produce a serially ordered output pattern (a sequence of actions) when a specific input vector is given. Therefore, such recurrent networks are particularly interesting in relation to motor control. For this purpose, Jordan (1986) proposed a very similar net (Fig. 11.6b). A difference is that the recurrent connections start from the output, rather than the hidden layer. Furthermore, the layer corresponding to the context, here called state layer, comprises a recurrent net itself with 1:1 connections and fixed weights. Another difference is that the network was used by Jordan so that a constant input vector is given to the net, and the output of the net performs a temporal sequence of vectors. The variation in time is produced by the two types of recurrent connections, namely those from the output layer to the state layer and those within the state layer. For each input vector, another temporal sequence can be produced. A more detailed example is given in Box 6.
As the Elman net and the Jordan net are quite similar, each can be used for both purposes. Both types of networks have the advantage that only weights in the forward connections are modifiable and therefore no special training methods for recurrent nets have to be introduced.
Examples of partially recurrent networks are described. Such networks can be used to learn temporal sequences such that they produce an output vector for a given sequence of input vectors, or, reversely, produce a series of output vectors for a given input vector. 
11.6 Nets showing chaotic behaviour
To conclude this Chapter, a final remark should be made concerning the properties of systems with feedback. As already mentioned in Chapter 8, even systems with negative feedback can show instability. In Hopfield nets, unlimited growth is prevented by application of saturation characteristics. If no such limits are given, different behaviours could be observed. For illustration we will consider a simple example containing only one neuroid with a feedback connection (Fig. 11.7). If we consider a linear system with positive feedback and a nonzero input, its output will increase infinitely with time. Such positive feedback plays an important role in cooperative behavior, as is found, for example, in ant colonies (Deneubourg and Goss 1989, Beckers et al. 1992, Camazine et al 2003). To limit the growth of activation, instead of a saturation characteristic, the use of high-pass filtered positive feedback was proposed (Cruse et al., 1995). In this case the output values are not confined to a fixed range.
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Fig. 11.7 A recurrent system can show chaotic behavior. (a) The system containing a nonlinear characteristic of the form y = a1x - a2 x2 .(b - d) Temporal behavior of the system for different parameters of the nonlinear characteristic. (b) a1 = 2.5, (c) a1 = 3.2, (d) a1 = 3.8. a2 is 0.2 and the starting value x0 = 0.1 for all cases
A special property can come into play when nonmonotonous characteristics exist, as is shown in the following example. Let us assume that we have a simple system consisting of one neuroid with the nonlinear activation function described by y = a1 x - a2 x2 (a1 > 1, a2 > 0) in the loop (Fig. 11.7a). This represents an inverted parabola and, therefore, a nonmonotonous function. Let us further assume that the input is nonzero only for a short period. In this case, the output variable approaches a stable value (a2/(a1 - 1)), if a1 < 3 (Fig. 11.7b). The output oscillates between two values for 3 < a1 < 3.44 with a period of 2 time steps (Fig. 11.7c); it shows more complicated periodicity for 3.45 < a1 < 3.57 and exerts chaotic behavior for a1 >3.57 (Fig. 11.7d). Thus, even in this relatively simple case, a feedback system is shown to have highly undesirable properties, unless some kind of random generator is actually required. As this “chaotic” behavior can exactly be computed, it is usually called “deterministic chaos”. The behavior of such a system can be characterized by a “chaotic attractor”. The most interesting property such chaotic systems is the following. A small disturbance produces small immediate effects. However, in the long run the effect of even the smallest disturbance will be dramatic (this is eventually called “butterfly effect”). As small disturbances cannot be avoided in a realistic system, any physically realized chaotic system has nondeterministic properties. As long as the disturbances are not too large, the system remains within its chaotic attractor. Weather dynamics is a familiar example. 
Dynamics of recurrent nets may be described by “point attractors”, as shown in the case of Hopfield nets, by “periodic attractors” (e.g. Fig. 11.7c) or by “chaotic attractors (Fig. 11.7d)
12 Learning
We have so far dealt with the properties of nets whose weights were assumed as given. One important question, of course, is how to find those weight values that ensure that the net is endowed with the desired properties. Below the six most important methods of how to set the weights are given.
12.1 Hebb's Rule
In the learning matrix (Fig. 10.7) it could be seen that the weights of each output neuroid correspond exactly to the excitation of their input patterns. How could this weight distribution have been obtained? This can be done as follows: We use the schema of the learning matrix without the subsequent winner-take-all net. We apply the input pattern x as usual, but give the desired output pattern y directly on the output units (training vector in Figure 12.1a). The weights can then be obtained according to the rule wij = xj yi. This means that the weight is a result of the product of the excitations of the two neuroids involved in the connection. This is in accordance with the learning rule, theoretically postulated by Hebb in 1949, in which the strength of a synapse is assumed to increase when the presynaptic and postsynaptic membranes are simultaneously highly excited. The strength of the synapse does not increase, however, if only one of the two neurons is excited. As a simple example, the Hebb rule might be the basis of classical conditioning or Pavlovian learning (Fig. 12.1b). Assume that a connection w1 > 0 exists between the input (unconditioned stimulus, UCS) and the reaction R to form a reflex. The weight between a second input (conditioned stimulus, CS) and the output is assumed to be w2 = 0 at the outset. If the two input signals UCS and CS occur simultaneously, according to the Hebb rule, w2 increases such that the conditioned stimulus alone can elicit the response R.
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Fig. 12.1 The weights of a network can be changed according to Hebb's rule, if input vector and training vector (the desired output) are given simultaneously to the net. This corresponds to the Pavlovian type of learning (or classical conditioning) of a conditioned reflex (b). At the beginning, the weight w1 > 0 connects the unconditioned stimulus (UCS) with a reflex response (R). When the conditioned stimulus (CS) is given simultaneously with UCS, according to Hebb's rule the weight w2 being zero at the beginning increases and a conditioned reflex is activated
In most cases it is useful to change the weights not in one learning step, but in several smaller steps. Hebb's rule then runs as follows:
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in which the e parameter, which is called learning rate and takes a value between 0 and 1, determines the step size of the "learning process". If several patterns are to be stored in the same net (Fig. 12.1a), the different patterns can be applied successively at the input, and the weights are changed according to Hebb's rule.
If all components of the training vector but one are zero, as is the case in the example of Figure 12.2a, each neuroid of the output layer "learns" the weights belonging to one input pattern (that one for which is shows a non zero output). If, in the general case, all components of the output vectors may be different from zero, this learning procedure produces some "crosstalk," i. e., the weights of each neuroid are influenced by all other training vectors. Under what conditions can we obtain a weight distribution which permits several input - output patterns to be stored, i. e., so that after the learning phase is finished, each of these input vectors produces its corresponding output vector without error? With the aid of Hebb's rule, the only patterns that can be stored without "crosstalk" are orthogonal to each other. This means that the scalar product of each pair of input vectors is zero. A simple case of orthogonality is given, for instance, when, in a net of n neuroids, each of the maximally n patterns is characterized by the fact that one neuroid takes value 1 and all others take value zero (see the example given in Figure 12.2a).
A disadvantage of Hebb's rule is that, during prolonged learning, the absolute values of the weights tend to increase, which in turn leads to increasing output values when tested. This can be avoided either by assuming that, according to a proposal by Grossberg (see Hertz et al. 1991), the sum of all weights of a neuroid must not exceed a maximum upper limit (which may be a plausible assumption in biological terms, after all) or that all weight changes are superimposed exponential decrease. This would mean that a weight that is rarely increased takes a lower final absolute value than a weight that is continuously growing during learning.
With the help of this method, Hebb's rule can be applied to feedforward nets to produce a heteroassociator. Hebb's rule can also be used for the training of a Hopfield net (Fig. 11.5) and, in this way, for producing an autoassociator. The Hopfield net is endowed with the properties of error correction, as described earlier, because all neuroids of a pattern which exhibits the same sign at the output are mutually linked with each other via positive weights. Those neuroids exhibiting different signs at the output are linked via negative weights. This has the effect that, when applying only a part of the complete input pattern, the remaining neuroids are excited via these weights in the same way, so that, after only a few iteration cycles, the entire pattern can be completed. How can the weights be adjusted so as to fulfill exactly the conditions mentioned? Here, too, these conditions are met, if the synaptic weight results from the product of the excitation of the two corresponding neuroids. This can be achieved in the following way: at the input of a Hopfield net that pattern is presented for which the weights are to be adjusted. If, starting with randomly distributed weight values, the weights are changed according to Hebb's rule, two neuroids with negative excitation as well as two neuroids that are positively stimulated, will be linked with positive weight values, while the neuroids that exhibit different signs are coupled with negative weights. In this case, too, the modification of weights is carried out not in one, but several small steps. The weight between neuroid i and neuroid j at the moment of t + 1 is thus calculated such that wij(t + 1) = wij(t) + e yi yj. From this follows that symmetrical weights (wij = wji) result for the Hopfield net.
An attractive property of Hebb’s rule is that it can be interpreted on a local level, because the weight changes due to the strength of the “presynaptic” excitation (Fig. 12.1b, neuron CS) and of the “postsynaptic” excitation (Fig. 12.1b, neuron R which is excited via neuron UCS). Actually there are biological mechanisms known that correspond to this principle (Kandel et al. 2000). However, there is also a problem, if one wants to apply this mechanisms directly to a classical conditioning procedure. Assume that there was already some learning such that weight w2 > 0. If now only the CS was presented several times, the weight w2 would further increase because both neuron CS and neuron R are excited. This property has been termed “runaway effect” by Sejnowski and Tesauro (1989). This effect is, however, in contrast to what happens in the corresponding biological experiment. Presentation of only the CS without an UCS would lead to extinction, i.e. a decrease of the reaction R. 
By means of the Hebb rule a two-layered feedforward network can be trained to store different pairs of input - output patterns. To avoid crosstalk between the different patterns, the input vectors have to be orthogonal. The Hebb rule can also be applied to recurrent networks to produce an autoassociator.
12.2 The Delta Rule
If Hebb's rule is applied to a Hopfield net, the mere input of the input vector is sufficient: if a feedforward net is to be trained, the output pattern needs to be given in addition. For this reason, this process is also called supervised learning. One alternative way of training the weights of a net (whether a feedforward net or, as described later, a recurrent net) to produce a given output pattern is to use the so-called delta rule or Widrow-Hoff rule. First, the input pattern x is presented. The corresponding output vector y is then compared to the desired output vector (or training vector) t by forming the difference dI = (ti - yi) for each component yi. The weight between the i-th input neuroid and j-th output neuroid is then changed according to
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The change of the weight is thus determined by the magnitude and sign of the "error" (dI = ti - yi).The change also depends on the magnitude of the input signal xj If the value of the input signal is near zero, the corresponding weight barely changes. In contrast to Hebb's rule, the change in weight ceases, once the value of the training vector has been attained.
Which properties can be imprinted upon a net with the aid of the delta rule? If only a neuroid is considered, whose activation function represents a Heaviside characteristic, the Perceptron-Convergence Theorem states the following (Minsky and Papert 1969): If a weight distribution can be found by which the total number of trained input patterns can be divided into two groups, so that the input patterns of one group produce a subthreshold output value, and those of the other group a suprathreshold output value at the neuroid considered, a corresponding weight distribution can actually be obtained with the delta rule in a finite number of learning steps. Such a division into two groups is possible if the two sets of patterns are linearly separable (see Chapter 10.7).
If, instead of a single output, the entire net with n input neuroids and m output neuroids is considered, the question arises as to what kinds of input patterns are needed to ensure that they can be stored in the net simultaneously without influencing each other. In contrast to Hebb's rule, which can be used only to store orthogonal patterns, the restrictions applying to the use of the delta rule are less rigorous; with the latter, patterns can be stored without overlap, if they are linearly independent. The maximum number of patterns to be stored does not increase, however. For n neuroids, there are maximally n linearly independent patterns. (If Heaviside characteristics are used, this figure is higher, i. e., maximally 2 n). Examples of orthogonal and linearly independent patterns are given in Figures 12.2a, b.
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Fig. 12.2 Examples of five orthogonal vectors (a), five linear independent vectors (b), and four linear dependent vectors (c)
As shown with the simple example of the learning matrix, the adjustment of the offset or threshold values can be very important if a specific behavior of the net is to be obtained. The size of the offset of the neuroid can also be learned by using a simple trick with the help of the learning rules discussed here, although, strictly speaking, they can only change weights. For this purpose a so-called "bias neuroid" is introduced. It is not given an input and exhibits the constant excitation 1. It is linked to all neuroids of the net. The corresponding weights can, of course, also be adjusted by applying the learning rules. The bias neuroid has the effect that for each neuroid the value of the corresponding weight is added. This effect is the same as if the offset of the activation function was shifted. If this is a threshold, it would represent a shift in the threshold value.
The delta rule can also be used to train recurrent nets. For this, one iteration cycle is performed after presentation of the input pattern; subsequently, the results are compared with the training pattern and the delta rule is applied. The operation will be successful, if the desired mapping is "legal," i, e., if the condition of linear separability is given for each neuroid at the output. (If this condition is not met, the mapping can be legalized by an introduction of additional neuroids, as described above in relation to the introduction of hidden layers (Levin 1990)). In this way, a recurrent net can also be employed as a heteroassociator. The net shown in Figure 11.9 was obtained in this way. This shows that, with the help of the delta rule, it is possible to obtain recurrent nets with asymmetrically distributed weights.
Using the delta rule, a two-layered feedforward network or a recurrent network can be trained. The growing of the weights is limited. The input vectors have to be linearly independent to avoid mutual influences. The introduction of a bias neuroid permits the training of threshold values.
12.3 Generalized Delta Rule
In feedforward nets, the application of the delta rule is restricted to two-layered nets. The study of highly parallel systems has been considerably accelerated by the development of methods that can be employed to train multilayered feedforward nets. This method, known as the generalized delta rule or error back propagation, merely presupposes that the activation function f(u) of the neuroids are differentiable. This excludes characteristics with discontinuous slopes like the Heaviside function. But the latter can, of course, be approximated by the frequently used sigmoid (or logistic, or Fermi-) function f(u)= 1/(1 + e-ax). To begin with, as with the delta rule, the error di  = (ti – yi) is determined for each neuroid after the response to an input pattern has been determined. This error is then multiplied by the derivative of the value of the activation function f’(ui). Similarly to the delta rule, the weights of the neuroids of the output layer change such that
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For neuroids of the higher layers, the d error is computed as the sum of all weighted errors of the following neuroids. With respect to the weight w42, i.e., the weight between neuroid 2 and 4 in Figure 12.3, this means:
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The error is thus computed back across the net (error back propagation). Therefore, the change of the weight w42 is determined by
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The logistic function y = f(u) is usually used, because it is endowed with an easy-to-compute derivative: y' = y(1 - y). Although this was not specifically mentioned, the logistic function was applied in the network of Figure 10.9b. Unlike the simple delta rule, with the help of the generalized delta rule, even those patterns can be learned which are linearly dependent (see Figure 12.2c for an example of linearly dependent patterns).
The properties of the delta rule can be illustrated as follows. For a given pair of input and training patterns, the total error produced by a given weight distribution can be defined as 
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i. e., the sum of the squares of all errors produced by all output units. The aim of the learning procedure is to minimize this error value. As the error depends on the values of all k weights, the situation can be described as a function in a k-dimensional space. The goal is to find the minimum of the error function in this k-dimensional space. The delta rule is a gradient descent procedure. The gradient descent changes the weights in such away that the error is continuously reduced. The procedure starts at a position in the k-dimensional space given by randomly chosen initial values of the weights. During this gradient descent, there is, of course, a risk that the procedure gets stuck in a local minimum so that the optimum learning performance is not realized. This risk can be reduced by increasing the number of hidden units. This increases the dimension of the space and will in turn reduce the incidence of local minima because the introduction of an additional dimension may open a way out of the minimum. A further method consists in superimposing random values on the weights during the learning process. This can provide the possibility of moving against the gradient and thus to overcome local minima; during training the amplitude of this noise should continually decrease. This procedure is eventually called simulated annealing.
Another simple and often used method is the introduction of the momentum
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This means the direction of descent does not only depend on the actual gradient but also to some extent, given by the factor h, on the direction and size of the last step. Thus, some kind of low-pass filter-like inertia is introduced which might also help to avoid local minima. 
The time to approach the minimum can be shortened by application of the RPROP algorithm (Riedmiller and Braun 1993): for each weight, the amount of the weight change increases by a given factor, if the gradient does not change its sign. If, however, the gradient has changed its sign, which means that the learning algorithm has just jumped over a minimum, the weight change is decreased by a given factor and its sign is changed, too.
To illustrate why the generalized delta rule requires a differentiable activation function, we have to consider the error function as a function of the weights. Considering weight w74 in Figure 12.3 as a simple example, the error function is defined as E(w74) = (t7 – y7)2 = (t7 – f(u7))2 = (t7 – f(y4 w74))2. Calculation of the gradient means to determine the first derivative of E with respect to the weights. According to the chain rule, we obtain
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If the logistic or a similar function is used, the derivative has the property of being near zero for very small and very high input values, but high for values around the middle range. This could be interpreted as the weights do not change if the unit has "decided" to assume a very high or very low excitation, whereas learning is more probable as long as no such decision yet has been made.
Whereas the number of input and output units is given by the task for which the network is designed, it is an open question how many hidden units should be used. Generally, a given mapping can be approximated better, the more hidden units exist in the net. On the other hand, however, too many hidden units destroy the capability of generalization; the net learns the exact training patterns only and may not appropriately respond to other, though similar input patterns. This is called "overtraining, or overfitting." It is still an unsolved question what structure of a network (number of units in a layer, number of layers) is best suited for a given problem. One method to improve, i.e., simplify, the structure of a network, which has already been shown to solve the required task, is to look for those neuroids which have the smallest weight values, delete them and try to retrain this new network with the same task. By this "pruning," one may find a simpler version of the network. (For alternative methods, see Chapter 12.5).
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Fig. 12 .3 A simple, three-layer network for the illustration of the generalized delta rule. As examples, the formulae of how to change weights w42 and w74 during learning are given
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Fig. 12.4 Unfolding a recurrent network in time. To cope with the dynamics of a recurrent network, the net is copied several times, and these copies are connected to form a feedforward net. Each subnet represents another time step.  Errors (Ti-Oi) have to be collected for each time step, i.e. for each subnet, and are then used to update the weights
Finally, it should be mentioned that the generalized delta rule can also be used for recurrent nets, as discussed above in connection with the simple delta rule. However, there is the problem that the dynamics of the recurrent net as such are superimposed to the dynamics due to the weight changes during learning. This problem is avoided by “unfolding” the recurrent network into several identical feedforward nets (Fig. 12.4). Each net in the spatial order corresponds to another iteration in time (“unfolding in time”). This means that the backpropagation method can be applied in such a way that, after having given the input to the uppermost net, the output of each net in the series has to be compared with the desired output expected in the corresponding time slot (backpropagation through time, BBTT, Rumelhart et al. 1986). All errors for a given weight are collected and used to train this weight (for details see Hertz et al. 1991). Different to the backpropagation method applied to feedforward networks, BBTT by itself may show complex dynamic behavior and does not necessarily lead to a minimum.
To train networks with more than two layers, the generalized delta rule or error back propagation can be used. This requires differentiable activation functions. Crosstalk can be avoided also for linear dependent input vectors. Several methods are available to avoid getting stuck in a local minimum during the learning process. How to choose the appropriate numbers of hidden units and layers is a still unresolved question.
12.4 Teacher Forcing and Learning with Suppression Units 
A flaw of the generalized delta rule is that it is hard to believe that learning in biological systems is actually based on this principle. One problem being that additional networks are necessary to compute the error and transport this information to the corresponding synapses. The other problem concerns the determination of the error as such. How could the single error components be determined and provided to the backpropagation network? Furthermore, the training methods described above for recurrent nets are used off-line, i.e. the recurrent connections are switched off during learning to avoid the problems of superimposition of two dynamics, the dynamics of the recurrent net itself and the dynamics due the changing of the weights (Steil 1999). In the following a circuit is presented that copes with this problem. This circuit acts within a neuronal unit and incorporates a learning rule that formally corresponds to the delta rule, but does not require a separate network for backpropagating the error because the latter is computed locally within each single neuroid. The units, called suppression units (Su-units, Kühn et al. 2007, Makarov et al., 2008) contain a simple circuit that allows to disconnect the dynamics of the recurrent network from the dynamics due to the learning procedure. Such a neuroid is equipped with two types of inputs: One external input ai and n internal, i.e., recurrent input connections xj, the weights wij of which can be changed by learning. The overall output of one suppression neuroid is calculated in the following way:
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In other words, an external input ai suppresses the recurrent connections if ai ≠ 0. This is a simple way to achieve that the recurrent connections are interrupted when an external signal is applied. (As in this implementation input of zero represents “no input”, zero input values are excluded. An easy way to solve this problem is to apply spatially coded networks, see Chapter 15). How such units can be used will be illustrated using a simple task first: The network should represent a fixed static pattern given at the input and produce sustained output activity even if the input pattern disappears. Specifically, the task is as follows: the net consists of n recurrently connected units. As example, a net of n = 3 units is depicted in Figure 12.5a. Any n-dimensional input vector a is provided to the net. The weights should be arranged in a way that all units adopt activations that correspond to the input and maintain their activation even after the external input is switched off. In other words, the task is to find a weight matrix W with a= W a. As we have n2 weights, there is a manifold of matrices that fulfill this condition. n equations determine n degrees of freedom. Therefore (n2 – n) of the n2 weights can be chosen arbitrarily. For n = 3 as an example one possible solution is given by
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Another solution is    
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Attractors of this network are all points of the line connecting (0,0,0) and (a1, a2, a3), or x1 = λ a1, x2 = λ a2 and x3 = λ a3 for any real λ.
Another task is that more that one vector, for example two vectors a, b, are learnt by the net. In this case the net can be described as forming an attractor consisting of a two-dimensional subspace that is described by the plane B1 x1 + B2 x2 + B3 x3 = 0, if a, b fulfill this so called basic equation. These nets are only neutrally stable, which means that if any weight is changed arbitrarily, the activations of the units increase infinitely or decrease to zero. Therefore, a learning mechanism is necessary to stabilize the weights against disturbances. 
In order to achieve this goal, the weights can be changed according to the following algorithm:
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with e > 0 being the learning rate and di(t)=ai(t)-si(t). This corresponds to the delta rule which however is now applied within the neuroid. As the output of the neuroid is strictly determined by the external input, this is eventually called “teacher forcing” (Williams and Zipser 1989). During the training procedure, the weights stabilise at values that in the end we have di(t)=0 which means that the summed recurrent input si equals the external input ai. After learning is completed, and the summed internal input equals the external input, the latter can be switched off without changing the activation of the net. However, learning has to be switched off, too, because otherwise the weights would then learn to represent the zero vector (0,0,0).
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Fig. 12.5 Recurrent network with Su units. (a) A network containing 3 units. (b) The circuit characterizing a Suppression unit
For the first task mentioned, i.e. training with one vector a, the general solution for the weight matrix is given by file_106.png
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, when starting learning with all weights being zero (Kühn et al. 2007, Makarov et al. 2008). For n = 3 (Fig. 12.5a) this corresponds to the matrix (3) shown above. General solutions for the cases that more than one vector is used for training are given by Makarov et al. (2008). Training vectors might be linearly dependent. The resulting weight matrix is independent of the choice of any linear combination of these vectors. As there are redundant degrees of freedom, some of the weights can be determined arbitrarily during the learning procedure. As an interesting case, the diagonal weights could be set to zero, for example. These diagonal weights influence the relaxation rate (Chapter 14.4), but not the final output. Generally, when testing the trained network with some input values being zero, the output evolves during time until the complete net fulfills the basic equation (pattern completion). Makarov et al. (2008) also investigated the conditions necessary for learning such networks with neuroids containing nonlinear characteristics.
Furthermore, application of this circuit allows to train any dynamic situation that can be described by linear differential equations (see Chapter 14.3) and for a broad class of nonlinear differential equations. To learn dynamic situations, the learning rule has to reflect the temporal sequence of the input vectors:
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      (4)
Two cases have to be distinguished. The length of the training period, i.e. the number of training vectors, p is smaller or equal to the number of neuroids (p ≤ n) or p > n. In the former case, the net can store a temporal sequence of up to n vectors. The case p > n is relevant for learning networks that represent differential equations (Chapter 14.3), for example (for details see Makarov et al. 2008).
Below, two further learning procedures will be presented, which also come closer to biological reality than the classical backpropagation method, namely the reinforcement method and the method of genetic algorithms. Both start from the assumption that feedback from the environment does not mean that the correct output pattern is given and then compared to the actual output; rather, what is implied is that the environment merely supplies a scalar quantity, e. g., a value between zero and one, comparable, for instance, to a quantitative judgment concerning the answer varying between “good” and “bad”.
Application of suppression units allows online training of recurrent networks because they permit to separate the dynamics of the recurrent net from the dynamics due to the weight changes.
12.5 Reinforcement Learning
With the exception of the autoassociator trained by Hebb's rule or the IC algorithm, the net has so far always been informed of what the correct answer should be. In this context, learning is based on the evaluation of the difference between the response of the system, presented by the net to a specific input vector, and the actually correct answer, given by the trainer. Thus, an error signal can be determined for each component. These methods are described as supervised learning. Most often, however, an organism is not informed of the right answer in a specific case, and feedback merely consists of a scalar quantity (e. g., on a scale good-bad). If a ball is thrown at a target, for example, there is no feedback on the correct control of individual muscles, only on whether it hit or missed the target. This would be a case for reinforcement learning. Since feedback to the system consists only of information about whether the action was good or bad, but not about what the correct action would have been, we talk of a critic here, rather than of a trainer. In a simple case, the feedback is immediately provided by the environment. The more complicated case, when the feedback occurs only after several actions have been performed, will be treated later.
The input components xi, describing the external situation, and the components of the output vector y may be positive real numbers (Fig. 12.6a), although in many examples, the neuroids of the output layer are endowed with a Heaviside activation function and can take the values 0 or 1. The system is presented with a number of input vectors. The task is to learn reactions to these inputs that will be rewarded as highly as possible. The net initially possesses a random distribution of the weights wij, and hence responds to an input excitation by reaction y, which is presumably not very sensible. The environment ("world") evaluates the system's reaction and responds by giving a reward r. The aim is that the weights wij within the systems should be changed in such a way that the reward r for the various input vectors is as high as possible (this corresponds to the situation in which the extreme value of a quantity has to be found.)
This task can be split into two problems, namely, first, to find an action y which provides a high reward, and, second, to find the weights for which, for a given input x, i.e. a given situation, the system produces the output y. The latter corresponds to the paradigm of supervised learning and, therefore, can be solved as described above by application of the delta rule or, if the activation functions are differentiable, e. g. logistic functions, by the generalized delta rule. The first task is the actual problem of reinforcement learning.
To begin with the simplest case, we assume that the world behaves deterministically. This means that a definite change of the action produces a predictable change in the reward. Let us further assume that the same input vector is presented several times in a row, i. e., that the environmental situation remains unchanged. The change in reward can then be compared for two successive actions. At moment t - 1, the system is informed of input x(t - 1), reacts by y(t - 1), and receives reward r(t - 1). A corresponding situation occurs at moment t. In order to search for a better action, yi(t) is changed compared to yi (t - 1) by means of an addition of noise. The effect of this changed action can be quantified by multiplying it with the change in reward:
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This value Dyi can then be used to solve the second task, namely to calculate the weight changes of the net. If this net contains several layers, the generalized delta rule can be applied. To simplify matters, it will be shown here for a two-layered net:
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 (see Chapter 12.3).
Dyi thus corresponds to the error signal of the delta rule. For a linear activation function, this means
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The net can then be trained by changing the weights in the following way (see Fig. 12.6) (Barto Sutton Brouwer 1981):
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On the basis of this learning rule, weight wij changes only if the activity of neuroid i changes, i. e., Dyi = yi(t) - yi(t -1) ≠ 0, and if the reward changes. The weight increases if the state of activity and the corresponding reward change in the same way. Otherwise the weight decreases. As a consequence, the rewarded behavior will follow this input vector with greater probability. If we introduce Heaviside activation functions, only the sign of the difference yi(t) - yi(t - 1) needs to be used in equation (1) in order to obtain a Dyi of ± 1 or 0.
Stochastic properties might occur in the world such that the reward is noisy. In this case, a direct comparison with the action and the reward at time t - 1 may not be as good. Instead, the comparison with the mean values of earlier actions and rewards can lead to greater improvement of the weights.
In some particular cases, it may happen that r is scaled in such a way that a baseline or reference value ro (e.g., = 0) can be given so that above ro, r can be considered a positive reward and below it, a negative reward. The value (r - ro) then has the property of being a positive or a negative number. In this case, the comparison with the baseline value is possible, of course, and actually leads to faster learning (Williams 1992).
In principle, the reinforcement learning procedure corresponds to the operand conditioning (or instrumental learning) found in biological experiments. A rat in a Skinner box accidentally (see "noise" in Figure 12.6a) performs an act e. g., pushes a lever. If the lever is connected to a rewarding mechanism, there is greater probability that this behavior will be performed again.
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Fig. 12.6 Reinforcement learning. (a) The input vector x is given to the network, which, in this example, consists of two layers, but might be more complicated. The response of the net is somewhat changed by means of a noise produced by the system. The system contains a memory to store the components of the output vector applied during the previous time step [yi(t-1)]. Furthermore, the system receives a scalar reward signal from the environment (world) and stores the previous reward value r(t-1). With these values, the appropriate change of the weights wij can be determined as shown in the lower part of the diagram. (b) If the input vector varies, the application of an additional "predictor net" can solve the problem. In this case, the actual reward is compared with the expected reward p provided by the predictor net. Here, the output vector is not compared with the previous one, but with the original vector that the network proposed before the vector was changed by means of the noise influence. These values can be used to change the weights of the selector net and of the predictor net, accordingly. 
This disadvantage of the method described above is that it presupposes that the input vector (i.e., the environment) does not change or, if it does, perhaps just a little. In case of a sudden change, a comparison with the preceding situation would indeed not make much sense. In such a situation, a different reward is attributed to an action y depending on the input vector x. To solve this problem, an additional net is introduced which provides the reward to be expected for a given input according to the earlier experience. This net is called predictor net because it provides the predicted reward p(x) for a given input x (Fig. 12.6b). If we had an ideal predictor, the value r(xt) could be compared with the value p belonging to a given input vector. How can we obtain this net? The predictor net comprises a simple world model, so to speak, which computes the reward to be expected in connection with a specific input signal by p(xt)=S vj xj(t), vi being the weights of the net. This predictor net is simple to train since the reward p predicted by the predictor net can be compared to the actual reward r, thus enabling a direct application of the delta rule:
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If a multilayered predictor net is used, the generalized delta rule could be applied accordingly.
Using the predictor net, the synapses of the net itself, sometimes called the selector net, can be trained, as above:
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y’ is the action proposed by the selector. It is not possible to train only the predictor net because the reward depends on the actions y. Therefore, both nets have to be trained in parallel. The better the predictor net becomes in the course of learning, the smaller the error (r - p) will be, such that the predictor net, and thus the net itself, will move toward a stable final state.
In the simple version illustrated by equation (1) the system requires a storage for the earlier reward r(t - 1) and for the components of the earlier action yi(t-1). Thus, if the output vector has n components, storage for n + 1 values is necessary, which stores the information from the last time step. By contrast, the system described by equation (2) and Figure 12.6b requires no such storage.
TD learning: Where the net acts in a deterministic world, i. e., a world that responds to a particular reaction y of the net with a particular environmental situation x, time series can also be learned in the same way. Pure reinforcement learning can, however, only function in a simple world. But a case may arise in which, in a specific situation x, a reaction y may be reinforced (and hence learned) even though the system, through action x, is confronted with a situation in which it may be difficult to perform new, reinforced actions. For example, if an animal eats up all available food, this may be desirable for the moment. But a decision to exercise temporary restraint may be preferable in the long term, since this might possibly prevent starvation. It would be better, therefore, instead of a momentary reinforcement r (t), to consider the reinforcement r¥(t), which represents a combination of all further reinforcements to be obtained in this series of actions. In order to include to long-term effects of actions, TD (temporal difference) methods have been introduced by Barto et al. (1981) (Fig. 12.7). Assume that for each situation (input x) a number of actions are possible. The selector net chooses one of these actions. The function y = f(x), which describes which action is selected for a given situation, is called the policy or strategy of the system and is represented by the properties of the selector net. The reward r(t) depends on the situation xt and the action yt = f(xt) chosen, and is therefore written as r(xt, yt). As actions in the far future may be less important, for example, because they can be less exactly foreseen, they are given smaller weights. Barto et al. proposed to determine
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with g < 1 which produces smaller weights for more distant rewards. This can also be written as
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Equations (3) hold for an unpredictable world, i. e., the reward may be influenced by noise and so may be the reaction of the world, namely the new input xt + 1. In order to find a good strategy, in the TD reinforcement approach, the predictor net is replaced by an "evaluator net." For each action, this provides an estimate e(x) for the value r(x). The problem now is hot to learn a sensible evaluator net which can produce the value e(x), for a series of actions. Although the selector proposes action y', a new action y(xt) will be tested by means of a new input. This leads to the reward r(xt). If this reward is better than that expected for action y', the evaluator net should be changed. According to the earlier case (reinforcement comparison, equation 2), this would be done by directly comparing the reward r(xt) with the predicted reward p(xt). As in TD learning future rewards should also be taken into account, so the expected value includes not only the actual reward r(xt), but also the (weighted) rewards expected in future consecutive actions. As the expectation value e is an approximation to r(t), equation (3) holds approximately also for e:
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Thus, e(xt) should not be compared with the actual reward r(xt), but with the complete exceptation r(xt) + g e(xt+1). This leads to an "error" signal
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The value e(xt+1) can be obtained by observing the state of the world after action yt has been performed. This state is represented in the form of the subsequent input vector xt+1.Thus, the system needs to store the values r(xt) and e(xt) until e(xt+1) is computed. Using file_134.png
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 the weights of the evaluator net can be changed according to
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In this way, the evaluator net is improved. As in the other cases of reinforcement learning (equation 2 b), the signal file_138.png
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can be used to train the weights of the selector net:
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These procedures are schematically summarized in Figure 12.7.
If a network should be trained but detailed information concerning the output vector is not available, supervised learning methods cannot be applied. One possibility is to use reinforcement methods or learning with a critic. The critic provides only a scalar value (e.g., on a scale good-bad). Different reinforcement algorithms are used for such cases as learning a given task in a constant environment, for different tasks in a changing environment, and where long-term reward of a chain of behavior has to be evaluated.
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Fig. 12.7 Reinforcement  learning. Temporal difference (TD) reinforcement permits finding a temporal chain of actions such that the total reward obtained during the complete chain is used as the criterion rather than the possibility high reward of an individual action. In this case, an evaluator net provides an estimation e(x) of the expected total reward. Using the actual reward r(xt), the expected value e(xt) and the expected value for the subsequent input vector e(xt+1), the appropriate changes of the weights of the selector net and the evaluator net can be calculated. For this purpose, as in Fig. 12.6b, the actual noisy output values are compared with the original values provided by the selector net. The uppermost bold arrow indicates that because of some physical properties of the world, an action y in a given situation x(t) leads to a new situation x(t + 1) which represents the new input vector 
12.6 Expert Networks
The types of networks treated above all consist of one, unified network. When such a ”monolithic” network, that has already learnt some tasks, is trained to learn a new task, in principle all weights will be changed and therefore it is possibly that already stored knowledge may be (partially) destroyed. This could be overcome only if, during the training of the new patterns, also the old patterns are trained again. This does however not correspond to the biological situation. The problem could be solved by a modular architecture consisting of a number of independent “expert nets”, if only one of them is learning a given task. For learning n tasks we require n expert nets. (Jacobs et al. 1991, Jordan and Jacobs 1992) proposed to add another net, termed gating network. All n+1 nets are multilayer perceptrons (MLP) and receive the same input x (Fig. 12.8). The gating net has n outputs gi. The output vectors of the n expert nets are compared with the training vector. The overall error of each net is fed into a WTA network. Only that network with the smallest overall error, the winner, is allowed to change weights (i.e. there is a competition between the experts nets as is similarly found between single units in the case of competitive learning, see Chapter 12.8). This procedure guarantees that only that expert is learning that is already best suited for the actual task. In this way, the different nets specialize on different input situations. An expert for task A is not any more a good candidate to specialize on a different task B. Any one of the other nets might be better suited for the task B. The output of the WTA net is used as training signal for the gating network, too. The factors gi, being 0 or 1, are not only used during the training phase, but are also used to control the output of the experts after training. Each expert's output is multiplied by its gating factor, so that only the actual expert controls the output.

Wolpert and Kawato (1998) introduced an expansion in the way that the gating network does not receive its input from the environment, but looks at the errors produced by each expert. From these error values erri so called "responsibility" values gi are calculated which are then used in the same way as the gating values, i.e. they are used for learning and for acting. A softmax function (gi = exp(-erri2 ) / exp(-erri2);  gi = 1) is used that allows for a blending between several experts. This architecture has the advantage that the gating network does not have to separate all possible environmental situations.
Tani and Nolfi (1999) applied these principles to recurrent nets of Jordan type (Chapter 14.1). Again, all n expert networks receive the same input. Their task is to predict the input during the next time step. All nets are trained using the prediction error (summed squared local errors) by Back Propagation through Time (BBTT; Chapter 12.3). Before this is done, there is a competition between the nets on the basis of the different prediction errors. Using the n prediction error values, a kind of soft winner take all circuit ("softmax function”, see above) determines a "quality factor" gi for each net. The BBTT procedure for each net is weighted using the factors gi. This means that the best network learns stronger than the other ones, giving this network an advantage in the next learning step for this situation (similar to the feature maps, see Chapter 13, but instead of geometrical neighborhood we have here "performance neighborhood"). The quality or "gaiting factors" gi are updated using a kind of momentum rule to avoid abrupt changes through time.
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Fig. 12.8 Expert networks. N expert nets and one gating net receive the same input. The output of the gating net determines which expert has access to the overall output (blue arrows) and is used for training these experts (red arrows)
A modular architecture allows fast training of new tasks, and avoids the destruction of already acquired solutions.
Box 6 
Recurrent networks with parametric biases
As mentioned, there are good reasons to apply a modular, or localistic, architecture. By avoiding cross talk during learning, learning can be sped up and different tasks can be coded more effectively. Furthermore, if a number of experts is already available, new tasks might be solved by a combination of these “vocabulary” and learning of completely new networks may not be necessary. However, there are also problems with this approach. Before learning can begin, the neuronal assemblies, that will form the modules, have to be specified in advance, or any self organizing rules had to be developed that allow an autonomous formation of such subnetworks. An elegant alternative solution is given by the so called Recurrent Neural Networks with Parametric Biases (RNNPB) proposed by Tani (2003). The architecture of these recurrent networks is based on that of Elman/Jordan nets (Chapter 11.5), which are expanded by units that represent the parametric biases (Fig. B6.1). These networks at the input receive sensory signals and an efference copy of motor signals at time t and, at the output, provide the corresponding sensor and motor signals at time t+1. Therefore, as in the case of the MMC net (Chapter 14.5), input vector and output vector have the same components. To learn a given sensory-motor task, the input vector for time t is given and the actual output vector is compared with the correct vector at time t+1 as defined by the task. The error is used to train the weights by application of BPTT (Chapter 12.3). After learning is finished, such a network can control the behaviour of a robot as it, for a given sensory input, is able to provide the adequate motor output in order to control the behaviour. 
As the network not only provides the motor command for the next time step, but also the expected sensory input, this network could be used in an alternative mode, too. In this “predictive” mode the motor output is switched off, and the sensory output is given as new sensory input at the next time step (the corresponding circuit is not shown in Fig. B6.1), which could then be responded by the adequate motor response. If this loop is repeated, the network could perform “imagined behaviour” and thus be used to plan ahead as is possible with the MMC net (Chapter 14.5). 
Neglecting the additional PB units, this Elman net can learn one attractor, but not multiple attractors. The situation changes dramatically, if the PB units are introduced which might be considered as a specific form of context units. For each individual PB vector, the network is capable of representing another attractor. Thus, one RNNPB net comprises a distributed memory for different sensory-motor mappings. 
Whereas the weights of the net are trained using the BPTT algorithm as mentioned, the activation of the PB units can be considered as a short term memory that has to be learned, too. To this end, again the BPTT algorithm is used. However, in this case the sensory prediction error is used to calculate the activation of these units instead of weights (the PB vector is changed such that the (sensory) prediction error is minimized). Different to the learning of the weights, for learning the PB activation the errors are averaged over a larger time window. This approach supports the PB units to learn a vector that represents a complete behaviour. When different behaviours have been learned by the net, they all are represented by a common weight matrix, but show different PB vectors. After learning is finished, application of any of these PB vectors, that have to be stored separately, allows the net to perform the behaviour corresponding to this PB vector. 
In order to control different behaviours, Tani (2003) applied a second, higher level RNNPB, that as input receives the PB vector of the lower level net and is able to control switching between different behaviours. Interestingly, this switching results from a cooperation /competition between the lower level net that is influenced by the actual sensory input, that is variable due to changes of the actual situation and to noise, and, on the other hand, by the slowly changing state of the upper level network which is therefore able to stabilize the behaviour against such short term variations.
Of course, the disadvantages of a completely distributed memory as mentioned in Chapter 12.6 as well as the problems connected with the application of Backpropagation remain, letting Tani et al. (2004) argue that the localist approach as well as the distributed approach represent two extremes and future research might look for intermediate forms of representations that may combine the advantages of both solutions.  
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Fig. B6.1. A recurrent neural net with parametric biases (RNNPB). This network corresponds to an Elman net (Fig. 11.6a) that is expanded by additional input units, called parametric biases (PB).
12.7 Genetic Algorithms
While reinforcement learning corresponds to the situation that an individual net learns in the course of its "live," so to speak, the procedure of genetic algorithms or evolutionary strategies more resembles learning during the course of evolution. Each learning step corresponds to a transition from one generation of individuals to the next. The basic assumption is that there is a sizeable number of individuals (i.e., networks) that differ from each other with respect to their weight values. These nets have to fulfill the given tasks, and their quality is evaluated in terms of a one-dimensional, i, e., scalar, value ("fitness"). Subsequently, selection ensures that, in the next generation, those nets that performed relatively well during tests, occur more frequently, while the worst nets are eliminated. The nets of this new generation are now themselves subjected to mutations, i, e., weight values are varied by random influences, and this generation is then again tested. In this way, nets develop which, from one generation to the next, become increasingly well adapted to a set task. As a variation of this approach the size of random influences ("mutation rate") may decrease from one step to the next. The most important part of such a program is the choise of the fitness function or evaluation function, because the form of this function essentially determines the behavior of the algorithm. The evaluation function might not only refer to the behaviour of the net, but also to its structure. For example, a small number of weights being different from zero (“active” weights”) might be awarded. Thus, pruning could already occur during the learning procedure.
Apart from this so-called "asexual" reproduction, the possibility of "sexual" reproduction is also being studied. In this way, a new net can be generated by mixing the weight values of two (or more) parents. With reference to biology, this is occasionally referred to as "crossing over". These genetic algorithms may also be used to search for an optimal structure for the network. For this purpose, the activations of randomly selected neuroids are set to zero and the evaluation function includes a term which counts the total number of active neuroids such that a smaller number corresponds to a higher fitness value. By this way networks that solve the task but have fewer neuroids have a better chance of surviving the selection procedure.
The comparison of this stochastic method with the gradient descent methods (the delta rule procedures) described earlier reveals that the latter are computationally faster, but suffer from higher probability of sticking in a local minimum. This is much less the case for the evolutionary strategies because the latter search in a broad range of the search space simultaneously. For more detailed information concerning the properties of genetic algorithms the reader is referred to Koza (1992).
In a simplified version, one generation consists of only one single individual. In this case which is called random search, the fitness of the new individual is compared with that of the last one. If the fitness of the new individual is better, the new weight values are accepted. Otherwise the old weight values are maintained and another mutation is tried. 
While the two learning methods described last, namely reinforcement learning and genetic algorithms, are much closer to biology than the generalized delta rule, for instance, they still have the disadvantage of requiring many more learning steps and, consequently, a computation that takes much more time than learning methods with superviser.
Genetic algorithms and random search are learning methods which do not suffer from getting stuck in a local minimum as much as gradient descent methods. However, the former are slower in general. They do not require a supervisor but depend strongly on proper selection of the evaluation function.
12.8 Competitive Learning
We have so far discussed nets in which each neuroid of one level was usually connected to each neuroid of the next level (full connectivity). Apart from the number of levels and neuroids in each level, no further structures were given. Below, we will address some nets in which only selected connections are given. In addition, the weights are divided into two types, those whose values are fixed from the beginning, and those that may change their values during learning.
The task of the perceptron with one output neuroid, as mentioned in Chapter 10.6, consisted of dividing a large number of input patterns (input vectors) into two groups, such that a pattern of one group is responded to by 1, and a pattern of the other group by 0. This was learned with the help of the delta rule via a trainer. We will now consider a similar system which is modified in such away that two output elements are present, in which one neuroid (A) responds to the patterns of one group, with a value of +1 and the other neuroid (B) responds to the patterns of the other group by the output value +1. In this case, what should be learned is that either one or the other output element responds by 1.This can be achieved - even without a trainer - by connecting these two output neuroids by mutual inhibition, so that they represent a small recurrent winner-take-all net. This means that, starting with random input weights, one neuroid will "win," when a given input pattern is used. We can also apply a second input pattern which excites the second output neuroid more than the first. Using this pattern, the second output neuroid will win. The excitation at the output, i. e., the excitation of the neuroids after passing through the winner-take-all net, is used to train the input connections according to Hebb's rule. Then the weights of the two output neuroids, if only these two patterns are used, will be changed in such a way that the weights of the two neuroids resemble the two input patterns, respectively (except for a factor). This means the system adapts by itself, i. e., without the trainer, to the two patterns. When the weight vectors correspond to the input vectors, as illustrated in the example of Figure 12.9a (the winner-take-all net is not shown), unit A responds strongest to input i1 and unit B to input i2. If the net is confronted with new patterns, these are divided into two categories, depending on their similarity to either of the two original training patterns. If learning is continued when presenting the two groups of patterns, the weights of the two output neuroids adapt to some kind of mean vector of both groups. The weight vectors find clusters in the input vectors. The vector which represents the center of such a cluster can be considered the representative or prototype of this group. In other words, the net develops a "concept" of the two types of the vectors obtained from the outer world. Thus, this is called competitive learning and is a type of unsupervised learning that has the advantage that the learning phase can continue during the active phase of the system. A separation between two states, learning and operation, is not necessary as it is in the case, for example, of the delta rule.
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Fig. 12.9 (a) Competitive learning. A network consisting of two layers. For the given weights the input vector i1 yields the output vector o1 and i2 yields the output vector o2. The two neuroids A and B form a winner-take-all net the connections of which are not shown. Thus, neuroid A will win the competition after application of i1 whereas neuroid B will win when i2 presented. This means that, in the first case, only neuroid A will learn, i. e., change its weight, and in the second case only neuroid B will learn. (b) Graphical illustration of the two normalized input vectors i1 and i2. The two normalized weight vectors wA and wB can be plotted in the same coordinate system. The arrows indicate the change of the weight vectors during learning. (c) As (b), but showing an inappropriate arrangement of input and weight vectors. In this situation, neuroid A will win the competition for both input vectors i1 and input vector i2. Therefore, wA will always move between i1 and i2 and neuroid B will never win. (d) Three input vectors can be separated only if the second layer of the network consists of the least three neuroids
In our example, we started with two input patterns which already can be distinguished by the net. The only improvement was that during training the system finds a better representation of the two groups of input vectors. The more interesting situation, however, is to start with two given sets of input patterns and to find a net which by itself separates these two groups. As will be shown in the following, this is possible even for the more general case, where the winner-take-all net consists of more than two neuroids. The input patterns can then be divided into a correspondingly greater number of types of patterns. The net thus has the property of combining vectors into groups which are characterized by the excitation of different neuroids of the output layer. This is also known as vector quantization.
If we have n neuroids in the input layer and k neuroids in the output layer, the application of Hebb's rule (D wij = e xi yj ; i = 1...n, j = 1 ... k) means that the weight vector of the winner becomes similar to the input vector x. The learning rule only works for the winner, since only here the output value yj is 1, whereas for the other neuroids it is always 0. The value of e (learning rate) may decrease during the course of learning. The disadvantage, that with Hebb's rule weights can grow without limit, can be counteracted if the weight vectors are normalized after each learning step. (Normalization usually means that all components of the vector are multipled by a common factor such that the vector length is 1). More important, the normalization avoids one weight vector becoming so large that it wins for every input vector so that other output neuroids have no chance to learn. Assume for example, that the weights of the neuroid A in Figure 12.9a had twice their values, then the output of A and B was 136 and 38, respectively, to input i1 and 76 and 58 to input i2. So in each case unit A will win and unit B will never have the chance to learn. On the other hand, the disadvantage of normalization is that the effective dimension of the input vector is n - 1, and that the input space is limited. For example, if the net contains two input neuroids, not the complete two-dimensional space is used as input but only those vectors which point on the unit circle. Thus, the effective input space is only one-dimensional and is of limited extension. For three-dimensional input vectors the effective range is the two-dimensional surface of the unit sphere.
Another method would be to use the learning rule Dwij = e (xi - wij) yj, the so-called "standard competitive learning rule." This has the effect that input vector and weight vector gradually become similar to each other, but nevertheless the vectors have to be normalized to enable discrimination. Depending on the kind of normalization, this rule may be equivalent to the application of Hebb's rule. The situation is visualized in Figure 12.9b for the simple net already shown in Figure 12.9a where the input consists of only two neuroids. Then both the input vectors and the weight vectors can be plotted in the same plane. Because of normalization all vectors point on the unit circle. With the starting situation given in Figure 12.9b, the weight vectors wA will be pulled to the input vectors i1 and wB to i2. However, there is still the problem that success depends critically on the distribution of randomly chosen weights at the beginning. This can be shown in Figure 12.9c where both input vectors will attract only weight vector wA. This will move to and from between i1 and i2 whereas the second output neuroid (vector wB) will never win and therefore never change its weights. Thus, successful learning is not possible for any arbitrary configuration of weights at the beginning. A way to avoid this problem is to start with weights that are not randomly distributed but already equal some of the input vectors. This heuristic, of course, also decreases the time needed for learning. Another solution is "learning with conscience," where those units which often win are gradually excluded from the competition, so that other "dead" units also have the change to learn.
If we want to avoid the disadvantages of normalization and the reduction of the input dimension, the following net could solve the problem. One can use the standard competition learning rule. After learning is finished, the output value of the neuroids of the second layer is not determined by computing the scalar product y = f(S(xiwi)), but computing the Euclidean distance between vectors x and w, according to 
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For f(u) the Gaussian function often is used. Then only a neuroid the weight vector of which equals the input vector x is excited by 1. The excitation of any other neuroid decreases exponentially with the Euclidean distance between the weight vectors of both neuroids. Neuroids of this form are called radial neuroids. However, such radial neuroids can probably not be realized by a single biological neuron but require a microcircuit consisting of a number of biological neurons as will be explained in the next paragraph.
The following arrangement could ensure that, with a particular input excitation, only the topologically corresponding neuroid of the second layer will respond (Fig. 12.10). The network mentioned above, consisting of a small number (e. g., k = 2) of neuroids in the input layer and n topologically arranged neuroids in the second layer, has to be expanded in the following way (in the example in Figure 12.10 we use k = 2 and n = 3). All neuroids are referred to by using their activation values as shown in Figure 12.10. The input neuroids are x1 and x2, respectively, in Figure 12.10. Each of the n neuroids of the second layer is replaced by k neuroids, here xi1 and x i2 (i = 1 to n). Each input layer neuroid x i is connected to the n neuroids x ij (i = 1 to n, j = 1 to k) of the second layer by a weight fixed to value 1. In addition, a bias neuroid, showing an excitation of - 1, is introduced which is linked to each neuroid of the second layer via variable weights w ij. (The indices in this case are identical to those of the corresponding neuroid of the second layer).
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Fig. 12.10 Competitive learning without normalization. This network can learn to separate groups of vectors (in this example three) distributed over the whole two-dimensional space x1, x2. The changeable weights are shown by small circles
The output of each neuroid of layer 2 is endowed with a -shaped activation function (e.g. an inverted full-wave rectifier or a Gaussian function). The outputs of the k related neuroids (xi1 to xik) are added to a further neuroid yi(i = 1 to n) of layer 3. The output of the neuroid yi corresponds to that of a radial neuroid, as it reacts maximally if (x1 - wi1)2 + (x2 – wi2)2 is zero (or in other words, the input vector and the weight vector are identical). This means that in this way a radial neuroid is described by a small network consisting of k + 1 simple neuroids. A subsequent winner-take-all network decides which of the neuroids yi is most excited. Learning is performed for neuroids xij which have the same first index i as that of the winning output neuroid yi. Learning is not applied to the synapse between input and neuroid of the second layer, but to the weights wij (j = 1 to k) of the bias neuroid. Hebbian learning is applied according to the rule wij = e yi xij xj (j = 1 to k). This is shown by broken lines in Figure 12.10. In this way, after learning is completed, only that neuroid of layer 3 that corresponds to the input vector is given an output value of 1. All others are given a lower output excitation, which is smaller the greater the distance to the maximally stimulated neuroid.
As in earlier cases, the solution of problems which are not linearly separable (for example when input vector i1 and i3 in Figure 12.9d should be grouped together to excite output unit A and input vector i2 should excite output unit B) is only possible when several such networks are connected to form a system consisting of more than two layers.
One problem of competitive learning networks is that the number of clusters into which the input vectors (patterns) should be grouped, is predetermined by the number of units existing in the output layer. If the net contains more neuroids than the types of input patterns that occur, the categorisation might be too fine. This problem was solved by the so-called ART (adaptive resonance theory) network introduced by Carpenter and Grossberg (1987) in several versions. Only the qualitative properties of this network type will be described here. The network contains a large number of output units which, at a given time, can be distinguished between being "enabled" or "disabled." Each enabled unit is responsible for a cluster of input patterns; the disabled units did not respond to one of the input vectors presented up to this time. Only when an input vector occurs which cannot be attributed to one of the units already enabled, will one of the disabled units change state and become responsible for this new category. An input vector corresponds to a "new" category if the distance to each of the already existing prototype vectors is larger than an adjustable, prespecified parameter. If this parameter is high, the input space is divided into coarse intervals, if it is small, a large number of output units may be necessary to cope with the finer resolution required. Of course, the number of possible categories is not infinite but limited by the number of available output units.
Competitive learning requires a prestructured network where only selected weights can be changed according to Hebb's rule. It provides a method whereby input vectors can be grouped without any trainer or critic, neither is the introduction of an evaluation function necessary. No switch from learning phase to action phase is necessary, rather learning can continue infinitely.
13 Feature Maps
Up to now there has been no special requirement as to how the neuroids in the second layer are arranged. A further extension of the principle of competitive learning can be made when these neuroids show a topological order, which means that there is a defined neighborhood for each neuroid. Such a topological arrangement is a frequently encountered feature of neuronal systems, as it is often found that neighboring neurons of one layer project to neighboring neurons of another layer. The topographic maps of the cortex, the sensorimotor homunculi, for example, are formed in this way. Similar projections are known for other sensory systems such as for instance the projection of the retina onto the cortex. In such a connection, the question arises as to whether these precise projections between the cells of one level and another are genetically determined, or whether other mechanisms exist which can be considered responsible for the origin of such connections. An example of the latter will be given below.
When a neighborhood is defined in the second layer, the global winner-take-all network could be replaced by local "Mexican hat" connections in the sense that direct neighbors are excited and only the more distant neuroids are inhibited (von der Malsburg 1973, Fukushima 1975, 1980). In this way, a group of neighboring neuroids can learn to react to a given input. If another, similar input occurs later, neuroids in this region are better prepared to respond to this new input. Thus, a topological arrangement can be obtained in the sense that, after learning, a small change in the input causes the excitation of similar (i. e., neighboring) neuroids in the output layer. A somewhat different formulation of the same principle was later proposed by Kohonen (1982, 1989).
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Fig. 13.1 Feature map. Competitive learning is applied to a network where, in layer 2, neuroids are arranged to form a neighborhood. For sake of clarity, the winner-take-all net is shown as a separate layer (layer 3). (Layer 2 and 3 could however also be taken together to form one layer as was the case in Fig. 12.9). As for normal competitive learning, the winner changes its weights (dashed lines) but, in addition, weights are also changed within a limited neighborhood. This change is smaller and is symbolized by the smaller arrowheads
To explain this principle, a two-layered net is assumed from which only a linear cross section is represented in Figure 13.1. Only connections in one direction are permissible so that we are dealing with a fully connected feedforward net. To begin with, the neuroids of one level are connected with those of the second level via randomly distributed weights. To make the situation more understandable, we introduce a third layer of neuroids, closely adjoining the second layer which only serves to influence the weights between the first and second layers, depending on the input signals. The third layer consists of identical neuroids which are excited each by their directly neighboring neuroids of the second layer by constant, equal weights. The neuroids of the third layer inhibit each other, and thus form a winner-take-all net. Each of these neuroids is endowed with excitatory connections to the neuroids of the second layer such that, instead of the neuroids being excited, their weights are being increased according to Hebb's rule or the standard competition learning rule, as mentioned above (dashed arrow in Fig. 13.1). As mentioned in Chapter 12.8, this means that the input vectors and weight vectors have to be normalized. The changes of the weights are large for directly neighboring neuroids of the second layer and decrease with increasing distance, indicated by the smaller arrowheads in Figure 13.1.
What are the properties of this network? If a small group of neighboring neuroids of the input layer are stimulated, one or more neuroids of the second layer, and subsequently of the third layer, are excited, depending on the initially arbitrary arrangement of the weights. Then, the neuroid of the third layer neighboring the most excited neuroid of the second layer obtains the highest excitation in the third layer. Due to the winner-take-all properties of the third layer, this neuroid will be the only one that is excited. Thus, the weights of the corresponding neuroid of the second layer increase. Moreover, the weights of neighboring cells of the second layer also increase, although to a lesser extent. Consequently, in the case of a future excitation of a group of cells of the first layer that shows a certain overlap with the neuroid just mentioned, these neighboring cells of the second layer have a bigger chance of winning, and thus of increasing their weights. In this way, connections are developed in which neuroids, which are neighbors in the first layer, are directly connected to those that are also neighbors in the second layer. This means that a corresponding topology develops automatically in the second layer. It could well be, though, that the orientation of neighborhood in the first and second layers runs in opposite directions, so that connections occur corresponding to those known as chiasma in neuroanatomy.
In the network described above, the neuroids of the input layer usually contain a Heaviside activation function, i. e., are either on or off, depending on whether or not the stimulus lies within the "receptive field" of the neuroid. There is another paradigm often discussed. In this case, the input is not given in the form of an extended neuronal layer, but consists of only a small number of neuroids. Neighborhood is expressed as similarity of the input vectors by which the neuroids of the first layer are excited. An example is given in Figure 13.2. The net consists of two neuroids in the input layer and ten neuroids in the second layer arranged along a line (Fig. 13.2a). The ordinates of Figure 13.2b show the values x1 and x2 of the input neuroids, which can adopt values between 0 and 1. The input vectors are normalized to a length of 1, thus the endpoints are lying on the unit circle (Fig.13.2b). Because of the normalization, x2 can be calculated when x1 is given. Therefore, the net effectively has only one input unit. The ordinates of Figure 13.2b also designate the values of the two weights of each neuroid of the second layer. Figure 13.2c shows the development of the weight values during the learning process for the weights wi1 connecting the first input neuroid to the ten units of the second layer. The input values are taken from an equal distribution. As can be seen in Figure 13.2c, the weights, being randomly distributed in the range between 0.6 and 0.8 at the beginning, are now topologically ordered and cover the whole input range after 500 training trials. In this state, the network "transforms" a scalar input value into a spatial position. For example, an input x1 = 0.4 will lead to an excitation of unit no. 2 and x1 = 0.7 affects only unit no. 8. One interesting feature of these topology-preserving or feature maps, and also of the competitive learning net mentioned in Chapter 12.6, is that the arrangement of weights also depends on the frequency of the input patterns used. This will be demonstrated below in another example.
Feature maps are an interesting concept of how gradients could be trained that map the topology of the outside world. As mentioned earlier, the problems of normalization, which require a global knowledge, and the reduction of input space could be solved when applying the network shown in Figure 12.6 to competitive learning. After a neighbourhood is introduced in layer 3, this network can also be used to train feature maps.
In the sense described so far, feature maps can be considered capable of producing an internal representation of the sensory environment. In order to use this approach to control motor output, the system was extended by Martinez et al. (1990) and Ritter et al. (1992) in the following way. In the example presented here, a three-joint robot arm should move its end effector to a given target. The position of the target, corresponding to the desired position of the end effector in three-dimensional space, is given by two cameras that provide two coordinates each thus, taken together, a four-dimensional vector. Therefore, the desired position of the robot end effector can be represented by four input neuroids representing the x and y coordinates of the two camera frames. When only target positions on a horizontal table, i. e., in a two dimensional plane, are considered, a mapping from this four-dimensional input vector onto a two-dimensional layer of, in the example of Figure 13.3, 15 x 24 neuroids is possible using the procedure described above (Ritter et al. 1989). In this mapping, the position of each of these 15 x 24 neuroids within the layer corresponds to a position on the table. The development of this map is illustrated in Figure 13.3a, b, c in a similar way as was shown in Figure 13.2c, but now for a two-dimensional situation. The two weights of each unit are projected on the table position such that each unit (to be more exact, its weight vector) is represented by a point on the table. To show how the topological arrangement of the units in the 15 x 24 layer fit the position on the table, the weight vectors of neighboring units are connected by lines. 
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Fig. 13.2 Development of the mapping of an activation value onto a spatially distributed layer. (a) the net contains two input units and 10 topologically ordered output units, numbered from 1 to 10. (As the input vector is normalized to unit length, one scalar input, e. g., x1, would suffice). (b) shows the superposition of two coordinate systems, one for the (normalized) input vectors and the other for the weight vectors. As the weight vector are normalized, too, all vectors point to the unit circle. (c) Development of the weights wi1,  i. e., the weights connecting the first input unit with the output units. Weight values are plotted along the ordinate. The weights are identified by the number of the corresponding output unit. At the beginning, the weights show a random order in the range between 0.6 and 0.8. During the training procedure, after 40 trials, the weight values are properly ordered, i. e., reflect the spatial position of the neuroids. After 500 trials, they cover the range between 0.3 and 0.9, showing an about equal distribution. The winner-take-all connections in the output layer, as well as the circuits for normalization and for learning are not shown.
At the beginning, because of the randomly chosen weights, no order can be seen (Fig. 13.3a). During learning (Fig.13.3b, c), the initial random arrangement changes into a well-ordered map (b, 500 trials, c, 10000 trials). Thus, after learning, the 15 x 24 layer represents positions on the table for an arbitrary arrangement of the two cameras. Of course, a change of the position of a camera requires a new training session. However, small movements of the cameras need only minor changes of the weights, which means shorter learning sessions. Interestingly, when the central part of the workspace is more frequently used during the learning process, a non-uniform mapping results, showing a better spatial resolution in this central part (Fig. 13.3d).
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Fig. 13.3 Development of a two-dimensional feature map. Positions on a horizontal table are viewed by two cameras. Therefore, each point on the table produces a four-dimensional vector (two coordinate values for each camera frame). This vector is mapped on a two-dimensional grid consisting of 15 x 24 neuroids. The figure shows the values of two weights of each unit, corresponding to the input from one camera frame, projected onto the table. Two corresponding weights are shown by one point. Weight vectors of neighboring neuroids are connected by lines. The initial random distribution (a) becomes more ordered after 500 training procedures (b) and shows an about stable state after 10000 training sessions (c). When positions near the center of the table are presented more often, the mapping shows a higher spatial resolution in this central part (d) (Ritter et al. 1989)
In order to control the movement of the robot arm, Ritter, Martinez, and Schulten used a second mapping by which each unit of the 15 x 24 layer was associated to three output values corresponding to the positions of the three robot joints. Furthermore, Figure 13.3 is based on a more complicated example, which also includes the dynamic properties of the robot arm. Both of these extensions lead to the concept of local linear map networks (LLM nets) in which each neuroid is assigned a local linear mapping that describes the transformation in a local region of the input space (for further details, see Ritter et al. 1992).
When the competitive learning procedure is applied to a neuronal layer with a defined neighborhood, topological mappings can be learned. Feature maps can also be used to transform scalar input values into an excitation of spatial positions. The mapping can be distorted to reflect the frequency distribution of the input vectors.
Box 7 
Historical Note
An early sketch of a system which could be described as a distributed neuronal system was presented by Exner (1894). It represents a "center for motion perception" (see Franceschini et al. 1989). Sequential flashing received by the receptors of the human retina creates an impression of movement and the eye is moved in the direction of the apparent movement. Exner proposed a wiring diagram to explain this finding (Fig. B7.1). The nodes marked by letters a - f represent receptors of the retina. An excitation of one receptor proceeds in all four directions. These excitations are summed up at the four centers E, S, Jt and Jf. These, in turn, excite the motor centers a1 - a4 which are connected to four eye muscles (Mus. int., Mus. sup., Mus. ext., Mus. inf.) moving the eye. The delay required to detect the movement (see Box 2) was assumed to be due to the finite conduction velocity of the excitation along the nerve fibers. Connections C are assumed to transmit the signals to the cortex.
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Fig. B 7.1 Probably the first sketch of a neural network, as proposed by Exner (1894)
First detailed theoretical investigations of the properties of neural networks were performed by the independent development of a two-layer feedforward system which was called Perceptron by Rosenblatt (1958) and Learning Matrix by Steinbuch (1961), and the investigations of spatial high-pass filters, namely lateral inhibition in the visual system (Reichardt and Mac Ginitie 1962, Varju 1962, 1965, Ratliff 1965).
Following the important, but partly misinterpreted book of Minsky and Papert (1969), most investigators lost interest in this field. About twenty years later, two different approaches gave an extraordinary thrust to the investigation of massively parallel systems. One approach was given by the seminal papers of Hopfield (1982, 1984) showing the interesting properties of recurrent networks. The other was the paper of Kohonen (1982) on the self organization of feature maps. The latter idea was to a large extent proposed 6 years earlier by Willshaw and von der Malsburg (1976), but this paper apparently was before its time. At that time, there were no significant groups of scientists interested in this research. The third strong push came in 1986 by, again, two independent developments. Both LeCun (1985) and Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams (1986) showed that the back propagation algorithm is capable to train feedforward networks having more than two layers. These papers removed the ban under which feedforward systems were put unintentionally by Minsky and Papert. However, even here a paper had already appeared about 10 years earlier (Werbos 1974), and even in 1967 and 1968 Amari published results which, in principle, contain the necessary information, but neither were recognized as significant at the time.
Further important steps were the introduction of new training methods, in particular reinforcement learning (Barto et al. 1981), competitive learning (for an early collection of papers see Amari and Arbib 1982), and genetic algorithms which have been introduced independently of the development of artificial neural networks (Holland 1975, Rechenberg 1973). Promising developments concern structured networks, i.e., networks consisting of specialized modules ("expert nets," Jacobs et al. 1991) and cascaded networks (Fahlman and Lebiere 1990, Littmann and Ritter 1993). The probably most important fields for future research concern the properties of asymmetric recurrent networks and the question of "active learning", where training examples are not presented to the network in random order, but where the net actively selects interesting training examples. Furthermore, the organization and self-organized development of large memories as well as internal models for action planning have to be considered.
14 Some Special Recurrent Networks
14.1 Simple Oscillators 
As was mentioned earlier, recurrent networks represent the most general format of a network. However, there is yet no general theoretical framework that describes the properties of recurrent nets. Therefore, in addition to Hopfield nets and Elman/Jordan nets described earlier, several networks will be discussed below which have a specifically defined structure. The net shown in Figure 14.1 is endowed with an asymmetrical distribution of weights. Consequently, it no longer fulfills the conditions of a Hopfield net. This network shown generates a rhythmic output when started by an input vector of (1,0,0), for example. The output vector then regularly cycles from (1,0,0) to (0,1,0), (0,0,1), (1,0,0) ..., i.e. a cycle of period 3. For how to train such a network see Chapter 12.4.
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Fig. 14.1 An asymmetrical recurrent network showing rhythmic behavior. After the excitation of one unit, the three units are excited in cyclic order
In the following example, a further simple net with an asymmetrical distribution of weights will be used. Rhythmic movements, such as the movement of the wing of an insect in flight, or a fin during swimming, or a leg during walking, for example, are frequently not determined by an internal oscillator. Rather, as described in Figure 14.1, the reversal of the direction of a movement max be determined by a signal emitted by the sense organs in such a way that the registration of either of the two extreme positions triggers a reversal of the movement's direction.
This behavior is simulated by the recurrent net shown in Figure 14.2. The output of the first neuroid represents movement in one direction, i. e., in the case of a wing it would activate the levator muscles, which raise the wings (US, upstroke). The second neuroid would, in turn, activate the depressor muscles, which lower the wings (DS, downstroke). The activity of these muscles thus results in a change of wing position. In a simplified way, this can be simulated by giving the outputs of both neuroids to an integrator with opposite signs. The wing position determined in this way is measured by two sense organs, but an excitation is transmitted only if either the lower extreme position (LEP) is reached (Heaviside characteristic at the input of neuroid 1), or the upper extreme position (UEP) is exceeded (similarly at neuroid 4). The integrator thus represents a simulation of the mechanical part of the total system. On the basis of the given weights, the net is endowed with the following properties. If all inputs are zero, activity ceases. If an excitation, i. e., an input of 1, is given to neuroid 3 for a short period (i, e., the input vector has the components (0,0,1,0)), the depressor muscles are activated. By way of a positive feedback, the net remains in this state. By means of the integrator the position is moved downward until neuroid 1 obtains an above threshold excitation. The net thus obtains a new input vector (1,0,1,0). A simple calculation shows that the corresponding output vector is (1,0,0,0). In the subsequent cycle it will be (1,1,0,0). This vector is stable, meaning that the wing is now making an upward movement. When the threshold of neuroid 1 is reached again, the system obtains the input vector (0,1,0,0).This is also stable because the neuroid stimulates itself. The wing is thus being moved upward until, at the upper extreme position, the corresponding mechanism is triggered. Thus, with the mechanics and the sense organs, the total system performs rhythmic oscillations.
The weights shown in Figure 14.2 can be obtained by applying the learning algorithm described in Chapter 12.2, last paragraph. To this end, the four input-output vector pairs have to be used for training: (0,1,0,0) : (0,1,0,0) to maintain upstroke, (0,1,0,1) : (0,0,1,0) to change from upstroke to downstroke, (0,0,1,0) : (0,0,1,0) to maintain downstroke, and (1,0,1,0) : (0,1,0,0) to change from downstoke to upstroke (Cruse et al. 1993).
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Fig. 14.2 (a) A recurrent network for the control of rhythmic movement of, for example, a wing. The net contains internal and external recurrent connections. The „external" connections shown by dashed lines represent the physical properties of the environment. Two motor units US (upstroke) and DS (downstroke) move the wing. The Heaviside characteristic has a threshold of 0.25 in both units. An integrator is used to represent the transformation from motor output to wing position. Two sensory units (blue) monitor whether the lower extreme position (LEP) or the upper extreme position (UEP) is reached. These can be represented by thresholds of -10 and 10, for example. The activation functions of neuroids 1 and 4 are linear. These sensory units have only feedforward connections with the motor units (red). The latter show positive feedback which stabilizes the ongoing activity.
14.2 Echo State Networks
When we are interested to construct a recurrent neural network that shows a complex, but given dynamic behavior, backpropagation through time can be applied as described above. A much simpler solution, however, is to use echo state networks (Jaeger and Haas 2004). An echo state network consists of two parts, a recurrent network with fixed weights, called dynamic reservoir, and output units that are connected to the neuroids of the dynamic reservoir. Only one output unit is depicted in Figure 14.3 for simplicity. The dynamic reservoir consists of recurrently, usually sparsely connected units with logistic activation functions. The randomly selected strengths of the connections have to be small enough to avoid growing oscillations (this is guaranteed by using a weight matrix with the largest eigenvector smaller than 1). To test this property, the dynamic reservoir, after being excited by an impulse-like input to some of the units, may perform complex dynamics which however should decrease to zero with time. These dynamics are exploited by the output units. These output units are again randomly and recurrently connected to the units of the dynamic reservoir. Only those weights that determine the connections from the dynamic reservoir to the output units are learnt. All other weights are specified at the beginning and then held fixed. 
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Fig. 14.3 Echo state network. The dynamic reservoir consists of recurrently connected units. The output units are recurrently connected to the units of the dynamic reservoir, but only the output connections (open circles) are due to learning. All the other weights (closed circles) are fixed before learning starts.
To learn a given dynamic behavior, the output units receive this dynamic function via an external input that is only used during the training procedure: by this way the output units are “forced” to show the appropriate behavior. Via the recurrent connections to the dynamic reservoir the latter is excited to show any probably complex dynamic behavior. This is again read by the output units the weights of which now have to be changed in a way that they exactly produce the forced activity of the output units. Learning of the weights can simply by done by application of the delta rule to the output units. If learning is finished, the complete system, dynamic reservoir plus output units, has developed an attractor that produces the desired dynamics which are stabilized against small disturbances. The units of the dynamic reservoir can also be driven by external input such that different dynamics could be produced depending on this input signal. A quite similar approach, called “liquid state machines” has been proposed by Maass et al. (2002), the main difference being that the latter is applied to spiking neurons.
Echo state nets consist of a dynamic reservoir, a recurrent net with fixed weights. The output units can be interpreted as to exploit the different local dynamics of the dynamic reservoir and superimpose them to achieve the desired dynamics in a way that reminds of the composition of Fourier components.
14.3 Linear differential equations and recurrent neural networks
With respect to their dynamical properties, recurrent neural networks may be described as showing fixed point attractors (e.g. Hopfield nets or MMC nets, Chapter 14.4), periodic attractors (e.g. Fig. 14.1), or chaotic attractors (Fig. 11.7). How is it possible to design a neural network with specific dynamics? One possible solution is given by the Echo State networks (Chapter 14.2). Dynamical systems are often described by differential equations. In such cases the construction of a recurrent network is easier: Any system described by a linear differential equation of order n can be transformed into a recurrent neural network containing n units (Nauck et al., 2003). To this end, the differential equation has first to be transferred into a system of n coupled differential equations of the order one. This will be shown using the example of a damped oscillator, which is described by file_168.png
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, i.e. a second order differential equation with  being the angular frequency and r the friction. Introduction of the auxiliary variable file_170.png
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 gives the following two equations:
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As explained in Chapter 8.10, the easiest way to transfer such differential equations into a neural system is to integrate the equations which leads to
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and in a discrete form to
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These equations describe a two unit recurrent network with the weight matrix
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The net is depicted in Figure 14.4. This is a recurrent neural network with nonsymmetrical weights showing damped (r  0 ) or undamped (r = 0) periodicity. Such networks can easily be trained using the learning algorithm described in Chapter 12.4 (after Kühn et al 2006).
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Fig. 14.4 A recurrent net showing damped oscillations.  frequency, r friction
Another simple system is shown in Figure 14.5a. This network is endowed with the property of a temporal low-pass filter. This becomes clear when the circuit, as shown in Figure 14.5b is redrawn. Due to its direct positive feedback, the second neuroid is endowed with the property of an integrator. The entire system (Fig. 14.5c) thus formally corresponds to an I-controller which, as shown in Figure 8.8e, can be regarded as a low-pass filter. If the integrator is placed in the feedback loop, the result is a temporal high-pass filter (Fig. 14.6, see also Fig. 8.8f and Appendix II). The circuit corresponds to that of Figure 14.5, although the output used here is that of neuroid 1 instead. In both cases the time constant is determined by the value of weight k (t = 1/k). For a derivation of these weights matrices fron the corresponding differential equations see Kühn and Cruse, 2007.
Networks representing differential equations can be trained by applying the learning algorithm described above in Chapter 12.4. If the network contains the necessary nonlinearities, aölso nonlinear systems as for example the van-der-Pol oscillator can be learnt.
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Fig. 14.5 An asymmetrical recurrent network with the properties of a temporal low-pass filter (a). (b) and (c) show the same system but are redrawn to allow comparison with figures of Chapter 8. For easier identification the two units are numbered in (a) and (b)
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Fig. 14.6 An asymmetrical recurrent network with the properties of a temporal high-pass filter (a). (b) and (c) show the same system but are redrawn to allow comparison with figures of Chapter 8. For easier identification the two units are numbered in (a) and (b)
Any linear differential equation of order n can be transferred to a recurrent network containing n units which permits to construct networks of very different dynamics. In contrast to feedforward networks, recurrent nets show dynamic, i.e. time varying properties as do for example temporal filters. This is particularly true for systems with nonsymmetrical weight distributions
14.4 MSBE Nets
A specific type of recurrent neural networks that show fixed-point attractors and that are particularly suited to describe systems with redundant degrees of freedom are the so called MMC nets (see Chapter 14.5). The easiest way to construct such a net is to start with a simpler version. Given a linear equation with n variables
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for example a1 x1 + a2 x2 + a3 x3 = 0. Solving this basis equation for each xi gives a set of n equations as shown for n = 3:
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Each of these n equations represents the computation performed by one neuroid. So the complete network represents Multiple Solutions of the Basis Equation, and is therefore termed MSBE net. Different to Hopfield nets, the weights are in general asymmetric (apart from the special case that all parameters a are identical, i.e. a1 = a2 = a3), but follow the rule wij = 1/wji . The diagonal weights, by which each unit excites itself, could be zero, as in the example, or any positive value di, if all weights of this equation are further normalized by multiplication with 1/(di+1). Positive diagonal weights influence the dynamics to adopt low-pass filter-like properties, because the earlier state of this unit is transferred to the actual state with the factor d/(d+1). Indeed, the time constant t can be determined by t = d-1 (Makarov et al. 2008). As di can arbitrarily be chosen (di  0), the weights may then not follow the rule wij = 1/wji anymore. 
Starting this net with any vector a, the net will stabilize at a vector fulfilling the basic equation. This means that the attractor points form a smooth, in this example two-dimensional, space. This is another difference to Hopfield nets which show discrete attractor points. Furthermore, there are no nonlinear characteristics necessary.
As for the networks representing differential equations, learning of MSBE ntes is possible using the learning algorithm explained in Chapter 12.4.
14.5 MMC Nets
MSBE networks can be expanded to form an MMC net. MMC nets result from the combination of several MSBE nets (i.e. several basis equations) with shared units. As a simple example, consider the two basis equations (1) x1 + x2 + x3(1) = 0 and (2) x3(2) + x4 + x5 = 0. As described above, these  basic equations lead to 2 times 3 equations sharing variable x3.The two corresponding equations 
x3(1) =  -x1 - x2 + and x3(2) = - x4 - x5 
can be summed to 
x3 =  -½ x1 - ½ x2 - ½ x4 - ½ x5 . 
Now we have five equations, where x3 represents the mean of x3(1) and x3(2). 
x1 = - x2 - x3
x2 = - x2 - x3
x3 =  -½ x1 - ½ x2 - ½ x4 - ½ x5
x4 = x3 - x5
x5 = x3 – x4
A more interesting example will be shown below. Such MMC nets can be used to describe landmark navigation in insects and as a model describing place cells found in rodents (Cruse 2002). However, the principle can also be used to represent the kinematics of a body with complex geometry including extra degrees of freedom (Cruse and Steinkühler 1993, Steinkühler and Cruse 1998). As an example, we will use a three-joint arm that moves in two-dimensional space, therefore having one extra degree of freedom (Fig. 14.7a).
The properties of this type of network can best be described by starting with a simple linear version (Fig. 14.7b). As we have a two-dimensional case, the complete net consists of two identical networks. The output values correspond to the Cartesian coordinates of the six vectors shown in Figure 14.7a, the x coordinates of the vectors given by the net shown with solid lines, the y coordinates by dashed lines. To obtain the weights, vector equations drawn from the geometrical arrangement shown in Figure 14.7a are used as basis equations. This means in this case there are several basis equations possible. For example, each three vectors forming a triangle can be used to provide a basis equation (e.g. L1 + L2 - D1 = 0). As a given variable (e.g. L1) occurs in different basis equations, there are several equations to determine this variable. The idea of the MMC net is to actually perform all these calculations in parallel, take the mean of each variable and use these mean values of each variable for the next iteration; therefore the name MMC: Mean of Multiple Computation, a principle exploiting the redundancy of the task. 
When this network obtains as input the coordinates of vector R (which determines the position where the arm should point to), for example, after relaxation it describes a geometrically possible solution for the arm. In this way, the inverse kinematic problem (Chapter 14.5) is solved.
In this linear version, the lengths of the arm segments are not fixed, which corresponds to a robot with rotational and telescopic joints. To maintain constant segment lengths and thus constrain the arm to have only rotational joints, nonlinear elements have to be introduced. This is shown in Figure 14.8 where the joints angles are calculated using the coordinate values (P). The corresponding inverse calculation is performed by (Q). Furthermore, rotations of the local coordinate systems are necessary (T). In this version, the input and the output vectors consists of five components, two describing the position of the end effector in Cartesian coordinates (Rx, Ry), and three describing the joint angles (a, b, and  g). All geometrically possible arm configurations form a three-dimensional subspace of this five-dimensional vector space. Each point of this three-dimensional subspace can serve as an attractor to which the net can relax. This shows again that the attractor points form a smooth space, in contrast to Hopfield nets where the attractors comprise discrete points. Such a relaxation occurs for each arbitrarily chosen combination of three or less input components. This means that even if only one component is specified at the input, a five-dimensional vector appears at the output which, first, fulfils the input specification ("pattern completion") and, second, describes a geometrically possible arm configuration.
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Fig. 14.7 (a) An arm consisting of three segments described by the vectors L1 L2, and L3 which are connected by three planar joints. The joint angles are a, b, and g. The position of the endeffector is described by R. Furthermore, two additional vectors D1 and D2, describing the diagonals, are shown. (b) The linear version of the MMC net. The output values represent the components of the vectors R, L1, L2, and L3 (lower line). Solid lines represent the subnet for the x components, dashed lines that for the y components. To calculate the inverse kinematics, the components of R have to be provided as input for the net. However, any other combination of input values could be chosen instead. The possible input values are shown on the vertical column at the left. For the chosen input, the recurrent line is suppressed, and only the input value is fed into the net, symbolized by the small arrowheads.
Thus, we can, for example, solve the inverse kinematic problem by giving Rx and Ry as input values. Or, we can solve a mixed problem by, for example, specifying Rx and a. Both tasks are underdetermined and the system by itself finds a solution. The actual solution depends on the starting configuration of the arm. If Rx, a, and b are given at the input, the situation is determined and the net provides the remaining values Ry and g. Thus, the inverse, the direct, and any mixed kinematic problem can be solved. Furthermore, any special constraints of the variables (e. g., joint limits) can be introduced. In this way, the MMC-type network can be used as a kinematic inverse model (Chapter 14.6) which allows for very different solutions of the redundancy problem and which can easily cope with limitations of the joint space or the workspace. The net can even solve the task when Rx and Ry values are given that describe a position outside the workspace of the arm. In this case, the arm tries to reach this position as far as possible and points in the direction of the position determined by Rx and Ry. MMC nets can, therefore, be used to solve different tasks in motor control, but, comprising an internal model, also be used to perform “imagined” movements, a prerequisite for the ability to plan ahead. Furthrmore, such body models may form the basis of (visual) perception of movements of other bodies (Cruse 2003, Schilling and Cruse 2008).
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Fig. 14.8 The MMC net as shown in Fig. 14.4b, but with nonlinear subsystems in the feedback loops. In this case the input and output vectors contain the components Rx and Ry, describing the position of the endeffector, as well as the joint angles a, b, and g. The nonlinear systems P, T, and Q are explained in the text.
An MMC net is shown that relaxes to a stable state corresponding to a geometrically correct solution even when the input does not fully constrain the solution. The underlying idea is that several geometrical relationships are used to calculate the same value (e. g., angle ) several times in parallel. The final output is then obtained by calculation of the Mean value of these Multiple Computations (MMC). These mean values are then fed back for the next iteration. Applied to a body model, this MMC net serves as an internal model to provide the inverse kinematics. It can exploit the full range of geometrically possible arm configurations and permits the introduction of variable constraints. Representing a holistic model, there is no separation possible between a motor system and a sensory system.
14.6 Forward Models and Inverse Models
Using recurrent neural networks like Elman/Jordan nets or MMC nets for the control of behavior, i.e. use their output for direct control of the actuators, would mean that no online feedback via the environment was applied (Chapter 8, open loop control). However, feedback control is helpful in a nonpredictable world. A complication can occur in an open loop or closed loop control system, (which was not addressed in Chapter 8) when the controlled variables and the desired variables are different in nature. This can be illusztrated for the case, for example, when the task is to control the movement of a two- (or three-) joint arm in a plane. Let us assume that the tip of the arm has to be moved along a trajectory given in x, y (e. g., Cartesian) coordinates of the plane (Fig. 14.9) and that, within the neuronal system, the task is defined using these x-y coordinates; the motor output of the system has, however, to be given in joint angles. Therefore, a coordinate transformation is necessary that translates the task from x-y coordinates into angle values. This transformation (x  a) is called the inverse kinematics requiring an “inverse” model (IM) of the arm. This task is solvable if the number of degrees of freedom in workspace and jointspace is the same (e. g., two coordinates x, y; two joints a, b,  see Fig. 14.9a), but there is no general solution for the so-called redundant case. This occurs when the jointspace has more degrees of freedom than the workspace (Fig. 14.9b). In this case, a given tip position could be reached by a number of different arm configurations (a, b, g) and therefore no unique solution is possible. In this event additional constraints have to be introduced. Examples are minimization of energy consumption or of movement time. The transformations considered here could be simple static transformations that concentrate only on the geometrical conditions and are then called kinematic or they might include the action of forces and are then called dynamic. In the following we will not regard this difference and therefore use the general term internal model. (Note that the term “dynamic” is used in different ways. In physics, as used in this section, a dynamic system deals with forces (referring to the litteral meaning of the word). Often, however, the term dynamic simply refers to the property of a system to depend on time as is the case for a low pass filter, for example).
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Fig. 14.9 A two-joint arm (a) and a three-joint arm (b) moving in a two dimensional (x-y) plane. When the tip of the arm has to follow a given trajectory (dotted arrow), in the redundant case (b) an infinite number of joint angle combinations can solve the problem for any given position of the tip.
Several architectures have been proposed to control the movement of such a redundant (or nonredundant) arm. In the simplest case, the inverse model translates all x-y coordinates into a set of fixed angular coordinates, for example using a multilayer perceptron (Fig. 14.10a). Thus the problem of controlling a system with redundant degrees of freedom is solved by disregarding the possible alternative solutions the system could use in principle. In motor control this is often formulated in a positive way such that the system exploits “synergies” between different joints, i.e. some joints cannot be moved independently, but only according to fixed rules (Bernstein 1967). 
The output values of the net shown in Fig. 14.10a may directly drive the muscles, but if disturbances in the external world are to be expected, negative feedback loops have to be considered. The simplest solution is to apply a separate feedback controller for each joint (Fig. 14.10b) as described in Chapter 8 in more detail. 
An alternative (or additional) way is to control the result procduced by the motor output at a higher level, often called the task level, i.e. on the level of the x-y coordinates. To this end, in the feedback loop, the angle values of the joints have to be transformed to position values of the tip. This transformation (a  x) is called the direct kinematics or, more generally, the forward model of the body (FMb), and is solvable for an arbitrary number of joints. The x, y coordinates can then be compared with the desired coordinate values (Fig. 14.11a). The error signals given in Cartesian coordinates have then to be transformed into angle values (joint coordinates). In other words, an inverse model of the body (IMb) is required, too. This architecture is shown in Figure 14.11a, where FMb and IMb may represent feedforward (e. g., three-layer) networks, computing the direct and inverse kinematics solutions, respectively. (As mentioned, in the redundant case, IMb has to represent a particular solution). 
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Fig. 14.10. Coordinate transformation required when the task (for example to move an arm, see Fig. 14.9) is given inCartesian coordinates, x,y, and the motor control system operates on joint angles (a). The output values might be used as reference values for separate feedback controllers (b)
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Fig. 14.11 Three ways of controlling the movement of a redundant (or non redundant) arm as shown in Fig. 14.9. FM, IM: networks solving the direct and inverse kinematics (or dynamics), respectively. FM: forward model of the process (FMp) or the body (FMb). IM: inverse model of the process (IMp) or the body (IMb). In (c) the FMp corresponds to the efference copy signals. 
The process, not explicitly shown in Fig. 14.10b, represents properties of the environment, for example the inert mass of an object to be moved. In principle, the process can be controlled with the feedback network given in Fig. 14.11a. However, since in biological systems information transfer is slow, this solution is not appropriate for fast movements because long delays can lead to unstable behavior (Chapter 8). A simple solution of this problem would be to expand the system by introducing a (neuronal) forward model of the process (Fig. 14.11b, FMp). By this, the behavior of the process can be predicted in advance, e. g., inertia effects could be compensated for before they occur. In other words, the FM predicts the next state of the arm (e.g. position, velocity) if the actual state and the motor command is known. Usually, although depicted separately in Figure 14.11b, the FMb and the FMp together are considered the forward model. (The distinction might be sensible because the FMb can be learned once whereas the FMp depends on the actual situation and therefore changes between tasks). If the feedback loop has the same dynamics (e.g. temporal delay) as the process, this circuit would propose an ideal solution. If, however, the FMp is not accurate or if there are disturbances acting on the process (not depicted in Fig. 14.11b), the process output has also to be monitored via sensors. Different solutions are possible depending on whether the joint angles are monitored or the end position coordinates are registered directly, for example using vision. Therefore, the additional external feedback loop is omitted in Figure 14.11b. A specific solution refers to the proposal of v. Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950, see Chapter 8.9). In this case (Fig. 14.11c) the sensor signals are subtracted from the output of the FMp which represents an elaborated version of the efference copy channel (Fig. 8.15). The difference is then given to the FMb to determine the error signal in Cartesian coordinates which then is added to the reference input (Fig. 14.12). According to v. Holst and Mittelstaedt, it is the Cartesian version of the error signal that is subjectively experienced.
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Fig 14.12  A way how to train an inverse model of the process (IM), if a simple (kinematic) inverse model of the body (IMb) and a forward model of the body (FMb) is given. The dashed lines denote the error signals used to train the inverse model
According to Kawato and Gomi (1992) an even faster way to solve this problem would be to introduce an inverse model of the body and the process (IM), which corresponds to the inverse kinematics, but also incorporates the dynamic properties (Fig. 14.12). Given the desired new state of the arm, this model does provide the necessary motor command (x -> ) to reach this state. Using such an inverse model, the process could be controlled without the need of an internal feedback loop. 
How can we obtain a network for the inverse model? Kawato and Gomi (1992) discuss several possibilities and proposes the following circuit. Starting with the simple network shown in Figure 14.10a, a naive net to learn the IM is connected parallel to the IMb model, which might represent a simple inverse kinematic solution (Fig. 14.12). At the beginning of learning, the output of the IM is weighed with zero. Thus, due to the slow feedback controller, only slow movements can be performed. However, during the movements, the IM net can be trained by using the output of the IMb module as error signals which can, for example, be backpropagated through the IM net, thereby improving its performance. Thus, with time, the output of IM could be attributed higher weights, and the IM module can exercise an increasing control over the process. (One measure to determine the relative strength of the IM influence might be something like the inverse of the averaged error). After learning, the feedback signals are no longer necessary for normal performance. However, if the properties of the system change, they are needed for new training. Of course, negative feedback is still necessary if there are unexpected disturbances. Note that, when the task is defined by a given starting configuration of the arm and a given endpoint to be reached, the trajectory has to be specified, too, for learning to be possible.
This arrangement has the advantage that an IM net can also be found for a redundant system, i.e. a system with extra degrees of freedom (e.g. Fig. 14.9b) provided that the lMb net is given. However, the latter net provides only one solution depending on its internal structure, i. e., the kind of constraints chosen, and only this solution can, of course, be learnt by the IM module. 
Generally, forward models and inverse models are considered separate networks (e.g. Wolpert and Kawato 1998, Mohan and Morasso 2006). Instead of using these distinct networks, a holistic network as for example the MMC net (Fig. 14.8) could be applied for both cases. For the case of the body model this has been shown by Schilling and Cruse (2008). This network has the advantage to allow for the control of redundant systems while being able to exploit all geometrically possible solutions. Application of such a holistic body model in addition allows for a solution for the sensor fusion problem: In biological systems, but also in artificial systems, the same situation is often monitored by different sensors. In the above example the arm position is monitored via joint angle sensors, but could also be monitored by sensors measuring muscle length and/or by visual sensors. How to combine this information is termed the sensor fusion problem. A holistic network like the MMC net provides a natural solution, because, as shown in Fig. 14.8, it connects both angular data (Fig 14.8, α, β, γ) and data given by other (e.g. visual sensors (Fig 14.8, Rx, Ry). To include muscle lengths, this network had of course to be expanded by units representing these values. 
Such holistic networks might, furthermore, form the basis of perception systems, as for example assumed to be represented by the so called mirror system (Rizzolatti 2005). Like mirror neurons, the units of the MMC net are active when the net is used for motor control or for perception (Schilling and Cruse 2008). This view is supported by a number of experimental results which indicate that the own body model is used to recognize the movements of others (Shiffar 2001).
When a FM of the body and of the process exists, in principle these models could also be used to predict the outcome of actions before they are performed. This ability has been termed imagined action or “probehandeln” (S. Freud), and allows for cognitive capabilities (McFarland and Bösser 1993). However, this capability requires to embed the forward model in a more complex circuit (Schilling and Cruse 2008).
Control of motor output can be improved by applying forward models and/or inverse models of the process. The former is used as predictor of the expected sensory feedback, the latter for the control of the process. Application of holistic networks can simplify the problem.
15 Spatial Coding
Most artificial networks considered usually code the signals in the form of varying excitation of the individual neuroids. This “intensity coding” is an appropriate general solution for artificial neuroids because they have a very good resolution compared to biological neurons. In biological neurons the amount of transferable information is much smaller. Therefore, in biological systems intensity coding can only be used in a limited way for both analog or spiking neurons. This limitation is compensated by application of even more extensively distributed architectures than are used in usual artificial neural networks. This can be done for example by application of range fractionation. In this case, neurons still use intensity coding, but via nonlinear characteristics each neuron covers only a limited section of the complete range to be transmitted. Another way is to apply spatial coding. Some examples will be explained below.
Spatial to spatial: The most obvious example of spatial coding is given in situations in which already the input information is represented in a spatial domain, as is the case for retinal images or for somatosensory input. In these cases we find spatial low pass filters and spatial high pass filters as described above (Chapter 10.1 – 10.3).
Coarse coding: One might assume that a spatial coding system using discrete units may have the disadvantage of limited spatial resolution. This is indeed the case if the units are not connected but form strictly separated channels. If there is an overlap between neighboring units, one might assume that the spatial resolution is even worse. However, the opposite is the case. A spatial low pass filter, providing such an overlap, allows to transmit also intermediate values. These are coded in the form of excitation ratio of neighboring units (see Chapter 10.1). Therefore, “coarse coding” (Rumelhart et al. 1986, Baldi and Heiligenberg 1988) is a way to increase the spatial resolution beyond the discrete nature of neuronal arrangements (a special example is color vision: we have only three color units but can see a huge number of intermediate colors). If the weight function of this low pass filter is chosen appropriately, in principle a completely smooth information transfer is possible. 
Temporal differences to spatial difference: Another example is given by the system which has to detect the direction of a sound source. The information is given (in part) by the temporal difference between the signals received by both ears. The neuronal system transfers this temporal difference into a spatial difference (Fig. 15.1), using a simple feedforward network and coincidence detectors (e.g. multipliers). The system exploits the fact that in neuronal systems information transmission is relatively slow. This circuit allows very high temporal resolution (e.g. 0.03  ms in humans).
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Fig. 15.1 Calculation of temporal difference using spatial coding. If the stimulus reaches right ear and the left ear at exactly the same time, the coincidence neurons will be excited that are positioned in the center of the chain (1). If the left ear, for example, is stimulated earlier, the position of the excited coincidence neurons will shift to the left side (2).
From intensity coding to spatial coding: A Kohonen network with a low number (e.g. one) of input channels and a high number (e.g. 10) of output channels can be considered as to transform an intensity coded signal into a topologically coded neural chain. The output units code the information in the spatial domain (see Fig. 13.2). The distribution of the output signal could of course be sharpened by application of a subsequent WTA net.
Calculation of mean values: The coarse coding principle mentioned above can also be exploited in another way. Assume that several (e.g. n) values are represented, each by its neuronal chain, with one unit of the chain excited. The task is to determine a mean value of these n values. (for example when the same value has been measured by different sense organs). For simplicity of explanation assume further that the chains all consist of k units. 
To calculate the mean of n values represented spatially on n neuronal chains with k units, each of these n chains (Fig. 15.2, Spatial Input 1 and 2) has to be connected to a new chain with k units (Fig. 15.2, Spatial Output). However, the connections are not 1:1 but represent a spatial low pass filter with a broad weighting function covering the whole range of the chain such that e.g. excitation of the leftmost input unit gives a non zero output to the rightmost unit of the next layer. The form of the weight function must not be linear but has to decrease with a steeper slope near the center and a slope getting continuously smaller to the sides. In this case the superposition of all weighted inputs gives a function the maximum of which corresponds to some kind of mean value (it rather corresponds to the mode value than to the arithmetic mean). If this output function is given to a WTA net with k units, the maximum, i.e. the mean can be clearly detected. This net has a further advantage: Input values far away from the “center of gravity” do not contribute a lot, which means that this calculation is not very sensitive to outliers. In particular, this is true in the case when one value is not available at all, i.e. when all values of this chain have zero excitation. This means that no knowledge is necessary as to how many values are used to determine the mean value compared to a system using intensity coding where the sum has to be divided by n.
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Fig. 15.2 Calculating the mean value of two spatially encoded scalar. Output neuroids are drawn as open circles, input neuroids as semicircles. Arrows represent exciting connections, the weights are represented as squares. Two spatially encoded scalars "2" and "4" are given by an excitation of 1.0 of the respective neuroids (black pathways, input neuroid #2 and #4, respectively). In that case, the highest activation can be found in output neuroid #3. If necessary, the mean value can be computed by a winner-take-all network (not shown) at the right side (after Linder 2005).
Deviation, confidence measure: This network can also be used to determine a measure for the deviation between the different input values. The more compact the distribution of the original input values, the higher is the maximum obtained by this superposition. This means that the absolute value of the maximum excitation can also be used as a measure for the deviation of the input values from the mean. A good match between the input values gives a high maximum value. Therefore, the value of the maximum can be interpreted as a confidence measure for the mean value (see circular statistics). If in a subsequent calculation using this mean value is applied, the confidence measure could be used to weight the contribution of this mean value.
Multiplication: A simple solution to multiply spatially encoded input values with a constant factor is to arrange the connection matrix between input and output layer in a manner corresponding to the desired factor: for a factor of 0.5, every unit in the output layer is connected to two succeeding units in the input chain; for a factor of 2, only every second output unit gets connected to one of the input units. A proposal for multiplication of two variable inputs is given by Hartmann and Wehner (1995).
Temporal signal is integrated and transformed to a spatial output signal: The limited working range of real neurons becomes particularly obvious when a signal has to be integrated. A solution for the task of mathematically integrating an incoming signal has been shown in Chapter 4.8. However, if this task had to be solved by real neurons, because of their limited resolution (Chapter 8.7) only a limited accuracy is possible. Astonishingly, such integrations are performed, for example in navigation of ants, by an exactness of less than 1 %. How is this possible?
An elegant solution to cope with this problem is given by the Hartmann-Wehner integrator (Fig. 15.3). The distance moved by the animal (or to mention another example, the movement of a limb) is given by an intensity signal. The speed is registered by two directional sensitive sensors, one measuring movement in one direction (s+), the other measuring the movement in the opposite direction (s-). Integration of the sum of both signals provides the position of the limb. Hartmann and Wehner (1995) proposed to integrate these signals by using a spatially distributed system. In this architecture, the neuroids forming the integrator are ordered along a linear chain (Fig. 15.3). There is an input neuroid s+ at one end of the chain and a second input neuroid s- at the other end.
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Fig. 15.3 A simple network for spatial integration. The input unit s+ monitors the movement in one direction, the unit s- that in the opposite direction. By excitation of s+, the position of the excited neuroid of the chain is moved to the right, whereas it is shifted to the left, if s- is excited. Therefore, the position of the excited neuroid represents the integral of the input signal s
The system is built of simple on-off units, i. e., neuroids with Heaviside activation functions. It is further assumed that the velocity signals are coded in the form of impulses similar to spiking neurons. Therefore, a high positive speed means that in many time units neuroid s+ is excited, whereas, for a low positive speed, the probability of s+ being excited is small. Each neuroid of the chain is self-excitatory (not shown), i. e., if it was excited once and no further inhibitory influences occur, it will remain excited. What are the connections between these neuroids? Each neuroid of the chain inhibits both direct neighbors. The neuroids can be excited by both sensory units. These excitatory connections are stronger than the inhibitory ones, such that the inhibitory effect is overridden by an excitatory input signal. Finally, the excitatory input is gated by an input from the left neighbor for the s+ neuroid and, correspondingly, from the right neighbor for the s- unit (illustrated by the multiplication symbols).
How does this system work? Assume that, at the beginning, the i-th neuroid of the chain is already excited (this corresponds to setting the value of the integrator at time t0). If an excitatory input arrives, say from the s+ unit, the right neighbor, neuroid i + 1, will be excited, and the excitation of neuroid i will, as a consequence, be suppressed. If another impulse from s+ arrives, again the next neighbor to the right, neuroid i + 2, will be excited and it will, in turn, inhibit neuroid i + 1, its left neighbor. Thus, every impulse from the s+ unit shifts the activity peak of the chain by one unit further to the right. If, on the other hand, the limb is moved in the opposite direction, the s- unit will be excited and, correspondingly, the excitation peak will be shifted to the left. Thus, the position of the peak on the chain represents the limb position and, therefore, the result of the integration of the velocity inputs.
The central units in Fig. 15.3, that represent the actual position comprise yes-or-no units a property which makes them relatively error tolerant. A particular advantage of this architecture using "moving activity patterns" is that it can also be easily used to represent cyclic variables as e. g. angular values. This can be done by simply connecting both ends of the chain to form a circle (Hartmann and Wehner 1995). In this case, the problem usually occurring when cyclic variables have to be treated by analog values is solved naturally. The precision of such a distributed integrator could be increased simply by increasing the number of units in the chain. Furthermore, application of the coarse coding principle (Chapter 10.1) in the form of the neural field approach (Chapter 11.1) may be another way of improving the resolution of this system.
Could you, as an exercise, design a similar network such that the value to be represented is not given by the position of the excited neuroid i+1, but by excitation of all neuroids 1, 2, ... , i ? Note that the net should be able to increase and to decrease the value being represented. An answer is hidden in Fig. 15.5.
Summation: Summation can be seen as the computation of a mean value (see Calculation of mean values), followed by a multiplication with a constant factor, which corresponds to the number of input values considered for determination of the mean value. A network for summation can thus be assembled from previous cases (i.e., Calculation of mean values and Multiplication).
Another possibility for the summation of two values is given by a combination of two of the aforementioned Hartmann-Wehner integrators, say I1 and I2 (Fig. 15.4) as shown by Linder (2005). They are connected in such a way that each unit of I2 which codes for a negative value is connected with the s- input neuron of I1 and the s+ input neuron of I2. Vice versa, each unit of I2 coding for a positive value is connected to the s+ input neuron of I1 and its own s- input neuron. Since the region at zero is not connected to any input neuron, the system stabilizes as soon as I2 represents a value of zero. At this time I1 contains the spatial representation of the sum of both values formerly represented in I1 and I2. This architecture can be nested for the summation of more than two values. In each case, the number of values to be summed has to be known in advance.
Subtraction: While subtraction can be done similar to addition by a combination of integrators, there are two alternatives (Linder 2005). In the examples described above, a neural chain is used to code a value in a way that only one unit of the chain is excites and the position of this unit within the chain represents the value. As one alternative, a complete set of neighboring units might be excited and the number of excited units represents the value. In this case, a subtraction of value a from a value b (i.e.: a - b) can be performed when all excited units representing the value b inhibit in a 1:1 connection the units of the chain representing the value a. The number of the units of chain b which survive this inhibition correspond to the value of (a – b).
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Fig. 15.4 Circuit for the summation of two spatially encoded values. Neurons are drawn as open circles, arrows represent exciting connections. Each box (I1 and I2) represents a Hartmann-Wehner Integrator (see Fig. 15.3). The left and right shift neurons are displayed as s- and s+, respectively. Two values are initially represented in I1 and I2. After stabilization, the sum of both values is represented in I2. See text for an explanation (after Linder 2005).
Another alternative is obtained if activation is assumed to spread in each neuronal chain unilaterally: We employ two chains of neuroids situated next to each other. One codes for the x value, the other for the y value (Fig. 15.5). We assume the neuronal chains to represent exactly the same input space, such that for every neuroid the neighboring neuroid in the opposite chain codes for the same range of data. Let us assume that neuroid D (an intensity coded unit) receives the positive part of the difference x - y, and the corresponding neuroid D’ receives the negative part of the difference x - y. Furthermore, we assume each neuroid of one chain to inhibit (small filled circles in Fig. 15.5) all axonic branches of the neuroids in the other chain that are located towards one common direction (e.g., upwards in Fig. 15.5). Finally, we assume unidirectional exciting connections between directly neighboring units within each chain (Fig. 15.5, upward arrows). 
What are the properties of this network? If directly opposing neuroids are activated in each chain (i.e., x = y), they reciprocally inhibit each others output and the upward spread of activation. Therefore, none of the output neuroids is excited. If, on the other hand, x  y, both chains are activated at distinct locations (in the example of Fig. 15.5: unit 2 and 5'). While the activated neuroid on one side (left side in Fig. 15.5) can promote its activation in upward direction, the spread of excitation along the neuronal chain is inhibited on the other, in our example the right side. This spread of activation is continued until the activation reaches the neuron next to the single activated neuroid in the other chain (unit 5 in Fig. 15.5), which inhibits further spread of activation. Thus, on the left side, neuroids 2, 3, 4 and 5 are activated (as the spreading of activation takes time, the properties of this network in the time domain qualitatively correspond to that of a low pass filter). As neuroids 5 in both chains suppress each others output, only units 2, 3 and 4 promote their activation to the output. The activation of neuroid D (3) is therefore proportional to the difference between x (unit #5) and y (unit #2). The output unit D’ does not receive any input in this case. Since the architecture is symmetric, the outcome is reversed for reverse input constellations: if x < y, the activation of the output unit D’ is proportional to the difference, while D remains inactive. This architecture therefore performs the subtraction of spatially encoded values. 
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Fig. 15.5 A neural network for the subtraction of two spatially encoded values x - y. Neuroids are drawn as big circles, lines ending in little filled circles represent inhibiting connections. Exciting connections are drawn as arrows. Each unit represents an angular value as indicated on the left. On both sides, the position of the filled neuron represents the y value to be subtracted. Arrows indicate exciting synapses, circles inhibitory synapses. D and D' represent intensity coded output units, each receiving input from every neuroid in its chain. If one neuroid coding for the y value is excited (#2), activation is spread upward to the position opposite to the activated neuroid of the other chain (#5'). Excited elements are shown by red lines. Activation of output unit D is proportional to the absolute value of the difference between x value and y value (and activation of D' for the absolute value of the difference between y value and x value, respectively) (after Linder 2005).
In a biological neural network spatial coding allows better resolution compared to intensity coding, but requires more neurons. Ways are explained as to how specific calculations can be performed using spatially encoded networks.
16 Animats
As mentioned earlier, single neuroids or groups of neuroids may be considered as controlling separate behavioral units. These systems may be called experts or modules. Via the combination of such subsystems, models can be constructed which are capable of simulating the cooperation of different behavioral units and thus are the origin of more complex behaviors. This is of special interest when we study (and simulate), not a single type of behavior, but the question of how the different modes of behavior an animal is capable of performing are stored in the central nervous system, and how one of these is selected and recalled ("action selection"). In the field of "Artificial Life," such systems are used to control the behavior of "autonomous" robots which have become called animats (Wilson 1987).
The classical view of how an "intelligent" system might be constructed could be described roughly as follows (Fig. 16.1): First, information from the environment is received by sensors. These data are then fed into an internal model. With the aid of this model and the goals inherent in the system, a decision is made in a planning unit as to which behavior will be executed. Following this, the corresponding behavior modul is selected which, in turn, executes the behavior via the effectors (shared by different behavior modules). In addition to this particular approach, which involves a central planning unit and follows the ideas of traditional Artificial Intelligence and earlier ethologists, other concepts are also discussed.
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Fig. 16.1 Schematic presentation showing how in an animal or an artifical system the sensory input may cause a behavior action
A very simplified assumption is that single modes of behavior are realized in the form of input-output systems (modules) arranged in parallel, whose outputs run via a winner-take-all net. This net ensures that only one mode of behavior is executed, even though several behavior modules may have been activated by stimuli or internal motivation. According to this simplified view, the central nervous system would represent an accumulation of many stimulus-response (S-R) chains. Such a S-R chain is often regarded as a simple system. It should be noted, however, that this is not necessarily the case for a biological system. The identification and isolation of a stimulus signal against a noisy background may pose a formidable problem. Moreover, apart from a few extreme cases, the action following a stimulus requires a behavior sensibly adapted to the specific situation. For instance, grasping an object in itself presupposes a control mechanism of such complexity that so far, the problem has not been solved satisfactorily even for robots. Accordingly, when we speak here of a "simple" S-R chain, this may actually involve a highly complex system.
The parallel, equally weighted arrangement of individual behavior modules is contrasted with the observation that some modes of behavior seem to be "more equal" than others, suggesting that there may be hierarchies. A hidden hierarchical structure might be built into such a system by the way that the various modules arranged in parallel are endowed with different weights; therefore, they enter the decision-making winner-take-all net with varying degrees of intensity. The occurrence of displacement behavior, for example, can be simulated with the aid of a feedforward winner-take-all net (Fig. 16.2). Assume that two neuroids (e. g., "fighting," "fleeing") inhibit each other with equal intensity, both inhibiting a third neuroid ("sleeping") only slightly, and assume further that the neuroids "sleeping" is endowed with a constant excitation ("bias"). Normally, the most excited behavior wins (Fig. 16.2b, c). If fighting and fleeing are both excited equally, the neuroid "sleeping"- despite its own weak stimulation - may be the beneficiary when "fighting" and "fleeing" exhibit the same level of stimulation (Fig. 16.2d). The result becomes even more obvious if this system is followed by a second winner-take-all net.
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Fig. 16.2 A winner-take-all all net with unequal inhibitory influences. (a) The net has to decide which of three behavior modules (inputs fight, flight, and sleep) finally controls the activity, i. e., the output. The sleep modul is assumed to obtain a constant bias of 0.5. If only the fight module(b), the flight module (not shown) or only the sleep module (c) is activated, the output corresponds to the input situation. (d) If fight and flight are equally active, the sleep module will win. This simulates the occurrence of displacement behavior
The "subsumption architecture" proposed by Brooks (1986), is endowed with both a hierarchical and a parallel structure. The individual modules (Fig. 16.3a) are arranged in parallel, as in the model described above. This means each module is supported by its sensory apparatus, which initiates corresponding activations. However, the decision which of the different possible behaviors is to be executed is not determined via a winner-take-all net. Rather, there exists a hierarchically layered structure. A behavior module arranged above can, in a state of activation, suppress the module arranged below it, i. e., it can prevent the behavior controlled by the latter from being executed, and instead execute its own mode of behavior.
In Figure 16.3, this type of connection is shown by a circle containing the letter S. A simple example is shown in Figure 16.3b, which describes the control of a walking leg in, say, a six-legged machine. This leg is provided with two joints, the alpha joint for forward and rearward movement and the beta joint for lifting the leg up and down. During walking the "leg-down" module is continuously excited and influences the "beta position" module to adopt a value corresponding to a leg-down position (here assumed to be zero). Eventually the "leg-up trigger" module receives a signal from a central timer, which is effective when the beta position signal is zero. The trigger signal elicits a positive valued output, which holds for a given time period ("clock"). This signal suppresses the signal from the "leg-down" module. (Suppression in this special case corresponds to simple summation). The output of the "beta position" module drives the motor of the beta joint and excites the "alpha protraction" module. This suppresses the signal from the continuously excited "alpha retraction" module to increase the value of the "alpha position" module in order to move the leg in a forward direction. To obtain an increasing position signal, an integrator is used in the alpha position module. If the alpha protraction module provides a zero valued output, the alpha retraction module moves the position signal to lower values. Figure 16.3b shows the arrangement of the modules (which Brooks has described as "augmented finite state machines") in a simplified version.
This subsumption structure has an advantage, among others, that if individual modules were to fail, the system may still survive. Another interesting aspect is that an "evolutionary" development of such a system is easily conceivable. A new module could be introduced without reconstruction of the existing modules. The disadvantage is that this type of influence affecting individual levels has to be planned in great detail and is highly dependent on the internal structure of the levels as well as on the necessary interconnections between the behavioral modes.
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Fig. 16.3 (a) Schematic illustration of Brook's subsumption architecture. The different modules are arranged in parallel, but determine the actual behavior in a hierarchical manner. A superior module, if active, may suppress (S) the output of the inferior module and take over the control of the behavior. (b) A specific application of this principle for the control of the movement of a walking leg. The b motor output lifts the leg up or down, the a motor output moves the leg forward (protraction) of rearward (retraction). A central signal to trigger swing comes from a higher center which controls the coordination of the different legs. The swing movement continues for a prespecified time determined by a clock. During walking a continuous central signal excites the leg down module and the  retraction module. The a position module contains an integrator, implemented here using a recurrent positive feedback circuit (after Brooks 1986)
A basic problem concerns the action selection problem, i.e., the question as to how different behaviours can be selected. Within the subsumption architecture, this is done by a strict hierarchical structure. However, action selection might also be based on the intensity of the stimuli. A straight forward solution to select the appropriate action is to apply a recurrent WTA net (Chapter 12.2). As an example, this is illustrated in Figure 16.5a for three different behaviors, drinking, eating and courtship. These three behaviours are elicited by the three situations described by water, food and sexual partner, respectively. If only one of the three stimuli is apparent at a time, no connection between the three channels was necessary. If, however, the situation could be more complex and all three stimuli may be present simultaneously, with however slightly different intensity, the WTA net, after some iterations, leads to a clearcut decision (Fig. 16.5a). In the numerical example given this is the case after n iterations. The decision process takes the longer the smaller the difference between the input signals. 
The models considered so far are greatly simplified in that modes of behavior have been assumed to depend exclusively on stimuli ("sensory-, or data-driven models"). It has been known for a long time, though, that the response of an animal to a specific stimulus may also depend on its internal state, known as motivation, in relation to a specific mode of behavior. We will not go into detail concerning the existing, and greatly varying, definitions of this concept, but mention only two simple versions. Motivation can be equated with the measure of intensity of a response to a specific stimulus. It may also be conceived of as an internal excitation that like an external stimulation, can influence the activation of a behavior module. (See, e.g., bias influence in Fig. 16.2). In the first case, the two quantities would be multiplied, and in the second, added together. By introducing a threshold for the initiation of the behavior, the difference between the two types of influence is blurred.
One example of the classic view is that of Lorenz' (1950) hydraulic model (Fig. 16.4a). The level of the water corresponds to the intensity of motivation, the weight to the intensity of the stimulus. The higher the motivation and the stronger the stimulus, the more intensive becomes the execution of behavior (the stronger the outflow of water). This corresponds to a multiplicative connection. Figure 16.4b shows a translation of this model into a circuit diagram (Hassenstein; in Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1980). If motivation is sufficiently high, though, a behavior can be initiated without a stimulus (vacuum activity). This corresponds to an additive connection. This is not shown in Figure 16.4 (but see Fig. 16.6).
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Fig. 16.4 The „psychohydraulic" model of Lorenz illustrating the possible cooperation of stimulus (weight, St) and motivation (height of the water level, W) to elicit a behavioral response (B) by opening the valve (V). Different behaviors may be elicited by reaching different threshold values (thr). The classical model further assumes a constant internal “drive" (D) to increase the motivation. Execution of the behavior diminishes the motivation level. (b) shows a simple circuit diagram with similar properties (after Lorenz 1950; Hassenstein, in Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1980)
An open question is how the intensity of motivation can be influenced. In the simplest case, it would always be constant. But it could also depend on internal states, e. g., on a circadian clock or on a physiological state, such as the motivation "hunger" on blood sugar level. The latter case also suggests that it may be influenced by the error signal of a feedback system.
Moreover, as assumed in the specific case of the Lorenz model, the intensity of motivation could also increase with the time that has elapsed since the behavior was last executed. It could decrease, again as assumed in the Lorenz model, once the behavior has been initiated (or even when only particular sense organs, such as taste papillae, have been stimulated).
An easy way to simulate action selection that is not only sensory driven, but depends on internal states, or motivations, is depicted in Figure 16.5b, which shows a WTA net as applied above (Fig. 16.5a), but is expanded by multiplicatively influencing the stimulus strengths by the corresponding motivations, following the proposal of Lorenz. In this way, also a weak stimulus can govern the behaviour if the corresponding motivation is strong enough.
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Fig. 16.5. Two simple winner-take-all nets. (a) The net allows to make a clear-cut decision for one behavior (output, bottom) even if the corresponding stimuli (input, left) are of similar intensity. (b) The decision might depend on internal states (“motivations”, upper input), too.
Before we go on to discuss models which combine "motivated behavior modules," a further principle of cooperation between different modes of behavior needs to be mentioned. Quite frequently, modes of behavior occur successively in temporal terms. These behavior chains cannot be described by a pure feedforward structure. A behavior chain, however, might simply develop because a behavior generates a situation in the environment which serves as an appropriate stimulus for a second behavior. Another possibility would be to assume that the individual modules are linked internally in such a way that, after completion of a behavior, the next module is activated (see Fig. 14.1). Between these two solutions there exists the possibility that by activation of one module the threshold for the activating signal of the second behavioral module is lowered, or the intensity of its motivation raised.
A combination of these possibilities is represented by the model of Maes (1991). This has a simple structure but some very impressive features and will be shown here in a somewhat simplified version. The model assumes that the individual behavior modules that are arranged in parallel are linked with each other on two levels. Before discussing this in detail, we will deal with the structure of an individual module. The intensities of stimulus and motivations are linked additively. The sum is called internal behavior activation. If this is greater than a given threshold, the signal reaches a winner-take-all net which ensures that only one mode of behavior is executed (Fig. 16.6a). This is the lower level connection between the modules. The model incorporates ten modules whose concomitant behavioral response is given in Figure 16.6b. Modules 1 -7 denote consummatory behaviors, modules, A, B, C appetitive behaviors. The latter three have no motivation of their own, i. e., they respond exclusively to sensory input. The intensity of motivation is assumed to be constant for some modules (e. g., fear, readiness to fight). For other modules, motivation diminishes once a behavior is actually executed (dashed line in Figure 16.6a). In proportion to the intensity of the internal behavior activation of an module, the internal activations of other behavior modules can be raised or lowered. This is the upper level of cooperation. For this reason, linkages do not apply to all modules in the same way. Rather, the type of such a linkage depends on the type of modules, leading to the introduction of a hidden hierarchy. This is shown in Figure 16.6b. The rectangles represent the modules and the output corresponds to the internal behavior activations of the module. Some of them inhibit each other. For example, a higher internal activation of fighting behavior inhibits the internal activation of flight behavior. Some modules increase the internal activation of another module. These linkages are organized in such a way that they are capable of supporting temporal relations between two modules. For instance, if a specific behavior, such as "searching for food," is performed with greater intensity, the internal activation of the typically successive behavior, in this case feeding ("eat"), is also increased via a "successor" link (see solid arrows in Fig. 16.6b). At the same time, this raises the probability that, after the finding of food, the module "eat" prevails over the other modules in the winner-take-all net and its behavior is executed next. High internal activation, but in the absence of an activating stimulus, which indicates high motivation, activates the typical preceding behavior via "predecessor" links. The high internal activation of feeding thus activates the module "go to food," so that this behavior, which is appropriate in the circumstances, has a greater chance of being performed. In Figure 16.6 b, these linkages are represented by dashed arrows. Unless stimulated, internal activation decreases with a given time constant. In this way, this module is provided with low-pass properties, with the advantage that it does not respond to the high-frequency parts of the input signal as, for example, given by noise.
Though simple, the model contains a number of interesting analogies to the behavior of real animals. The behavior of the total system depends both on the internal state, the motivations, and the state of the exterior world. Depending on the internal state, it is thus capable of responding in different ways to the same stimulus situation. It can respond "opportunistically," displaying drinking behavior when water happens to be available, although hunger may actually be greater than thirst. A system driven purely by motivations ("goal driven") would just search for food in such conditions. The system may also show displacement behavior. When readiness to fight and fear are both high and are suppressed by mutual inhibition, a third behavior may win the decision of the winner-take-all net as described earlier (Fig. 16.2). Like animals, the system is endowed with the phenomenon of varying attention. This means that, if a strong motivation exists for one mode of behavior, other equally important modes of behavior may be suppressed. It is thus possible that, in case of very great hunger, the model might not allow the behavior "obstacle avoidance" to become operational, and that it runs up against the obstacle. Due to the stimulation influences of the successive behavior, the system is endowed with the advantageous property of anticipation. The running toward a conspecific individual already raises the readiness to fight, even before the activating stimulus is registered. Lorenz's view that motivation increases continuously, if not for all, then at least for some modes of behavior, could be simulated by the introduction of an integrator into the motivation channel (as used in Figure 16.4b). This would mean that the system is also capable of displaying a vacuum activity. It should also be mentioned that, rather than influencing just one mode of behavior as described here, a given motivation might possibly influence several modes of behavior.
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Fig. 16.6 (a) A behavior module as used in the model of Maes. The excitation produced by stimulus and motivation are added to form the „internal activation". If above threshold, this competes in a winner-take-all net (WTA) with the internal activations of other modules. If it succeeds, the external activation of this module elicits the behavior and inhibits the motivation. The motivation may also be influenced by an internal constant or varying drive (see Fig. 16.4) and by the internal activations of other modules. (b) The interior connections between the ten behavior modules used (the winner-take-all net is not shown). Solid arrows indicate an excitatory influence when the module sending the information receives an adequate stimulus. These arrows point to modules which usually follow the behavior of the sender (e. g., eat follows go-to-food). Broken arrows point to another module if the sender does not obtain an adequate stimulus. These arrows influence modules that are usually active before the sender is active (e. g. go-to-food is followed by eat) (after Maes 1991)
The problem with this "behavior-based" approach is that a considerable amount of intelligence is still necessary to design such a system. The question remains how animals solved this problem during evolution. How is it possible that a system can develop such structures without a specific designer? Tentative approaches have been made, for example, by Pfeifer and Verschure (1992) and Pfeifer (1995). With the aid of Hebb synapses, a certain flexibility can be achieved by formation of new linkages of stimulus inputs and responses in the sense of classical conditioning (Pavlovian conditioning). In this case, too, some structure has to be prespecified though. In the example mentioned, a small, wheeled robot was constructed which has two built-in, i. e., hardwired, reflexes (Fig. 16.7a). When a collision detector has registered an obstacle, the robot drives rearward for a short period and then turns. Two collision detectors are mounted such that one detects obstacles on the right side of the body, leading to a left turn, whereas the other detector mounted symmetrically on the other side, elicits a right turn. Furthermore, a target detector is stimulated by a certain target signal, for example, a light source. The built-in reflex elicits a turn to the direction of the target, if the sensors are stimulated accordingly. In this case, the whole 360° range is observed by four sensors. If none of these detectors is stimulated, the robot moves straight ahead. These reflexes can be implemented using simple feedforward networks which, for convenience, are not shown in detail in Figure 16.7, but are represented by the bold arrows which connect both the c-layer (consisting of two units, "avoid") and the t-layer (consisting of four units, "approach") with the m-layer. In case of a conflict between the two reflexes, "collision avoidance" and "target approach," an unidirectional inhibitory connection influence operates to suppress the latter. With this net, the robot can move in an obstacle-cluttered environment and, if a target is presented, find the target by trial and error.
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Fig. 16.7 (a) The structure of a robot to learn a new reflex. Two reflexes are built into the system: a connection between the collision detector and the motor output, producing an avoidance reflex, and a connection between target detector and motor output, producing a reaction to approach the target. In the case of a conflict the former reflex suppresses the latter (S). The connection between a third group of sensors, the range finder, and the other reflexes are learnt "automatically" using Hebbian learning. (b) shows some examples of how the robot behaves. It shows wall following (trace 1). Usually the robot finds the target after it has reached the range of target light source. If, in another experiment (trace 2), the hole in front of the target is closed, the robot "searches" in front of the closed door. As the collision avoidance net is stimulated quite often, the suppression of the approach net may become inhibited and the robot may move outside the range of the target light source (after Pfeifer and Verschure 1992, Pfeifer 1995)
Now a third, more complicated sensor is introduced. The sensor measures the distance of obstacles in a given angular range in front of the robot. The range sensor consists of a number of individual units (about 26, r-layer) each being responsible for a small angle range (3 degrees), covering a total range of about ± 40° around the forward direction. The output of these sensory units is now connected to all neuroids of the avoidance (c-layer) and approach subnets (t-layer).
The weights of these connections are zero at the beginning, but are changed according to Hebb's rule during the activity of the robot. Thus, when a collision detector is on, those units of the range sensor that are also stimulated will obtain stronger weights. Therefore, the weights develop such that, after learning, the range sensor signals achieve connections to the motor system which elicit similar behavior in similar situations as does the collision reflex. The same holds for the target approach reflex. Because the range sensor can detect objects from a greater distance than the collision detector, the number of collision decrease to zero during learning, and the robot shows much smoother trajectories.
In this way, different stimuli, which might occur at about the same time, can be learnt to replace each other, as is the case in classical conditioning. This is particularly interesting if, as in our example, the prewired reflex is a very simple one, and the more complicated connections have not to be hand-coded but are learnt automatically. Even better, it is learnt by using the perspective of the robot, and not that of an external designer, thereby taking the "situatedness" of the robot into account. The robot acquires its own knowledge, as it interacts with the environment. Because Hebb's rule is expanded by a decay term (see Chapter 12), the learning mode does not need to be switched off by an outside controller. Rather, the robot learns continuously.
The robot has developed a "wall following" behavior. (See trace 1 in Figure 16.7b). This continues even if the target is removed. An interesting behavior can be observed in another experiment. If the hole in the wall is closed, the robot moves along a trajectory similar to that shown in Figure 16.7b. If one describes the behavior of the robot as a psychologist would when observing a human subject, one might say the following: the animat follows the wall (trace 2 in Figure 16.7b) because it "expects" to find a target; it "knows" that the target is behind the wall, therefore, after "searching" along the wall for a given period or distance, it turns and tries again. However, the robot is not caught in this cycle. Rather, after some trials it "gives up," it "resigns." On the network level, the occurrence of this behavior can be explained in the following way: the "approach net" (Fig. 16.7a) is often inhibited. As the inhibitory connection has the property of a temporal low-pass filter, its output increases more and more, eventually inhibiting the approach net so strongly that the avoidance net completely governs the motor output for a prolonged time.
Of course, no "emotion units" for "expectation" or "resignation," or even special components for wall following are built into the system. The "psychological" interpretations are interesting, however, insofar as they show that, even if we have the strong impression of the existence of psychic states, they may not exist explicitly in the system in the form of special mechanisms. They might be just in the eye of the observer. This could even be the case for so-called higher systems. This question will be considered in Chapter 18.

The construction of animats or autonomous robots is a significant tool to understand and test hypotheses concerning the control of various types of behavior. Different architectures have been proposed. An important step beyond purely sensory driven systems is the introduction of such central aspects as motivation. Another important, but so far generally unsolved, problem concerns the question of how systems can by themselves develop new sensible behavior.
17 Development of Complexity in Animats
Although systems as outlined in the last chapter could serve to describe many phenomena found in animal behavior, the question remains whether all known modes of animal behavior are attributable to systems based on relatively simple rules, or whether other structures are required for higher, so-called intelligent processes, i. e., modes of behavior that do not rely on given rules, but on reflecting, or reasoning. This question will be approached by considering a hypothetical series of animats that show an increasing number of abilities making these animats more and more similar to those highly developed systems that we believe to be intelligent. This hypothetical series, shown below, will briefly repeat several examples described earlier. To some extent, this series might reflect the evolution of the capabilities of animal brains.
The most simple types of animats contain a simple feedforward net consisting of two or three layers (an associative memory such as shown in Figure 10.9a) representing a system with direct sensorimotor coupling. The system can react to a number of different stimuli with adequate responses. The "choice" between the different behavioral responses is completely sensory-driven or "reactive." As described above, such a system already shows the properties of generalization and fault tolerance. Coarse coding (see Chapter 10.1) is already an inherent property of discretely structured neuronal systems.
Such an animat could be improved on the sensory as well as on the motor side. Examples of special developments on the part of the input (sensory) layer could be the introduction of spatial high-pass filtering (lateral inhibition) to make the system independent of absolute stimulus intensity. Special systems may be introduced to allow for dimension reduction to simplify the multidimensional sensory input (see feature maps, Chapter 13). An often used principle in the animal kingdom, which is therefore also adopted by animat constructors, is to exploit the physical properties of the environment to obtain relevant information in a simple way. Examples are arrangement of polarization detectors in the ant eye that reflect the average arrangement of the celestial map, allowing the animal to detect the position of the sun with sufficient accuracy even when only a small spot of blue sky is visible (Wehner 1987). An exact mathematical solution for this problem is quite complicated. In motor systems potential energy can be stored during jumping by exploitation of the elasticity of muscles and tendons.
A further problem concerns phenomena of invariance. The size of a visual object on the retina, for example, depends highly on distance. Nevertheless, humans and many, though not all, animals treat such different appearances as the same object. Simple solutions providing size invariance in humans have been proposed by v. Holst (1957). The convergence angle between the two eyes and the degree of accommodation of the lenses are used by the brain to calculate the absolute size of an observed object. An invariance phenomenon can also be observed in color vision. Subjectively, we have the impression of the color of a given object being the same even when the actually reflected color changes dramatically, depending on varying influences from the environment.
Another problem on the sensory side is that of feature linking. Different aspects of a given perceptual unit (size and color of an object for example) may be recorded in different parts of the brain. In other words, different subsystems can exploit the same input in different ways. (See also the well-known ambiguous figures). The question is how the different aspects are combined in order to be exploited by further layers which control the actuators. Hypotheses of how this question might be solved have been put forward by Eckhorn, Singer, and von der Malsburg (e. g., Eckhorn et al. 1988, Engel et a1.1992, von der Malsburg and Buhmann 1992), but will not be discussed here in detail. This problem also involves the question of how information storage is organized in a neuronal system consisting of many modules, which will be considered below.
Further improvements discussed in the following require the existence of recurrent connections within the system. (Possibly, these are already necessary to solve the questions of feature linking mentioned above). It is clear that a strict separation between motor and sensory sides is no longer possible when recurrent connections are introduced. One may rather distinguish between "low-level" feedback belonging to the motor side and "high-level" feedback corresponding more to the sensory side. Simple improvements on the motor side imply the introduction of control systems with negative feedback (Chapter 8). Feedback can be used on several levels. Except for the classic form of continuous feedback, we find systems using intermittent feedback, i. e., the sensory signal is only used during defined time windows. Sensory input resulting from an action can, of course, also be used to trigger a new action (advance use), and thus as reference signal (Cruse, Dean, Heuer, Schmidt 1990). Whereas the sense of a simple feedback system is to maintain the output value near a desired value, the circuit of the reafference principle (Chapter 8.9) compares the input signal with a centrally produced "expected" value, ascertaining in this way whether a visually detected movement corresponds to that produced by its own motor system, thus, the reafference principle reflects some kind of "self-sense". Thereby the occurrence of external movements or a failure in the motor system could be detected.
An important capability of animats, and a necessity for evolved animals, is to cope with the problem of redundancy. This is due to both the sensory and the motor side. On the sensory side, most complex signals, e. g., in vision, can be interpreted in different ways, as mentioned below (e. g., figure-ground separation, ambiguous figures). On the motor side, a given goal can usually be achieved in different ways. On the lowest level, for instance, a observed object can be grasped by a manipulator, using the available actuators in different ways. For example, a human arm has more degrees of freedom than are necessary for most such tasks. This redundancy is even higher when the possibility of body locomotion is included. How does the system select between different possible behaviors, e. g., trajectories, and between different possible actuators, including their temporal order of activation? Simple solutions are known which imply fixed, preselected motor programs for given tasks, or fixed principles so as to minimize a given cost function (i. e., to find an energy optimal or time optimal solution). Recurrent networks are appropriate finding a unique solution from many possible ones when several limiting conditions have to be fulfilled. Therefore, recurrent nets may be used for this purpose (Chapter 11.3).
We have so far only considered systems which are purely sensory-driven. An important property probably of most animals is to contribute actively to the control of their behavior. A simple example is a central oscillator, as described in Chapter 14.1. Such central oscillators can be used to stabilize a behavior, making it independent of sensory influences, or as a kind of predictor system. The circadian clock of an animal, for example, is used to change internal parameters of the organism (e.g., body temperature) even before the external stimulus (e.g., light) occurs. More generally, animals and animats contain central pattern generators (CPG) that produce a special behavior (walking, flying). Simple examples are fixed action patterns where the activity of the CPG is only triggered by a sensory signal, but a CPG may also exploit sensory information during its activity. A simple example is given in Figure 14.2. In this case, the system consists of two fixed action patterns, the downstroke system and the upstroke system, but an oscillating system emerges when the environment is included as part of the system. A CPG may also use positive feedback, for instance to keep a behavioral state acting. Such central pattern generators may be used to control the input pattern in the sense of an active perception (see Box 8). By means of a central system only selected signals are further exploited by the system. The selection depends on the actual internal state of the system. This can already be observed in simple cases of "program dependent reflexes" where a stimulus is responded to in different ways depending on the internal state of the CPG. An example of this is the intermittent feedback mentioned above.
New problems arise when not one, but several CPGs are implemented in one system. These problems concern (a) structural arrangement and (b) how to select between these CPGs. On the structural side, one extreme case one could think of is a fully connected recurrent network, with the different functional units being more or less evenly distributed over the whole system, i. e., where all (or most of the) elements of the weight matrix show nonzero entries. Alternatively, one could think of separate subnets that may contain intensive recurrent connections within the subnet, but with only a small number of connections between different subnets. These subnets could be called modules, modules (Minsky 1985), or schemata (Arbib 1995). Because any number of intermodule connections could exist, it is not always possible clearly to define the modules. Apart from this problem, it should be noted that these modules might not only be arranged in parallel but also in some hierarchical order, and a module might therefore be regarded as consisting of several submodules.
Is there any advantage in modularity? If a system consists of subnets separated to some extent, the whole system is, intellectually speaking, easier to understand because these modules usually form smaller, and therefore more comprehensible, units. It may, then, be easier for an engineer, an animat and, for similar reasons, also evolution, to construct an animal from such modules. For example, if a new module is to be added to an already existing system, this is simpler if the modules are relatively separate. The old modules could be used nearly unchanged. For a completely interconnected system, however, most of the weights would have to be changed, if a new module is to be implemented (see expert nets, Chapter 12.6). On the other hand, modularity also has its problems. Apart from the problem already mentioned of how to select that module that will control the appropriate behavior, there are also structural problems. In the simplest case, these modules may be all arranged in parallel. Some hierarchy may be introduced according to the subsumption architecture (Chapter 16). Other, more implicit hierarchical structures can be used as indicated in the approach of Maes (Chapter 16). More explicit hierarchical arrangements may also be necessary. For example, one group of modules might form one CPG active in one situation, e. g., foraging, and another might exist for homing. Both groups, however, contain common submodules, e. g., to control leg movement.
The idea of a system consisting of modules, which are to some extent independent, also means that each module is active all the time (if not purposely switched off by another module), but only one or a few modules have control over the motor system (i.e., the actual behavior) at a given time. This requires selection between these modules. A simple way is to use a winner-take-all system (Figs. 11.3, 16.2), as is also applied in the Maes model. Other possibilities are given by hierarchies within the system (Brooks 1986, Maes 1991). As long as only one output actuator is concerned, a simple summation might be possible also (Steels 1994a). Selection of modules does not only refer to selection of actions, but also to selection of attention, i. e., to selection of special parts of the sensory layer. This leads to the active perception mentioned earlier. Mechanisms of selective attention are described in Figure 16.5, where variation of motivation leads to attributing more weight to some input signals than to others. The predecessor connections in the Maes model, for example, influence the system so that it, by changing the attention, even appears to have intentions. With such central circuits as a CPG, or the ability to select between different modules by means of influences of motivational elements and a winner-take-all net, the system is, within limits, independent of the actual sensory input. Such a system is much less directly sensory-driven than the strict feedforward systems mentioned earlier. In this sense, these systems can be called partially autonomous.
It should be mentioned here that the interaction of social animals, for example ants, termites, or bees, shows much similarity with interactions of modules within a brain. Here, too, we have partly independent units that provide each other with a limited amount of information on their own state and act together to achieve a higher goal without knowing it. The main difference is probably that, in social insects, the structure between the modules is simpler because many of the modules are of the same type, and only a limited hierarchy (compared to the brain) can be found. But this simplicity makes social animals and social animats an excellent object for studying the possible results of cooperation between modules.
Up to now the animats and animals have been considered as having only an "innate" memory, implemented in the form of a defining of the connections and a fixing of the weights by the designer or by evolution, respectively. Of course, learning, i, e., the changing of weights and even the introduction of new connections, is an important capability. One could distinguish between adaptive behavioral changes - a change in behavior without a concomitant change in structure (e. g., weights) as, for example, achieved by the change of motivation described above - and actual learning, which implies a structural change. Different mechanisms of how learning could take place have been described earlier. Learning can occur on different levels. On the sensory side, learning of maps has been investigated in detail (Kohonen 1989). On the motor side, learning of fine adjustments of gain factors of actuators (to allow for drift, sensory differences, or damage in motors or muscles) has been shown to occur in biological systems (Möhl 1989, 1993), and may be transferred to technical solutions. A problem on the next higher level is the learning of conditioned reflexes, as shown above (Pfeiffer and Verschure 1992, Pfeifer 1995). The situation becomes more complicated, however, when animats consisting of different modules are considered. One can assume that each module has its private, local memory. Learning in a modular system is easier for the single module insofar as interference with information stored in other modules can be avoided, and as learning may be faster for smaller, as opposed to larger, subnets. However, there is also the problem of selecting the right module or, seen from the viewpoint of the module: How does the module decide when and what to learn? It is conceivable that learning is only "switched on" when the module is strongly excited by a motivational unit attached to it.
How might such a motivational unit be activated? One might assume that the modules do not only measure the physical ("objective") properties of the incoming signal, its mode (visual, acoustic ...), and its intensity, but also a third, "subjective" parameter, "pleasure" (Cabanac 1992), "utility" (McFarland and Bösser 1993), or the "reward" value in reinforcement learning systems (which evaluates each input signal by means of an innate (or learnt) evaluation scale). This requires a special "pleasure module" responsible for all incoming signals or distributed systems by which each module obtains its own pleasure signal or utility value. The selection between different activities could then occur, not by comparing the internal activation as in the Maes model (Fig. 16.6), but by comparing the utility values assigned to each activity (McFarland and Bösser 1993). Thus, the utility value might not only be used to select the behavior, but might also be used to trigger learning, as mentioned above.
An architecture using different modules might also require a mechanism for a system to invent new modules. However, in animals this is probably only possible in evolutionary time. Instead, new behaviors might be learnt not only by trial and error but by insight, i. e., by acquiring a new combination of already available modules. How to implement this capability in an animat is at present an open question, but some speculative considerations will be discussed below.
When the stored information is distributed over a number of modules, the question arises of how this distributed information is made available to the whole system. The simplest case discussed up to now is that every module uses only its local memory, which limits the overall capability of the system. A system might be much better if its modules (or some of them) could also use information stored elsewhere. This may correspond to the phenomenon of "insight" into a problem ("aha effect"); a coin is only stored so as to be used as money, but in a special situation one may suddenly have the idea of using it as a screwdriver. The phenomenon of insight raises the question of cognition. Cognition is often defined very broadly and includes aspects of introspection involving, for example, thinking, feeling, perceiving, and, as mentioned, insight. To obtain a definition that is not strictly tied to human introspection, researchers have looked for definitions in terms of executable operations. As a prerequisite to explaining these, we need to make a distinction between procedural and declarative knowledge. Procedural knowledge is connected to a given procedure or a given action (for example, skilled movements such as piano playing or cycling). This type of knowledge can only be used by the system in the context of this procedure. Thus, it corresponds to the situation mentioned above when each module has its local memory which can only be used by this module, but not by others. Procedural knowledge is therefore also called "knowing how." By contrast, declarative knowledge is called "knowing what." In the human example, this type of knowledge can be represented by words. It is not easy nor helpful to explain in words how to ride a bicycle. Declarative knowledge concerns knowledge that is not tied to a particular process. It is usually defined as stored in "symbolic" form. However, what does it mean when a neuronal system stores symbols? An obvious case was explained in the example of Little Red Riding Hood (Fig. 10.9b). Individual neuroids can be regarded as "symbolizing" a given object. More complicated symbols might also be represented by groups of neuroids, the grouping of which may even dynamically depend on time (so-called cell assembly). However, as was already shown in the simple example of Fig. 10.9a, the same information can be stored in a fully distributed way.
At this point, it may be sensible to discuss briefly the meaning of information stored in symbolic form. The external observer cannot distinguish whether information is stored in a small number of units or in a broadly distributed way. The first system may, however, be more sensitive to destruction of individual units and require fewer connections. In the first system, the information is sometimes called encoded or explicitly represented, in the second system the encoding is implicit. However, this distinction may be only in the eye of the observer. For the system's functioning the information is available in the same way (apart from some technical differences, as mentioned). Thus, we want to look for a more appropriate and functional definition of these terms. We propose to call an encoding explicit, if an appropriate retrieval mechanism exists by which this particular information can be obtained. If the information is principally stored, but no such retrieval mechanism exists, we will call this implicit encoding. According to this definition, the information concerning the wolf is explicitly stored in both nets of Figure 10.9. If, in the above example, we present a naive human with a coin, the information that it can be used a screwdriver is only implicit so long as this human has not invented the appropriate extraction mechanism. Thus, the definition of implicit and explicit encoding relies critically on the retrieval mechanism. This agrees also with the provisional definition mentioned above as it includes the retrieval mechanism of the human observer; in Figure 10.9b we can directly "see" the encoding of the wolf, for example, but this is not so easily done in Figure 10.9a.
Therefore, the "symbol" seems to be in the eye of the observer, and the symbolic aspect seems not to be the critical property for stored knowledge to be "declarative." Rather, the important property seems to be that it can be recalled and manipulated by other modules not belonging to the process in the context of which this information was stored. According to the definition of McFarland and Bosser (1993), cognition is manipulation of declarative knowledge. We even tend to avoid the term "declarative" and use "manipulable" knowledge instead. Following the above arguments, this means that a system has cognitive abilities if it can deal with stored information independent of the context within which this information was acquired. This information does not need to be stored as a symbol in the sense of a morphologically simple structure, as, for example, a single neuron. However, such "simple" kind of storage might actually provide an easier recall of this information by other modules.
The important question for a cognitive system is how can this information stored in a module's local memory be retrieved in an economic way? An "intelligent" system will not work through all modules to find potentially interesting information. Rather, it should concentrate on promising regions of this distributed memory. The better it can do this, the higher is its intelligence. How to do this, i. e., how to find related modules in a neuronal system, is an open question. In any case, one can assume that this search in the memory of other modules requires time. The procedure might correspond to "thinking," and is different to the application of procedural knowledge, which is less innovative but much faster. We mentioned earlier that an autonomous animat can act independently of direct sensory input. Correspondingly, during the "thinking" procedure, we have central activity within the system which is not directly coupled to the actuators, i. e., to motor output.
It is a moot question, whether it is important for the behavior of an animal, or an animat, that they contain modules representing an internal world model. A world model is an internal system which allows the animal or the animat to perform sensible actions because it "knows" some properties of the world. Of course, a world model does not mean that all properties of the world are represented. Every animat (and every module) already has a world model in the form of a weights connecting stimuli from the environment to appropriate reactions of the system. As long as these reactions are "appropriate," the weight distribution represents a, possibly simple, but sensible (implicit) world model. A simple central oscillator may, for example, be interpreted as a world model which is able to predict changes in the environment or to predict consequences of actions.
It is often postulated that brains of higher animals should have a world model, meaning that some neuronal structure represents properties of the world, and that these are used for planning actions in that model. In our definition this is an explicit world model. With the aid of such a model, modes of behavior and the corresponding results could be tested theoretically before actually being carried out. This means that cognitive mechanisms are necessary in order to extract the information. One may, therefore, also speak of cognitive maps. These ideas rest on several reasons. First, we know of the existence of a number of topological maps and these might be considered as a neuronal map that reflects geometric properties of the world. Second, we have the subjective impression of a continuous environment, although, on our retina, the image continuously changes. This could be explained by the assumption that we do not "look" at the retinal image, but at that of a "space model" within the brain. Hints of such continuous representation are even found in Drosophila, which follows an optical stimulus even if it is not visible for up to 3 s (Strauss and Pichler 1996).
Other arguments which are also proposed to support the assumption of such an explicit world model are that input from very different sensory organs, e. g., tactile and visual senses, have to be merged in the brain to form a complete representation of the object. However, we have already seen that a distributed representation is sufficient to control appropriate motor output even if the input comes from different sensors. Therefore, a number of authors suppose that it is sufficient for a system to have procedural knowledge and to be situated in the real physical world, and that no cognitive world models have to be introduced. Even the invention of human language is only a "trick" to invent new physical objects in the form of words which can then be treated as any other physical object (Bechtel and Abrahamsen 1990). These authors argue that it is easier (and more economical) to exploit the real physical world than to build explicit world models.
In any case, whether cognitive or noncognitive, higher developed systems possess world models which also contain information on the individual itself. This provides the basis for the fact that a human can react automatically to a stimulus, but can, at the same time, observe and record his or her reaction. This allows for two of the three levels of experience mentioned by Brentano: "hearing a tone," and "the subject which hears a tone." The third level, "my hearing of a tone," i. e., the introspective aspect, will be considered in Chapter 19.
This chapter reviews the important steps which illustrate the development of an animal or an animat to be able to behave autonomously in a realistic environment. These steps lead from feedforward, reactive structures to recurrent systems which may include central pattern generators and consist of more or less clearly separable modules or modules. Learning is important but how the appropriate module is selected for learning is an open question. Further, so far unsolved, problems address the question of application of symbolic information, of cognition and the need for internal world models.
Box 8
Active Perception
A fundamental problem is that the animat (or the animal) "lives" in a continuous stream of information ("situatedness"), and one important question is how to find discrete categories. This will be explained using an example, which is not yet fully understood, namely the question of figure-ground discrimination. How can the system decide which signals (e. g., a pixel in a visual image) belong to the figure and which to the ground. This is not a trivial problem as is made clear by for example regarding the well known ambiguous pictures. Part of the solution is probably that, in this case, we do not completely rely on a strict feedforward system, but that information from more central parts ("active perception") play a role. This can be illustrated by looking at Figure B8.1. On seeing this picture for the first time, one may not immediately recognize the human face. However, if one has seen the face once, it is impossible to look at the picture subsequently and not to see the face. Therefore, central influences appear to be important for our perception. In other words, an item can be recognized because it is already expected. This problem does not only arise for signals distributed in space, but also for those distributed in time as, for example, in word recognition. This is often described as the cocktail party effect. Although at a party many different people may talk at the same time, concentration on one of the speakers permits separation of his or her phrases from the noisy background.
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Fig. B 8.1 The upper central part of the picture shows a human face. The face can be recognized only with difficulty when looking at the picture for the first time (courtesy of H. Ritter)
18 Emergent Properties
We mentioned above properties of systems that cannot directly be traced back on a particular mechanism or a particular structure. Such properties are sometimes called emergent properties. As these seem to be important abilities, the question of emergence should be discussed briefly. The term emergence is often used when a property of a system comes "out of the blue," i. e., if we cannot understand why or how the property occurs, although we have the impression of understanding the properties of the elements of the system. In order to apply the concept of emergence, a definition of the term "emergent property" might be useful. According to Steels (1994b), in an attempt to find an objective definition, a property is emergent if descriptive categories are needed to define it, which are not necessary to describe the behavior of the constituent components. A very simple example might be the occurrence of the resonance properties of a 2nd order system (Chapter 4.9). In this case, the term resonance frequency is not necessary (or useful) for describing the behavior of a 1st order electrical system consisting of an ohmic resistor and a capacitor, or a system consisting of an ohmic resistor and an inductivity. But the term resonance is very helpful to describe the behavior of a system which contains all three elements. There is no single module in the system that produces the effect of resonance. Rather, this is produced by the cooperation of these elements. Therefore, this property does not exist on the level of the elements but only on the level of the complete system. This means that there are phenomena where, to understand them, one might be inclined to look for a particular module responsible for a particular property, although no such module exists. It might be argued that this property exist only "in the eye of the observer," i. e., that it is produced by our brain, but this is an epistemological question which will not be treated here. Other examples, more sophisticated than the electric oscillator, are the rolling waves in the Benard experiment, or the states occurring in a gas laser (Haken 1973). In these cases, the occurrence of an emergent property is understood. A simple example in robotics might be the wall-following behavior of Pfeifer's robot (Fig. 16.7). A biological case is that some gait patterns in walking are not prespecified by a definite gait module, but "emerge" as a result of cooperation of leg controllers which cooperate via specific local rules (Cruse 1990). Thus, although a gait pattern like a gallop immediately takes our eyes, there might be no specific gallop module in the brain of such an animal. It is sometimes assumed that the property of intelligence, which some systems appear to have, is also an emergent property. Similarly, the impression of an human observer that an animal (or, even more obviously, an animat), appears to have emotional states may manifest emergent properties. In the later case, the epistemological question mentioned above is even more difficult to answer.
When discussing the question of representations, we earlier discussed the idea of storing symbolic information. However, as mentioned, such a symbol may also only exist as an emergent phenomenon, and the distinction between symbolic and nonsymbolic information may be irrelevant at the level of the constituent elements. (The individual bit in the computer does not know whether it belongs to a symbol or not). An animat may well be regarded a symbol user because it exploits entities of the physical world (e.g., wall, corner) to which we would attach a symbol, although there is no corresponding symbolic representation in the "brain" of the animat.
In any case, these considerations should make clear that it is important to distinguish between the level of the observable behavior of an animal or an animat and the underlying mechanisms. There might even be more than two levels. This could be illustrated by slightly reformulating the classical question of Letvin and Maturana: what does the fly detector in the frog's retina tell the frog's brain? Does it say "there is a fly outside," or "start the catch reflex," or "there is an increased acetylcholine concentration at some synapses?" Of course, the sensors measure but do not interpret the world. However, the cooperation of the units of the whole system is such as to influence the human observer that he or she applies one of the "higher" interpretations.
Can we understand how the property of intelligence has evolved? There is an immense number of definitions of this term, and we do not intend to add another. It should, however, be clarified that there are two different ways of using this term, as an adverb and the nominal use. A system might be "intelligently designed," either by a constructor or by evolution, or it may itself have the capacity of intelligence. These two aspects might also be called species intelligence and individual intelligence. Sometimes, the first case is also called "hard-wired," although this term is misleading and will not be used here. Sometimes the term competence is proposed to distinguish species intelligence from nominal intelligence. Essential properties of a not just "competent," but "really" intelligent system might be the following. Such a system should sensibly react to novel situations, and find novel solutions to familiar situations. It should be capable of reasoning (i. e., finding a novel chain of inferences) and intelligent behavior should not be based on brute-force methods (i. e., exhaustive search) or on simple rules such as trial and error. In other words, cognition in the sense defined in Chapter 17 is a prerequisite for a system to be really intelligent.
Taking the discussion on emergent properties into account, one might assume that a module for intelligence does not necessarily exist, but that these properties may arise from the cooperation of simple elements. To approach this problem in more detail, the usually applied definitions, which tend to be subjective such as the Turing test (see Chapter 19), should be replaced by a more objective approach. In classic Artificial Intelligence a system was defined as intelligent, if it maximally applies the knowledge that it has (Newell: Steels 1994b). To apply this definition to an animal or an animat, first the "subjective environment" of the system must be defined, meaning the part which can be investigated by its sensors, and the part in which it is admissible for the system to use its actuators, because an action can only be judged intelligent (or not) for a given subjective environment. Furthermore, the cost function, which should be minimized, has to be defined. Taking into account the biological view of considering systems which have to survive, a system might be called intelligent if "it maximizes the chances of self-preservation in a particular environment even if the environment changes" (Steels 1994b). This definition could also be applied to animats and was actually invented for this purpose. It no longer distinguishes between intelligence by design and individual intelligence, but only concentrates on the ability of the system to survive. This means that no distinction is made in principle, as to whether the system has acquired its knowledge during evolution or during learning as an individual.
Thus, the evolutionary series described earlier illustrates a series of systems with an increasing capability to survive and therefore with an increasing intelligence. There is a continuum, and each observer may introduce a threshold above which the systems might be called "intelligent" depending on his or her personal intuition.
The evolved versions of animats described earlier already showed activities as acting partly independent of actual sensory input, keeping a "goal in mind" and following it, although the system has to deal with disturbances, and although even the direct sensory contact is missing at some time. Learning systems can develop new modules and use them later during their "life." All these properties might be subsumed under the term prerational intelligence (Cruse, Dean, Ritter, 1995 and Dean, Cruse, Ritter, 2000). Prerational intelligence is surely an emergent property, and it is an open question whether rational intelligence requires a special "rationality" module, or whether rationality, too, is an emergent property.
A system property is called emergent if there is no special module that is responsible for the appearance of such a property. Symbolic information, and the phenomenon of intelligence, at least prerational intelligence, may be examples of emergent properties.
19 The Internal Aspect  Might Machines Have Feelings?
In the last two chapters, different properties of animats have been discussed. Sometimes, specifically at the end of Chapter 17, psychological terms have been used such as the system having emotions, expectations, and so on. These were, of course, as indicated by the inverted commas only used in a metaphorical sense for illustration, and not to mean that these animats actually have psychic states such as we experience by means of introspection, e. g., a sensation of pain, or being in an emotional state. The best one could say is that they behave as if they had such a state. However, this raises the question of whether such an artificial system could really have such states, and one could extend the question to phenomena such as our perception of the impression of consciousness or free will. An answer could be helpful in two aspects. If we could build such machines, it would not only help us to understand the important unsolved questions regarding what these phenomena are about but, with respect to application, if we assume that the occurrence of psychic states is coupled with higher mental capabilities, it might also help us to develop machines endowed with such capabilities.
As already described, machines can be built that give an observer the impression that they have internal states. Could an animat have something corresponding to a psychic state? Apart from asking more complicated questions, such as whether an animat could have consciousness or free will, we want to concentrate on the elementary, and more crucial question of whether, and under what conditions, an animat (or an animal) could have an internal impression (experience) at all, even of the simplest kind. In other words, is it possible that animals or animats experience the internal aspect as we do, or does the external aspect describe everything? For better clarification of the difference between internal and external aspects, we shall consider the phenomenon of pain. If a human subject touches a hot plate, he or she usually shows a fast withdrawal reflex and reports feeling pain. This is the external aspect of the observer (or third person's view). This observation could be described in more detail, if the neuronal activity of the subject could be investigated. But even if we assume that all neuronal details are known and a strict correlation (and a causal relation) between neuronal activities and the subject's report of feeling pain can be made, there is still a fundamental difference between this external aspect and the experience of "feeling pain." Even if the subject observes his or her own action potentials, this is not the pain felt. This internal aspect, based on the ability to feel, is also called the first person's view. Of course, a simple automaton could be constructed that shows a corresponding withdrawal reflex and expresses having felt pain: but we can be sure that there is no internal aspect in this case. That the latter is not necessary for the withdrawal reflex is already known for humans. The subjective impression of pain occurs some milliseconds after the motor reflex. When thinking of the internal aspect, we are often using the metaphor of a homunculus who observes the brain activities. However, this is a misleading metaphor. It transforms the situation into a kind of daily experience of the outside world. However, the inner aspect is something completely different, and any outside-world metaphor would probably be wrong. How can we decide whether a system really has an internal aspect? Is it only a special property of highly developed systems such as primates or even just humans?
According to Descartes, an absolutely certain decision as to whether a sensation is experienced can only be made by the organism itself. Only the subject is capable of experience by introspection, using his or her internal view, of feelings such as pain or joy. Whether other subjects have the same, or corresponding, conscious experiences, can only concluded by analogy. "Based on my own experience in the past I judge that he behaves as I would behave if I had this or that particular conscious experience. Therefore, I assume that he has the same conscious experience." However, this is an indirect conclusion. One can never have direct access to the experience of another subject. If one had full knowledge of all neuronal activities in the other subject's brain, and one could understand the causal sequences of the events in that brain, one could probably predict the experiences which the subject reports to feel at a particular moment; but even if one had the most detailed knowledge, it would always reflect the "external aspect." The knowledge of the observer is never the same as the experience of the subject. In human beings, an observer can by means of empathy, of course develop a good imagination of what is felt by another human and thus, in this sense, have more or less the same knowledge. This is not what is meant here, though. The content of knowledge may be the same, but the ontological nature of knowledge is different. To illustrate this difference, two possible misinterpretations will be mentioned. It is conceivable that someone believes an animal or an animat to experience feelings although this is not justified for somebody who, in the case of a robot, knows the simple structure of the animat. Conversely, we may not be prepared to attribute to a fly the experience of an internal aspect, although it may possibly experience it.
In philosophy, this dualism between the external and the internal aspect has been discussed intensively. One question has been whether a causal relationship between both worlds exists. Some argue that this dualism does not really exist, but only seems real. They assume that, in time, we will be accustomed to these views and will consider both the same, nondifferent in the sense of the two sides of a coin (mind-brain identity). Others have said, and still say, "ignorabimus," i. e., we will never understand this problem. A way to overcome this dualistic view might be as follows: One might argue that all the entities we experience, be they feelings like fear, or "hard facts" like reading a figure from the scale of a voltmeter, basically belong to the internal world. Although usually only the former entities are described as belonging to the internal world, actually the latter do so as well. We experience the view of the figure too. Therefore, one might argue that both worlds are not distinct sets, but that the external, "objective" world is a subset of the internal, subjective world, and not at all its dualistic counterpart.
How could we decide whether an entity belongs to the "objective" subset? Two speculative possibilities will be proposed. All the entities of the subjective world might be ordered along a line describing whether, when being recognized, they elicit empathy or not. (There is no clear-cut borderline: a tree might be emotionally loaded when providing a shadow in the heat, and may be much less so in other situations). Only in the latter case is the entity considered as an objective fact. The entities of the subjective world might also be ordered along another line, which, however, may be correlated with the first. Some entities can more easily be distinguished from each other than others. Therefore, the former may be countable and can be more easily attributed to symbols. These are the ones we call objective whereas the other items are called subjective. Taken together, this view leads to the assumption that there is a quantitative, maybe a qualitative, but no ontological difference between both "worlds."
Nevertheless, the following can be stated: although the true epistemological borderline for realizing the existence of an internal view runs between the observer and all other organisms, including other humans, it is generally accepted that all human beings have an internal view. This can be supported by the argument of structural identity. As other humans have principally the same hardware, they function principally in the same way, and therefore also experience the internal aspect. With respect to animals, the less developed these are in phylogenetic terms, the less people are prepared to concede there is an internal aspect. However, the reason underlying this view is that, for example, a dog can much better provide us with information concerning its internal state than an insect can. This is, of course, not a conclusive argument. The structural argument does not help here either because we do not know whether any other structures, e. g., in insect brains, allow for the existence of the internal aspect.
Even if we had full knowledge of the state of a human or an animal brain, we would be able to parallel events in the outer world (the world of the observer) and the inner world only by means of correlation. Such a correlation becomes less possible, the more the observed brain differs from a human brain. Thus, the question of whether an insect "experiences," as opposed to being a simple "reflex machine," is (probably) impossible to answer. This, of course, becomes even more of a problem, if an artificial system is to be judged in this way. In some cases, a simple robot can give the impression of having experience but knowing its interior circuits, one would not be prepared to admit that it has experience. An attempt to solve this problem was Turing's test; an observer talks to a partner via a keybord and a monitor. The observer does not know whether the partner is a human subject or an artificial system. If the observer decides that the partner is human, although it is an artificial system, this system (according to Turing) may be called intelligent, which in our context, includes the property of having an internal aspect. But even if a complicated machine could be built that succeeded in all Turing tests, we would still not know whether it really has experience in the sense of the internal aspect or not. On the other hand, no dog would pass a Turing test although most dog owners would consider that their dogs can experience internal aspects.
Another approach to this problem is the biological view. The capability to have an experience in the sense of the first person's view might or might not affect the fitness of the animal, its capability to survive. If it touches a hot plate, the above mentioned withdrawal reflex could work, irregardless of whether the subject feels pain or not. Is there an evolutionary advantage to this experience, to the existence of the internal aspect? In what sense is a system fitter, if it has the ability to "feel?" Is the internal view an advantage or just an epiphenomenon?
To avoid possible misunderstanding, the following should be stated: One surely has to assume that in living systems, and also in artificial ones, states may exist that correspond to some motivational state (seen from the external view), and that therefore structures and mechanisms may exist which, for example, have the function of controlling attention shift (see Maes model). However, it is completely open whether the phenomenon of an internal aspect is necessarily connected to the appearance of such structures. There are two theoretical possibilities. (a) The existence of an internal aspect is necessary in the sense that a phylogenetic advantage is coupled with this phenomenon. This would mean that special structures have developed during evolution which are responsible for the occurrence of the internal aspect. This means that, in principle, they could be copied for an artificial system. This would be very interesting for any applications because it would enable us to build machines having these advantages whatever they are. (b) Alternatively, the existence of an internal aspect is a pure epiphenomenon in the sense that there is no advantage with respect to evolution. On this assumption, the conscious I would only be an observer. Two problems are involved in this possibility: if the conscious I is only a (passive) observer, it means that the impression of free will can only be a delusion. If epiphenomenon means that there is no effect which can be observed from outside, it also means that this is no scientific hypothesis in the strict sense, because it cannot be tested.
Since, at this point, there seems to be no way of understanding the magic phenomenon of one's own internal aspect, we will, in the following, disregard it. Instead, we will concentrate on the external aspect only, i.e., we will ask under what conditions a subject may experience an internal aspect.
As mentioned earlier, one could imagine the brain as consisting of a number of modules which are responsible for specialized tasks. Many of these modules register inputs from the outer world and react to these signals. According to Minsky's ideas (Minsky 1985), there are modules working on a lower level which detect the details of the environment (e. g. form and color of an obstacle). There may also be modules which are specialized in representing particular aspects of the world, e. g., position of distant objects or of parts of the body. From the latter, an internal model of the world could be constructed. Some module (perhaps most of them) detect the states of other modules and react to their signals. Some of them might obtain input from these internal world representations. The task of these modules is to determine possible future actions on the basis of this information, for example controlling the movement of the parts of the subject's own body through an obstacle-cluttered environment.
Can these considerations also be applied to machines? How could such circuits work? In the past, it was even doubted whether a machine was capable of anything more than purely reflexive responses to sensory inputs, such as pursuing a goal. However, as shown in Chapter 8, a simple feedback system could do just this, holding a given value close to a goal (reference input) against various and unpredictable disturbances. As mentioned, animats already exist which have a simple explicit internal representation of the world and it is possible to build these animats with internal representations based on an modular architecture. Seen from the external aspect, those modules, which obtain input from the modules containing the world model, could be the locus where the whole system could "experience" the situation, in our example itself situated in a given environment. The system would therefore behave as if it really had an internal aspect. Whether it really does or not, cannot be answered. Nevertheless, we would like to speculate that the prerequisite for an "experiencing" system, i. e., a system with an internal aspect, is that modules exist which are able to view an inner representation of the world. One might further speculate that this is not only a necessary, but also a sufficient condition for a system to have an internal aspect.
Similarly, is it possible to think of a structure which shows the outer-aspect properties of a system having consciousness? The experience of feeling pain is a special and important event occurring in the consciousness. When we consider the phenomenon of consciousness generally, this is regarded as an experience to which several special properties can be attributed. Three important ones seem to mark this phenomenon. The first is the (i) "limitation" of consciousness: only very few items are conscious at a given time. It also seems (ii) that consciousness is occupied with the problem that is "most important" at the actual moment. This seems to help in enabling the whole system (iii) to concentrate on this important problem. Could these properties be implemented in an artificial system? These observations might be explained by the assumption that there is a module which detects problems, i. e., situations where two (or more) conflicting modules are highly excited. We can further assume that this problem-detecting module affects the system in such a way that the input to those conflicting modules remains high, so that any problem-solving module is constrained to deal with this problem. When another module, which surveys the entire situation, can only "see" the activities with the highest excitation, it "sees" only those types of information which seem to correspond to those which are in our consciousness; it refers to the most important problem of the moment; it contains only one problem, and the whole system concentrates on this problem as long as it is unsolved (and is still the most important one). (See Cruse 1979 for a more detailed discussion). As it is generally not a problem to develop machines with internal models and modules which observe only the most important problem, one could assume that such a machine presents the external aspect of a system endowed with consciousness. However, as mentioned above, it is completely unclear, how one could test whether this machine really has an experience, or an internal view, other than by the very indirect tests like those proposed by Turing.
We believe that eventually machines will be built that - from the standpoint of the external view - will behave as if they had emotions, or motivations, and consciousness. Whether they will really have them in the sense of an internal aspect, strictly speaking, will (probably) never be known. Nevertheless, on the basis of an analog conclusion, we may ascribe to them an internal view; we do this now with respect to other humans, some of us to a dog, some even to a frog, and possibly a bee. Such a machine can take a position anywhere in this series, depending on its subjective similarity with the self-image of the observer.
One possible interpretation concerning the nature of the internal aspect is that there exist structures (the modules mentioned) which have an evolutionary advantage, but that the phenomenon of experience as such (e.g., of pain) can be considered an epiphenomenon which, by itself, has no particular advantage in an evolutionary sense. An internal view possibly appears whenever certain structural conditions are fulfilled. As mentioned above, the capability to experience an internal view may be based on the ability to view internal world models and may have developed quite early in evolution.
If the above mentioned speculations are correct, i. e., that a machine could have feelings and even consciousness, one may further ask whether a machine could also have free will. What does is mean for a human to have free will? We do not know what (free) will is, but we do experience it. If we have to make a decision, we do not have the impression that the result is already fixed beforehand, rather that we make it during the process, and that we are responsible for the result. This reflects the internal aspect. However, considering such a system from outside, the behavior seems to be determined by sensory input (plus internal systems including memory) and, possibly, random effects produced, for example, by chaotic properties. Insofar, there seems to be no basic difference to a machine. But even though one may accept this view, one still has the introspective impression of having a free will. Can a deterministic system have a free will and therefore be responsible for its actions? To some, this seems to be a contradiction, but reflects the different realities of the internal and the external aspect. This is similar to when we see the sun rise in the morning and move across the sky during the day, although we "know" that it is not the sun which moves. Similarly, we speak of psychosomatic effects, although many of us are sure that there is no literal influence of the "psychic" on the physical domain other than our ideas. We mix items of the external and the internal aspect, which is, strictly speaking, not permissible, but comfortable because it is complicated to always describe the "real" relationship. Thus, we will continue using the term free will not only because it corresponds to our internal experience, but also because it is a simple and important concept with respect to our whole cultural life. The loss of this concept could lead to misunderstandings which might produce a number of social problems. The concept that humans have a free will and are thus responsible for their actions and therefore the concept of moral depth, would lose its essential foundation. If this became accepted it would nevertheless be necessary to formulate social rules, such as laws and fines, as if free will existed, to avoid social disaster. Then, the mental modules would have to take into account the corresponding reactions of the world, and in this way, sensible social existence would still be possible. This view is actually already common, as it has long been in jurisdiction: fines represent a means of preventing crimes and not a means of atoning for moral debt. However, this line of argument is complicated and hence less comprehensible. Life would therefore not be easier, if this knowledge were to be accepted by the human community. Another problem which might hamper the acceptance of these concepts is that they will be understood by many as questioning the idea of human self-understanding and of human dignity. We are, however, quite confident with respect to overcoming the latter problem because we easily survived three other attacks on these ideas, first, the Copernican revolution, second, the Darwinian revolution, and third, Freuds detection of the contribution of unconsciousness.
The elementary question discussed is whether animals or animals could have an internal experience as a human can experience this by observing him or herself. The difference between the internal and the external aspect can be made clear by considering the difference between feeling pain and looking at one's own neuronal activity correlated with this experience. Whether an insect (or an animal) "experiences" as opposed to being a simple "reflex machine" without an internal aspect, is (probably) impossible to answer. However, the argument of structural analogy, which can be used to accept the existence of an internal aspect in other humans except oneself, might, after further studies, in future also allow for conclusions with respect of other animals and possibly animats.
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